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THE QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE
EDUCATION
Y

TUESDAY, MARCI1 31, 1992
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:47 p.m. in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ray Thornton [acting
chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.
Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order.

I'd like to ask our first panel, Dr. Vest, Dr. Pister, Dr. Carlisle,
and Dr. Ferguson to please come up to the witness table, if you
will.

I want to first thank each of you for making the effort to come
down and talk about this most important topic. The quality of undergraduate science education is a matter of great concern, and
how to improve that science education, not only at the undergradu-

ate level, but with the consequences of that education and its
impact upon education throughout the seamless web, from the beginning of the educational process through the highest degree.
Following World War II, the United States did create the finest
research infrastructure in the world by choosing wisely to contract
its investment in basic research with institutions of higher education.

By integrating both pedagogy and research, we were able to capitalize on the strengths and complementary roles of each, producing a student academic environment that was unparalleled in excellence and in opportunity.
Today, however, a nationwide perception exists that the balance
between teaching and research has become skewed in favor of research and that the quality of undergraduate science education
within this country has seriously deteriorated.
Students and parents are alike in voicing their dissatisfaction
with an academic system that sometimes seems to have lost sight
of the educational needs of the students.
The faculty reward systems of universities give the appearance
that faculty are awarded promotion and tenure primarily on the
basis of research endeavors.
In addition, the current imbalance between the amount of federal funds available for research and the increasing number of research opportunities, has placed the university research enterprise
(1)
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under stress, and has significantly reduced faculty success rates for
obtaining research support.
As a result of these pressures, faculty tend to allocate more and
more time to research and proposal writing, while teaching respon-

sibilities are transferred to graduate students or teaching assist-

ants.
Our goal today in these hearings is to examine factors that con-

tribute to establishing an appropriate balance between teaching
and research responsibilities of the professorate, and to enhancing
the quality of undergraduate science education.

It is not our intent to denigrate or to take away in any respect
from the important role of scientific research within the academic
institution, or to criticize those faculty whose demonstrated excellence in research-related endeavors are so often rewarded.

As a Nation, we have collectively reaped significant benefits

from their dedication and valuable contributions to science.
Now, one could take the simplistic view that undergraduate sci-

ence education represents just one of many segments along the
continuous spectrum of formal education that begins with preschool and ends with post-doctoral study.

A more pragmatic view, and one that is instrumental to this

hearing, is that undergraduate science education serves as a pivotal element within the formal education structure. It serves as the
core from which scientific knowledge emanates to future scientists
and researchers, to future teachers, and to future leaders in every
sector of our society.

In short, undergraduate science education provides the foundation upon which this Nation's scientific literacy is ultimately based.
Ralph Waldo Emerson once remarked, and I quote, "The secret
of education lies in respecting the pupil."
Despite the laudable successes and significant achievements of
our research infrastructure, we must look to our academic institutions to ensure that the needs of those students are addressed, and
that all students receive the quality undergraduate science education they fully expect and deserve.

All of us here today share a common goalto reaffirm the im-

portance, value, and honor associated with educating our Nation's
youth. This hearing, I hope, will afford us the opportunity to identify viable options and means to achieve that common goal.
Our first panel of witnesses is composed of leaders from several
academic institutions, and your guidance, direction, and stewardship of your faculty have a great effect, not only on academic priorities, but upon the rewards that teaching tculty receive.
Our second panel will be composed of senior and junior faculty
whose decisions regarding their own research and teaching responsibilities are influenced by the faculty reward systems of their respective institutions.
We look forward to the candid views and recommendations of all
of our witnesses.
I'm reminded of the story once told about a Greek philosopher, a

couple of thousand years ago, saying, "Isn't it terrible what happened to Socrates? They've killed him."
The response was, "Well, he may have been a good teacher, but
he never published." Plato did the publication, I believe.

I
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Mr. Packard has a prepared statement which, without objection,
I would like to enter into the record at this point in these proceedings.

I recognize my colleague from Maryland, Mr. Gilchrest, if he has
an opening statement.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Thornton, Mr. Packard, and Mr.
Boucher follow:]

0
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OPENING STATEMENT
OF THE
HONORABLE RAY THORNTON (D-AR)
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
ON THE
QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION

March 31, 1992

Following World War II, the United States created the finest

research infrastructure in the world by choosing to contract its
investment in basic research with institutions of higher

education. By integrating both pedagogy and research, we
were able to capitalize on the strengths and complementary

roles of each, producing a student academic environment that
was unparalleled in excellence and opportunity.

Today, however, a nationwide perception exists that the
balance between teaching and research has become skewed in
favor of research and that the quality of undergraduate science
education within this country has seriously deteriorated.
1
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Students and parents alike are voicing their dissatisfaction with

an academic system that appears to have lost sight of the
educational needs of its students.

The faculty reward systems of universities give the
appearance that faculty are awarded promotion and tenure
A

primarily on the basis of their research endeavors. In addition,
the current imbalance between the amount of federal funds
available for research, and the increasing number of research
opportunities, has placed the university research enterpi ise

under stress and has significantly reduced faculty success rates

for obtaining research support. As a result, faculty tend to
allocate more time to research and proposal writing, while
teaching responsibilities are transferred to graduate students or
teaching assistants.

A
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Our goal today is to examine factors that contribute to
establishing an appropriate balance between the teaching and
research responsibilities of the professoriate, and to enhancing
the quality of undergraduate science education. It is not our
intent to denigrate the role of scientific research within the

academic institution, or to impugn those faculty whose
demonstrated excellence in research related endeavors are so

rewarded. As a nation, we have collectively reaped significant
benefits from their dedication and valuable contributions to
science.

One could take the simplistic view that undergraduate
science education represents just one of many segments along

the continuous spectrum of formal education - a spectrum that
begins with pre-school and ends with post-doctoral study. A
more pragmatic view, and one which is instrumental to this
hearing, is that undergraduate science education serves as a

3
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pivotal element within the formal education structure. It serves

as the very core from which scientific knowledge emanates to
future scientists and researchers, to future teachers, and to
future leaders in every sector of our society. In short,

undergraduate science education provides the foundation upon
which this nation's scientific literacy is ultimately based.

Ralph Waldo Emerson once remarked, "The secret of

education lies in respecting the pupil." Despite the laudable
successes and significant achievements of our research

infrastructure, we must look to our academic institutions to
ensure that the needs of the students are addressed and that all
students receive the quality undergraduate science education
they fully expect and deserve.

All of us here today share a common goal to reaffirm the
importance, value, and honor associated with educating our

4
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nation's youth. This hearing will afford us the opportunity to
identify viable options and means to achieve that common goal.

Our first panel of witnesses is comprised of leaders from
several academic institutions, whose guidance, direction, and

stewardship of the faculty greatly influence not only academic

priorities, but also the concomitant rewards for faculty. Our
second panel of witnesses is comprised of senior and junior
faculty whose decisions regarding their own research and
teaching responsibilities are influenced by the faculty reward

systems of their respective institutions. We look forward to the
candid views and recommendations of all of our witnesses.

5
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STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE RON PACKARD
SCIENCE SUBCOMMITTEE
HEARING ON THE QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
1:30 PM, 2318 RHOB
MARCH 31, 1992

I welcome the gentleman from Arkansas, Mr. Thornton, who will
be chairing the hearing today for Chairman Boucher.

I

am sure

Chairman Thornton will provide some valuable insights given his
former role as the President of the University of Arkansas.

I

welcome all the witnesses and extend a special welcome to Dr

from the University of California at

Karl Pister
Santa Cruz.

Dr. Pister has had a very distinguished career within the

University of California

a career that includes being selected as a

Fulbright Scholar in both Ireland and Germany.

Dr. Pister is the

Chairman of the newly created Board on Engineering Education of the
National

Research

Council

and

he

currently

serves

Chancellor at the University of California, Santa Cruz.

as

Interim

4
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*

I

will be interested to hear more about the recommendations that

were generated by the task force of the UC system that looked at
faculty rewards.

It is my hope that these excellent recommendations

are now in the process of being implemented.

*

With that, Mr. Chairman,

I

will conclude my opening remarks so

that we can move on to the testimony.

,
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March 31, 1992

The people of the United States have justifiably taken great

pride in the scientific excellence demonstrated by this nation as

a whole, particularly in this competitive global environment. Our
research infrastructure, established as a cooperative joint
venture between the federal government and the academic

community, has become the envy of the world. But we can ill
afford to rest on our laurels. Current indicators reflect a
potentially disturbing erosion of the scientific literacy in this
country a trend that may ultimately and irreversibly damage the

economic strength and competitiveness of this country.

1
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The purpose of the hearing today is to examine one of the
most crucial and pivotal elements in the determination of our
nation's scientific literacy - the quality of undergraduate science

education. This area of examination is not limited solely to the
education of those individuals who seek professional careers in

the sciences. On the contrary, the quality of undergraduate
science education received by non-science majors has equal, if

not greater, impact on society as a whole.

Those undergraduate students who choose careers in

other fields will require a solid foundation in science in order to
apply their respective skills in a technologically explosive

international environment. Even more significantly, those
undergraduate students who choose careers in teaching will
eventually impart their knowledge and understanding of science

to the children of today - the leaders of tomorrow. Thus,

2

1

u
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limitations or deficiencies in undergraduate science education
ultimately impact every sector of our society.

Has the quality of undergraduate science education been
deteriorating? Public perception seems to indicate "yes".
However, we seek today not to "pass judgement" on the

academic community, but rather to address a root cause of this
perception and to solicit constructive mechanisrris to effect
institutional change.

At the very heart of this issue is the current faculty reward
system, which appears to favor the research endeavors of the
professoriate at the expense of the teaching endeavors.

If

faculty are primarily recognized and rewarded on the basis of
their research efforts, where is the incentive (other than personal

devotion and motivation) to dedicate one's time to teaching the
undergraduate students? Clearly, the element of instruction

3
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must be recognized for its value and importance to this nation,
and rewarded accordingly.

I welcome the witnesses who have come here today to
share their views, observations, and recommendations on this

important issue with our Subcommittee. Working together we
can learn from past experiences, identify areas for potential

change, and explore new and innovative programs designed to
improve the quality of undergraduate science education.

We are all in agreement on the importance of science

education to this nation. Let us take the opportunity of this
hearing to collectively address substantive, proactive measures

to enhance the quality of that education, for we are all the
ultimate beneficiaries.

a

4
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Mr. GILCHREST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have no formal opening statement. I do look forward to the testimony from the panel this afternoon.

I know that it is significantly important for us to understand
how science and math can be a part of the instructional fabric of
universities and colleges, so that they make a significant impact on
those teachers and people that will absorb that information.

This is probably the most important infrastructure that our

I

country has, and that's the manner in which we instruct people to
further disseminate that information. It is vital that we get some
sense of how we can improve upon thatwhat our strengths are,
what our abilities to be creative are, and so forth.
I would also like to emphasize the importance of this as a history

teacher, over the past so many years, up until last year, in that

after they get out of undergraduate school, I think it is vital not to
let the line go, but teachers continually need to be updated on specific information, and motivated, because the term "burn-out" is
fairly prevalent in our public schools.
Undergraduate schools can do a great deal to perpetuate their
sense of importance in the community. After they leave these undergraduate schools, some continued association with them in some
manner, I think, is vitally important.
I'll just throw a plug for a book that was written about 25 years
ago. As a history teacher, I read the book, and use it as part of my
instruction periodically, but I think it's a great blending of the disciplines. It was a book written by Jacob Bronowski, called "The
Ascent of Man."
It blended, so perfectly, philosophy, economics, history, science,

of course, religion, in a way that people understood the context of
science and math in the importance of people's lives.
So, ladies and gentlemen, I look forward to your testimony.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much.

I also enjoyed the wonderful Bronowski book. It is an excellent

piece.

I want to express, for the Chairman of the Science Committee,
the Honorable Rick Boucher, his regret that he could not be here
today. He was really looking forward to this hearing.
When it appeared that his schedule would not allow him to be
here, he asked me, I think, because I left the presidency of the University of Arkansas to seek to return to Congress to chair the hearing.

He said, "Ray, why did you give up being president of the University of Arkansas to comp hack to Congress?" I admitted that I
got tired of all the politics.
[Laughter.]
Mr. THORNTON. Henry Kissinger once said that, "The reason that
university politics is so fierce is that the stakes are so small."
[Laughter.]
Mr. THORNTON. But the administration of universities is the most

significant task that faces our country, because the foundation of
education is higher education.

Education means to educe or to pull up or pull out of or pull
through. It is at the level of higher education that you put the

16

pulley, and that you lift, as we did with the land grant college

system, the entire fabric of a Nation's educational structure.
Dr. Vest, I'd like to ask you to begin the testimony today. Your

excellent prepared testimony will be made a part of the record,
without objection, in full. I would like to ask that you summarize it
so that we may hear from each of the witnesses today.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES M. VEST, PRESIDENT, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

DMr. VEST. I would like to begin by warning my colleagues that
if we are facing a chairman who is a former university president,
and a Congressman who reads Bronowski, we'd better speak the
truth today.
Mr. Chairman, it's a great honor to be here to address the committee on a topic of utmost importance, the quality of undergraduate education, the relationship and balance between teaching and
research.
This Nation is in a slump, economically, politically, and socially.
As my favorite philosopher, Pogo Possum, once said, "We are surrounded by insurmountable opportunities."
You have heard the litany of things that many believe are necessary to pull ourselves out of this trend. The essential prerequisite
for progress, the sine qua non for a vibrant American future, is the
development of our human capital our people and their ideas.
Our system of public and private higher education is one of the
most successful undertakings in human history. It is unparalleled
in sale, scope, and quality.
It has repaid the Nation's investment in many ways, and at rates
that defy ordinary economic analysis. It is the best in the world
period.

But greatness can be fleeting, if we rest upon our laurels, if we
do not move with the times, or if we fail to anticipate the future.
American undergraduate education must be continuously improved, and therefore it must be valued and invested in by the
Nation.
Because of research at institutions such as MIT, undergraduates

are taught by faculty members who teach the future, not just the

past, of their fields.
Where there are problems with science education, I believe that
it is more often because of an artificial separation of teaching and
research than because of an overemphasis on research.

Faculty in the universities that I am aware of work very, very
hard. Indeed, they work obsessively. We keep asking more and

more of them, and they keep asking more and more of themselves.
Nonetheless, the promotion and reward system clearly influences
what they work on and how.
Promotion, tenure, and salary setting must be designed to promote excellence in learning through education and research.
I do not recommend that we deviate from that goal. The times
call for more flexibility than I sometimes observe.
I'm aware of schools that have carefuliy quantified the minimum
number of publications they require for tenure, for example. This

23
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is nonsense and a cop-out. It is an evasion of judgment of merit and
excellence.

Teaching and instructional innovation must be recognized and
rewarded, but they must be held to the same standards of excellence that we attempt to hold scholarship and research to.
The system must allow for a broader range of activities along the
teaching/research spectrum, but quality and effectiveness must
remain the bottom line.
The most important consider ions are those that deal with

young faculty. These considerations are indeed influenced by federal policy and funding.
Many of our younger faculty are fixated on what they see as the
mechanics of attaining tenure. They feel pressed to rapidly establish research programs, laboratories, funding, and lengthy publication records, and to do so in a world where the competition is fierce
for research grants that continue to shrink in size and duration.

In my view the surest way to dampen further efforts of junior

faculty in teaching would be to cut research budgets, or to continue
the erosion of merit and peer review, as the criteml for awarding
research funding, thereby increasing still further the difficulty of
meeting this area of faculty responsibility.
There are many areas that we could discuss today, and certainly
many more than I could possibly cover in the allotted time.

For example, universities must educate for a changing worlda
world in which virtually every activity is carried out in an international context, and in which women and members of under-represented minority groups must fully participate.
But let me offer a few recommendations that I believe should be
implemented by universities, by the Federal Government, or jointly
by academia and government.
First, fix the K-12 system. The Nation simply must come to grips
with the enhancement of primary and secondary education, and
the establishment of popular respect for learning and accomplishment. Issues of undergraduate science and engineering education
will be much easier to deal with once that is done.
Senior faculty and administrators must bring about a shift in the
academic culture that more strongly recognizes the importance of
teaching and educational innovation. However, I again emphasize
that excellence and rigor must be demanded.
Particular emphasis should be placed on improving the quality of
introductory science and mathematics courses. It is in these
courses that fundamental understanding and knowledge are im-

parted. Inspiration and motivation are most important at this
level, and course content must be related to the contemporary
world.

We must use graduate student teaching assistants only in contexts that are reasonable. We have a responsibility to see that they
are appropriately prepared for their duties.
Particularly in engineering education, we must give greater emphasis to design, to integrative activities, and to teamwork.
Major institutional and national awards and fellowships recognizing faculty who have made extraordinary contributions to education of undergraduate students should be established. The new

18

Margaret MacVicker Faculty Teaching Fellows Program at MIT is
intended to establish this precedent.
We must foster a greater diversity of kinds of educational institutions. Not every institution should aspire to be a PHD-granting research university. The country can't afford it, and more importantly, we need to more clearly recognize the value of different kinds of
education and training for different people.
Programs should be developed and extended that involve undergraduates in research together with faculty and graduate students.
Examples include MIT's Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program or UROP.
NSF has developed add-on funding to research grants to support
undergraduate involvement. All the evidence that I am aware of
shows tremendous payoffs for such efforts.
A more concentrated effort is needed to increase the productivity
of universities, both individually and collectively, through the use
of modern information technology such as computing, simulation,
and interactive video.
We should more fully exploit the developing computing infrastructure and networks of the country. Imaginative educational applications seem to me to be lagging behind even the available technology.

Research funding for faculty should become more plentiful, not
less, and it should be awarded on the basis of merit, not politics.
Proposal writing and administrative loads on faculty, especially the

younger faculty, must be reduced.
As part of this, we must get away from the devastating, developing view in some corridors of the Federal Government of universities as simply research contractors.
Instead, we must promote the interaction of research and teaching within institutions, and recognize the importance of these institutions to the Nation.
We must recognize that universities are financially very fragile

at the moment. Private universities have only three sources of
incometuition, private giving, and sponsored research.

Whenever federal support for research or fellowships do not
cover the actual costs incurred, then cost sharing from the other
two sources is forced, and funds available for direct teaching and
educational purposes decrease.

Programs that support equipment and facilities for undergraduate teaching laboratories should be expanded and, in general, encouraged.

Government agencies should fund educational pilot projects and
the development of innovative curricular and teaching materials.

However, in my view, universities should not walk out on the
limb of long-term dependence on external sponsorship for faculty
salaries and operating costs directly associated with the teaching
function.

19

Reform and tuning of the academic culture is needed and, in my
view, is beginning to occur. Despite the fact that some significant
changes are necessary to further enhance the quality of undergraduate science and engineering education, it remains my view that it
is the synergy of research and teaching that has made our system
of higher education the best in the world.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Vest follows:]

A
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INTRODUCTION
Mr. Chairman, I am Charles Vest, President of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. I am honored to have the opportunity to address this
committee on a topic of utmost importance -- the quality of undergraduate
education and the balance between teaching and research.

I was born and raised in West Virginia, where I attended public schools and
graduated as a mechanical engineer from West Virginia University in 1963.
Thereafter, I moved to The University of Michigan where I earned a masters degree
and, in 1968, my PhD in mechanical engineering. I served on the faculty of
Michigan's College of Engineering from 1968 to 1990.
During most of these years I was active in both teaching and research. I taught
both undergraduate and graduate courses every term. At Michigan, I served as dean
of the College of Engineering and then as Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs. In October 1990, I had the honor to become president of MIT. I view this
appointment as a call to national service, and it is in that spirit that I come before
this committee today.

This nation is in a slump -- economically, politically and socially. As my
favorite philosopher, Pogo Possum, once said, 'We are surrounded by
insurmountable opportunities." You have heard the litany of things that most
believe are necessary to pull ourselves away from this trend, especially
economically: increase savings rates...focus on the long term...learn to live in the
world of interconnected economies, production systems and communications...and
train tomorrow's workforce so that it is committed to excellence and is
representative of the rapidly changing demography of our nation. But the essential
prerequisite for progress, the sine qua ;Ion for a vibrant American future, is the
development of our human capital -- that is, our people and their ideas.
Our system of public and private higher education is one of the most
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successful undertakings in human history. It is unparalleled in scale, scope and
quality. It has repaid the nation's investment in it in many ways and at rates that
defy ordinary economic analysis. It is the best in the world - period.
But, I can imagine that just a decade or two ago, the president of some major
U.S. manufacturing firm might have spoken to you with equal conviction about the
unparalleled strength of his firm or industrial sector. It is unlikely that today that
same individual would be able to claim to represent the best in the world. Greatness
can be fleeting if we rest upon our laurels, if we do not move with the times, or if
we fail to anticipate the future. American undergraduate education must be
continuously improved, and therefore it must be valued, and invested in, by the
nation.
There are two issues in undergraduate science and engineering education -the education of scientists and engineers; and the scientific and technological literacy
of students majoring in the arts, humanities, business, and other fields. I will
concentrate on the education of science and engineering majors today, but would
like to register my view that the scientific literacy of non-majors is a growing
national problem. Indeed, when I larvard students recently interviewed just prior
to their graduation, were asked "What is your one biggest academic regret", 39% of
the humanities majors answered "I wish that I had taken more science."

THE INTERACTION OF TEACHING AND RESEARCH

In many universities, significant change is required to improve the quality of
undergraduate science and engineering education. However, posing the issue
starkly as a balance between teaching and research evades the complexity of this
important topic.
For example, it is important to understand that in science and engineering,
undergraduate course topics and materials generally evolve from research
developments, then move into graduate courses and only then, as they are refined
and honed and their essentials understood, move into undergraduate classrooms
and textbooks. In recent testimony before the National Research Council Board on
Engineering Education, several educators who described innovative new
approaches to undergraduate education noted that this mode of evolution
continues today. Furthermore, in engineering education, the coupling of industrial
research interactions with undergraduate course development is dearly increasing
in importance.
Because of research at institutions such as MIT, undergraduates are taught by
faculty members who teach the future, not just the past of their subjects. In addition
to their classroom work, students learn from tutors and fellow students in study
groups, and -- increasingly -- by working directly with faculty, graduate students, and
staff on research projects.
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Where there are problems with science education, I believe that it is more
often because of a separation of teaching and research, rather than an overemphasis
on research. As Professor Hal Abelson of our computer science faculty, a widely
respected teacher of undergraduates, has put it:
A lot of science education is fossilized, largely because
people have forgotten that learnir.g about science must
involve doing science. One symptom of this is the way
that discussions about faculty roles in education get polarized
around the "research vs. teaching" issue MIT s
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program is a

wonderful example of how to get around this, and its
puzzling and troubling that the program has been so hard
to transplant to other universities.
1 bt lieve that in the long run, it requires the discipline, joy and continual
renewal of original research, scholarship or other creative intellectual activity to
keep us lively and successful as teachers. One may start out as an effective and even
brilliant teacher, but without the kind of continuous renewal that research and
scholarship provide, one will not grow in wisdom and breadth, and over time may
lose rather than gain in effectiveness as a teacher.
FACULTY PROMOTION, TENURE AND REWARDS
Faculty in the universities that I am aware of work very, very hard.
Indeed they work obsessively. We keep asking more and more of them, and they
keep asking more and more of themselves. Nonetheless, the promotion and
reward system clearly influences what they work on, and how.
Promotion, tenure and salary setting must be designed to promote
e:xcellence in learning through education and research. I do not recommend that we
deviate from that goal, but I do believe that the times call for more flexibility- than I
scmetirnes observe. I. am aware of schools that have carefully quantified their
requirements for tenure, lo i. example requiring a certain minimum number of
publications. This is nonsense and a cop-out. It is an evasion of judgement of merit
and excellence.

Teaching and instructional innovation must be recognized and rewarded, but
they must be held to the same standards of excellence to which we attempt to hold
scholarship and research. The system must allow for a broader range of activities
along the teaching/research spectrum, but quality and effectiveness must be the

bottom line.
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The most important considerations are those that deal with young
faculty. And these considerations are influenced by federal policy and funding.

a

It is true that many of our younger faculty are fixated on what they view as
the mechanics of attaining tenure. They feel pressed to rapidly establish research
programs, laboratories, funding, and lengthy publication records, and to do so in a
world where the competition is fierce for grants that continue to shrink in size and
duration. (Today, both the NIFI and the NSF fund fewer than one-third of their
grant applications.) These younger colleagues believe that research sponsors and
university administrators require them to spend most of their time generating
entropy rather than useful worK. And they wonder if they will ever have time to
spend with their families.

Many assistant professors building their careers and moving toward tenure
do express concern about a lack of time to commit, and rewards to be reaped, for
innovation in undergraduate teaching. In my view, however, the problem is not
doing research; it is the increasingly oppressive environment for developing
sponsorship for their research. Too much time must be devoted to proposal writing
and research administration, and not enough time to research itself. The surest way
to dampen further the efforts of junior faculty in teaching would be to cut research
budgets, or to continue the erosion of merit and peer review as the criteria for
awarding research funding, thereby increasing still further the difficulty of meeting
this area of faculty responsibility.
RECOMMENDATIONS

There are many more areas to be discussed than I can possibly cover in the
alloted time. For example, universities must educate for a changing world -- a
world in which virtually every activity is carried out in an international context,
and in which women and members of underrepresented minority groups must
participate fully. But let me offer a few recommendations that I believe should be
implemented by universities, by the federal government, or jointly by academia and
government.
Fix the K-12 system. The nation simply must come to grips with the
enhancement of primary and secondary education and the establishment of
popular respect for learning and accomplishment. Issues of
undergraduate science and engineering education will be much easier to
deal with once that is done.

Senior faculty and administrators must bring about a shift in
academic culture that more strongly recognizes the importance of teaching
and educational innovation. An atmosphere of respect for first-rate
teaching, and enjoyment by students and faculty of learning together
must be fostered. However, excellence and rigor must be demanded.
4
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Particular emphasis should be placed on improving the quality of
introductory science and mathematics courses. It is in these courses
that fundamental understanding and knowledge are imparted. Inspiration
and motivation are most important at this level, and course content must
be related to the contemporary world.

We in the universities must use graduate student teaching assistants
only in contexts that are reasonable, and we have a responsibility to
see that they are appropriately prepared for their duties.
Particularly in engineering
we must give greater emphasis
to design, integrative activities and teamwork.

Major institutional and national awards and fellowships recognizing
faculty who have made extraordinary contributions to the education of
undergraduate students should be established. The new Margaret
MacVicker Faculty Teaching Fellows Program at MIT is intended to
establish this precedent.
We must foster a greater diversity in kinds of educational
institutions. Not every institution should aspire to be a PhD-granting
research university. The country can't afford it, and, more
importantly, we need to more clearly recognize the value of different
kinds of education and training.

Programs should be developed and extended that involve undergraduates
in research together with faculty and graduate students. Examples
include MIT's Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP). NSF
has developed add-on funding to research grants to support undergraduate
involvement. All the evidence that I am aware of shows tremendous
payoffs for such efforts.

A more concerted effort is needed to increase the productivity of
universities both individually and collectively through the use of
modern information technology such as computing, simulation, and
interactive video. We should more fully exploit the developing
computing infrastructure and networks across the country. Imaginative
educational applications seem to be lagging behind the technology.
Research funding for faculty should become more plentiful, and it
should be awarded on the basis of merit, not politics. Proposal writing
and administrative loads on faculty, especially the younger faculty,
must be reduced.
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We must get away from the devastating developing federal view of
universities as simply research contractors. Instead, we must promote
the interaction of research and teaching within institutions whose
importance to the nation is recognized and valued.
You must recognize that universities are financially very fragile at
the moment. Private universities have only three sources of income -tuition, private giving and sponsored research. Whenever federal
support for research or fellowships does not cover the actual costs
incurred, then cost sharing from the other two sources is forced, and
funds available for educational purposes decrease.

Programs that support equipment and facilities for teaching
laboratories should in general be encouraged.

Government agencies should fund educational pilot projects and the
development of innovative curricular and teaching material. However,
universities should not walk out on the limb of long-term dependence on
external sponsorship for faculty salaries and operating costs of
teaching.
CLOSING

Universities should be dedicated to learning. Learning takes place in a variety
of ways -- through formal course work, through research, and through involvement
in the general academic discourse. Reform and tuning of the academic culture is
needed, and in my view is beginning to occur. Despite the fact that some significant
changes are necessary to further enhance the quality of undergraduate science and
engineering education, it remains my view that it is the synergy of research and
teaching that has made our system of higher education the best in the world
Before coming down here today, I asked several of MIT's most accomplished
undergraduate teachers what they would like to say to you. Let me close by quoting
the response of Dan Kemp, a member of our Chemistry faculty and a MacVicker
Fellow:

We are living at a unique moment in human history, in
which we are finally answering many of the deep
remaining questions concerning the nature of the physical
universe, of the human organism, and of life itself. A
nation that can seize the creative potential of these exciting
times can ensure that it is governed by a political process
that is grounded in rationality, and it can foster a level of
technological creativity that guarantees prosperity and
decent quality of life, both for itself and for its future
generations.
6
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Vest for an eloquent
statement.
A former president of the University of Arkansas, who also left
the university to come to Congress, named J. William Fulbright,
once made the statement in talking about the politician as an educator, that it was essential that we educate our leaders before they
become our leaders, that the old system of the politician educating

the constituency had fallen into a lot of problems with the 30

second sound bites, and that it was very important for us to have
not only in the sciences, but throughout the philosophy of educationto have educational institutions that presented well rounded
people to become our leaders.
I thank you very much for your testimony. Dr. Pister.

And, let me identify our witnesses more completely for the
record. President Vest is head of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, one of our truly great national treasures, and we are
so honored that you are here.
Dr. Pister is Chancellor of the University of California at Santa
Cruz. Dr. Pister we are honored that you are here.

STATEMENT OF DR. KARL S. PISTER, INTERIM CHANCELLOR.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SANTA CRUZ, SANTA CRUZ,
CALIFORNIA

Dr. PISTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.

For the record, I should also say that I spent most of my faculty

career at the University of California at Berkeley, the last ten
years of which were service as Dean of the College of Engineering.

Also, I am currently Chair of the National Research Council

Board on Engineering Education, which has a great deal of interest
in the subject under discussion today.
In 1991, I was Chairman of the University of California Systemwide Task Force studying the faculty reward system at the University of California. That experience is largely the basis for my testimony today.

It's not surprising

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Pister, without objection, your full, prepared

testimony will be made a part of the record, verbatim, at this point
in the record.
Dr. PISTER. Thank you, sir.

Since Dr. Vest and I were both educated as engineers and served
similar experiences in our academic careers, it will be no surprise
that much of my testimony follows his, with perhaps just a few
minor nuances.
First of all, the research university system in the United States,
which is largely a post-World War II phenomenon is, indeed, a
great institution. Nothing that I have to say should be construed as

a need for substantial change in the research institutions of the

United States.
Nevertheless, there are important characteristics that have been

acquired over the last 50 years or so that I believe are important
and must be considered and changes made if the research universi-
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ty system of this country is to serve the Nation as it must in the
coming century.

First of all, our research universities have a tripartite mission of
teaching research and public service. This, in itself, has a major
impactthe balance among those three categories on how these institutions serve the Nation.
Secondly, these institutions supply the faculty to most all other
higher educational institutions in the United States. They are the
Ph.D.-producing institutions that supply faculty.
Therefore, the value system that is set by research universities is
inherited and passed on in some sort of educational genetic code
that influences almost all of higher education.
In addition, the research university model sets the value system
for faculty performance, by and large, in most of our institutions.
The research university has, likewise, tended to homogenize institutional mission. Dr. Vest ref.?.rred to this already. It's too many

institutions in the United States, in my view, aspire to become a
research university in the present scene.
This was captured in a recent paper by Clark Kerr entitled, "The
Race to be Harvard, Berkeley, or Stanford," clearly written before
recent events at Stanford.
[Laughter.]

As a Berkeley person, off the record, I couldn't avoid saying that,

of course.

Research universities have also created the pressure of produc-

tive scholarship.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Pister, let me just interrupt at that point,
though, to say, that when one evaluates the contributions that that
great university has made to our Nationits knowledge, its ability
to develop high technology skills, employment opportunities for our
people the fact that a mistake is made does not necessarily condemn the system or the process by which the Federal Government
has provided support for those institutions.
Dr. PISTER. The record must show that that was a remark made
in jest. Only people that either have gone to Stanford or Berkeley
fully appreciate the friendly rivalry between the nstitutions,
which I entrusted two of my daughters, to I should say.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much.

Dr. PISTER. Research universities have created the pressure of
productive scholarship, often called the "publish or perish syndrome."

Indeed, this manifests itself in such pressures as the need for

academic year salary offsets for university faculty in research universities. In other words, the substitution of research for teaching,
which is a pressure that is dictated all too often by institutional
economics more than mission of the institution.
They have created institutional and individual metrics for pres-

tige and awards. The nationai rankings, however determined,

whether by the news media or by surveys, typically look at the research component of the institution in establishing a hierarchy.
They have tended to erode the loyalty and allegiance of faculty
to the home institution in favor of allegiance to the discipline.
This horizontal peer group, so to speak, is a peer group that has,
in many cases, displaced the institutional loyalty, because of the
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need for peer group evaluation in the publication process, and in
the evaluation of research proposals.
There is thereby created a loss of a sense of community at a typical research university and, in turn, this strongly impacts curricular development, and undergraduate teaching.
There have been several surveys, one notably by Ernest Boyer,
who called attention to the age-related concerns that lie in this
area that are in the printed text. This is a problem that is particularly acutely felt by those under 40 years old in the academy.
Lastly, research universities have been relatively unresponsive to
diversity issuesissues which, in my view, are poised to overwhelm
our post-secondary institutions in the coming decade.
As an example, in 1995, the public high school graduating classes
of California and Texas will be more than 52 percent minority. The
disciplinary focus, as opposed to a more community focus, of our

research universities make it difficult to deal with the human resource questions that are typically associated with large under-represented minority populations in our institutions.
So what recommendations for change can I give?

First, a set for our institutionsfirst, encourage and reinforce diversity in institutional mission. Let's not all try to be Harvard, or
MIT, or Stanford. Let's encourage flexibility in rewarding faculty
performance over the full range of institutional mission, teaching
research and service, emphasizing quality of scholarship that is
demonstrated by the record.
Here I would quote from the University of California Personnel
Manual which says, The sine qua non "is superior intellectual attainment, as evidenced in teaching, research or other creative activity." That has been far too narrowly defined by most of our research institutions.

We should give the same attention to the peer evaluation of

teaching that we currently give to the peer evaluation of research.
It is a self-fulfilling prophecy to say that the evaluation of teaching is too difficult and, therefore, we won't do it. We should encourage scholarly activities aimed at improving K-12 education, especially in mathematics, science, and communication skills, a matter
that Dr. Vest has already addressed.
We should not leave this connection to K-12 mainly or exclusively or, indeed, at all to schools of education, but rather engage the
faculty from across the university departments to aim their efforts,
in part, at improving K-12 education.
And, finally, we should encourage activities aimed at improving

integration and coherence of particularly the freshman year

courses in science and mathematics.
We should, indeed, deal with this as a problem of attrition that is

impacting at least half of the students that go into these fields in
our universities in this county.
Two years ago, there was a very useful conferencea very productive conferenceat Michigan, called the Freshman Year in Science and Engineering. It's all too infrequently that faculty get together across departments to talk about freshman curriculum.
Finally, a recommendation to the government and, I think, appropriately directed to FCCSET and that is, to encourage culture
changes in Federal, State and other agencies that fund and evalu-
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ate institutions to focus on the above changes in universities. This
is a quote taken from a very excellent report that was recently pro-.
duced by the National Science Foundation.
The National Science Foundation, indeed, in my view, has gotten
out in front by producing programs that are model programs for
changing the focus from purely a focus on research to programs
that support research in teaching and the delivery of curriculum.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Pister follows:]
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INTRODUCTION
The mission statements of research universities in the
United States typically embrace three areas of faculty
and
service.
research
public
teaching,
activity:
follows that the criteria for evaluation
Consequently, it
and reward of faculty performance should cover the same
What has this to do with the quality of
areas of activity.
My
undrgraduate science (and engineering) education?
and reward of
Evaluation
response
is
"everything."
performance are strongly coupled to the improvement of
I will briefly
In
what follows
undergraduate education.
for
examining
the
develop an historical perspective
contemporary research university to place the so-called
"teaching vs.
research" issue in a context that
suggests
I
of
action.
will
conclude
with
courses
some
recommendations for change, both at the level of
the
institution and the federal government.
Some 35 years ago I recall a meeting of the faculty of
the
College of Engineering at Berkeley at which was discussed
the following proposition:
Should graduate students who were employed on
research projects, and therefore paid a salary, be
allowed to use the results of their research in
fulfillment of the requirements for the thesis or
dissertation?

This question speaks of another era which contrasts sharply
with the academic world today, and which sets a context for
It marked the end of an era during which the
my remarks.
impact of federal support of research had a relatively small
effect on undergraduate education, while at
the same
time
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marking the emergence of the "research university" of today.
Among the some 3,000 institutions of higher learning in this
American
research universities have achieved
country,
service and provision of
undisputed success in research,
mass education. Notwithstanding this success, they have, in
my view, acquired symptoms that are brought to mind by the
following quotations:
"The institutionizing on a large scale of any natural
combination of need and motive always tends to run
into technicality and to develop a tyrannical Machine
with unforeseen powers of exclusion and corruption."
From a 1903 essay on the Ph.D. by William James.
"Practices that be,in by filling needs become detached
from their original purposes, even counterproductive to
Having been adopted on a large scale, however,
them.
these practices take on a power of their own. We place
expectations on college and university faculty members
that discourage them from devoting time to students and
the classroom. Tyrannical machines dominate American
education."
From Lynne V. Cheney's National Endowment for the
Humanities Report, 1990.

Whether or not tyrannical machines dominate, or simply
the missions of
research universities,
there are
machines among us. Let me briefly sketch factors that
brought this about.

skew
such
have

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The evolution of the mission of American universities has
reflected important societal needs at critical times. The
clear focus of the early colonial colleges was on the
intellectual and moral development of a (male) student body,
which would in turn contribute to the public good.
Indeed,
the newly appointed President of Harvard College, Charles
Elliot,
declared in
1869
that
"the prime business of
American professors...must be regular and assiduous class
teaching." Note that the term "research" does not yet
appear in the mission statement.
The Morrill Act of 1862 and the Hatch Act of 1887 provided
unprecedented opportunities for states to develop a new kind
of public institution that would support both education in
the liberal arts as well as mechanical arts and agriculture.
The dimension of productive service was added to the mission
of
public as well as private universities and their
faculties. A dramatic change in the mission of
American
universities occurred during World War II as a result of the
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create
a
to
federal government turning to academia
Following that
partnership needed to pursue the war effort.
National Science Foundation
war, the establishment of the
and the expansion of support for research and graduate
education by federal mission agencies set the stage for the
shifting of the allegiance of faculty toward discipline and
department instead of school and institution. Emphasis was
increasingly placed upon pure research unencumbered by
however,
social determination or utility. At the same time,
the
question of access to higher education was being
an
from
redefined and institutions were being moved
"universal access" system of higher
to
a
"elitist"
consequent
rights movement
and
The civil
education.
legislation added the elements of affirmative action and a
commitment to diversity to the interpretation of the mission
of universities and the work of faculty.

THE RESEARCH UNIVERSITY AND SOCIETY
The national environment constitutes a sphere of influence
affairs of universities that is profound. Just as
on the
the federal government turned to the universities during
World War II to create teams to ensure survival of the
nation, so are we
(particularly schools of engineering)
being mobilized once again,
though with less clear an
objective, to assist in waging the economic war of global
Federal agencies
competitiveness and economic survival.
have exerted substantial influence over both the content as
well as
of research and service activities in
the style
which universities are invited to participate. The use of
the word "invited" is a euphemism, for it is demonstrably
whether public or
impossible for a research university,
private, to survive today without federal support. As noted
in the historical overview, this state of affairs evolved
after World War II,
when the NSF was created and federal
mission agencies became involved in the support of graduate
Lest I might
education in the United States in a big way.
be misunderstood, I do not deplore this situation;
indeed,
it
has produced the best university system in the world,
witness its popularity among foreign graduate students, even
if
relatively unappreciated by our own domestic science and
engineering students. What I wish to observe is that
there
has
been
an
unmistakable, and probably irreversible
intervention of the federal government into the affairs of
our universities. There is no ivory tower, if there ever was
one.

A major impact that affects all faculty has been the
pressure
to
become a productive scholar in the sense of
discoverer and reporter of new knowledge.
Sources of this
pressure are funding agencies, publishers of
journals,
universities themselves and faculty qua faculty. A vicious
circle has been created.
Funding agencies arm dependent.
-3-
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upon their ability to define and secure resources to launch
"new program initiatives."
Faculty respondents to such
programs build their cases before their peers,
who make
value
judgments largely based upon evidence of intellectual
papers.
Publishers of
capacity reflected in published
journals,
motivated
by
economics
and prestige,
are
constantly seeking editors for new journals, which in turn
manuscripts.
Furthermore,
require
new
research
universities, and in increasing numbers,
institutions that
aspire to become research universities, frequently expect or
require their faculty members to offset academic year salary
in
part
from extramural sources, i.e., substitute research
for teaching.
Nor does this impact only the conduct of research. A direct
concomitant has been the shift in
faculty loyalty and
allegiance toward geographically dispersed,
disciplinedefined peers and away from college or school and home
institution.
This phenomenon was quantified in the 1989
Carnegie Foundation Survey in which it was found that 75% of
the faculty at research institutions rated the
sense of
community at their institutions as fair or poor.
In a real
sense, disciplinary power has diminished commitment to an
institution
researchers
as
look
horizontally
for
recognition, impact and stimulation.
In turn,
universities
contributed
have
to the process
by
emphasizing peer
evaluation and departmental rankings.
National rankings
based upon media surveys have added to the problem.
How do the faculties of American research universities feel
about the milieu
in which they carry out their work? Not
very good, according to the 1989 Faculty Survey conducted
by
Ernest
Boyer
for
the Carnegie Foundation for
the
Advancement of Teaching.
In
this survey 69%
of
faculty
respondents
at
research universities agreed with the
statement, "At my institution we need better ways,
besides
publications,
to
evaluate the scholarly performance of
the survey calls attention
faculty." Furthermore,
to
disturbing age-related concerns: 53% of those under 40 years
of age
reported that "...my
job is
the
source
of
considerable personal strain...," 53% agreed that they
hardly ever have time to give a piece of work the attention
it deserves, and finally, 43% of those under 40 agreed that,
"The pressure to publish reduces the quality of teaching at
my university."
These concerns are substantiated and emphasized in the
recently published NSF report, "America's Academic Future,"
a report of the Presidential Young Investigator Colloquium
on U.S. Engineering, Mathematics, and Science Education for
the Year 2010 and Beyond.

DIVERSITY IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
-4-
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In three years the states of California and Texas will have
graduating classes in which so-called
public high school
minority groups of students will be in the majority. An
increasing number of states will join this group by the turn
of the century.
Placing this exhortation next to National Research Council
engineering doctoral degrees conferred shows
1990 data on
the urgency that one must attach to the "people-side" of
diversity:
Of the 4,892 degrees conferred
characteristics appear:
91.5%
39.4%
1.5%
2.1%

awarded
awarded
awarded
awarded

to
to
to
to

in

1990,

the

following

males
U.S. citizens
African Americans
Hispanic Americans

recent AAAS
report,
"Investing in Human
Potential"
examined programs designed to assist minorities, women and
people with disabilities to enter and complete science and
in
engineering
programs
276
institutions.
Their
conclusion!, taken together with the data above and the
demographics of our nation, place a clear imperative on all
engineering educators. We can no longer afford to view the
student
pipeline problem as a marginal activity; we cannot
afford to think that achieving diversity in our institutions
and our profession can be accomplished by a process of
assimilation into
an
existing,
stable
institutional
configuration.
What we badly need, in my view, is the will
to examine,
design and implement necessary
structural
changes in engineering education.
A

Fortunately, there is really no lack of models for reshaping
way education can be approached. Programs such as MESA
in California, along with similar programs in other states,
arc examples
of
how university faculty and staff can work
with teachers and students in K-14 to sustain the pipeline
of
students motivated and qualified to enter careers in
science and engineering. The problem for these programs
(not
with such programs) is that they are marginal--both in
funding and in occurrence. Such programs are needed
for
more schools and for all (not just minority) students.
the

Common characteristics include motivation, group activities
as opposed to "rugged individualism" in learning situations,
setting high standards and g Is, and parental and community
involvement, among others.
At the university level a great deal can be learned from the
students at historically black institutions.
experience of
An excellent example can be
found in a recent paper,
-5-
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"Preparing Minorities for Science Careers," by Carmichael
and Sevenair, in Issues in Science and Technology (Spring
1991).
This
paper demonstrates the success of Xavier
University in placing its graduates into mainline healthWhile
during
the past decade.
professional
schools
provision of a nurturing environment that emphasizes success
instead of jumping through increasingly difficult hoops is a
experience
some of
their
cornerstone of the program,
translates directly to science and engineering curriculum
designers.

As noted in the AAAS study cited above, there is a lack of
understanding of diversity as an issue central to the
academic core of our institutions. A second dimension of
diversity has to do not with people but with institutions
and their missions. Here again there is need for careful
purpose,
avoiding
structure
and
examination
of
marginalization. The 328 institutions offering engineering
programs in this country should be encouraged to explore new
directions and find new roles in the engineering educational
system.

"Mission diversity" is urgently needed in our engineering
need new role models to complement the
schools today.
We
200
so-called "research university" model. The nearly
engineering doctoral institutions, with minor exception, are
all aspiring to become a top 20 research institution. In a
recent paper in Change entitled "The New Race to be Harvard
or Berkeley or Stanford," Clark Kerr noted the following:
All 2,400 "specialized" institutions of higher education in
the United States aspire to higher things...These
aspirations grow not only out of internal desires but also
out of the expectations of members of their communities- their alumni, their states, their related industries
and professions.
A consequence of this kind of race is discussed in a recent
paper of:NAE President Bob White. Writing in The Bridge, he
called attention to the mismatch in resources available and
institutions and investigators vying for these resources. In
his view, which I share, there is an over-emphasis on the
production of engineering researchers, who increasingly must
compete for very limited resources, at the expense of
engineers advancing the state of professional practice,
especially manufacturing. Similar conclusions may be drawn
for other fields as well.
SOME RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE TO STRENGTHEN
EDUCATION IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

UNDERGRADUATE

It is the view of many faculty, and I strongly share that
view, that a central problem in the evaluation and reward of
-6-
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in
faculty performance is
the overly narrow view taken
and creativity. Ernest
assessing intellectual attainment
Boyer, in Scholarship Reconsidered,
urges that we move
beyond the "teaching vs. research" argument and examine the
quality of scholarship, assessed over four activity areas.
He suggests that the work of the professoriate be thought of
overlapping functions.
as comprised of four separate, yet
These are:

scholarship
scholarship
scholarship
scholarship

of
of
of
of

discovery
integration
application
teaching

The term "scholarship of discovery" is typically equated to
The
for
new
knowledge
will
"research."
search
unquestionably remain at the core of the mission of a
research university.
Yet, Boyer contends:
There is need for scholars to work at making connections
across the disciplines, placing specialties in larger
context, illuminating data in a revealing way, often
educating nonspecialists, too.
This, he calls "scholarship of integration."
"Scholarship of application" is embodied in the work of
faculty members that flows directly from their professional
knowledge.
It may be, but is not limited to, the innovative
practice of a profession;
it
may be the application of
every
knowledge to a consequential social problem.
In
instance, the same measures of accountability, as applied to
the scholarship of discovery, are required.
The "scholarship of teaching" moves well beyond the commonly
accepted notion of the teacher as a classroom performer, or
as a tutor of a single individual, for the mere transmission
of knowledge. Teaching incorporates these activities but is
concerned more broadly with the synthesis and extension of
i.e.,
knowledge,
the transformation of knowledge. It is
self-evident that much of what constitutes the scholarship
of teaching goes on outside the classroom or student-faculty
conference.
The faculty of all institutions of higher learning share, or
should
share,
the
responsibility for the synthesis,
application and transmission of knowledge,
i.e.,
tt-2
scholarship of
integration, application and teaching.
The
scholarship of discovery is properly focused,
though not
exclusively,
in
research
universities.
Efforts that
encourage the former categories of scholarship are most
likely to improve the quality of undergraduate education.
Efforts that encourage the scholarship of discovery are less
likely to do so,
although there can be exceptions. The
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reasons behind these assertions are clear and unassailable:
institutional economic survival and prestige, as well as
faculty prestige and honors, are directly related to the
scholarship of discovery and are virtually disconnected from
the other categories of faculty activity.
I
quote
from a Stanford
To further emphasize the point,
faculty
member
at a panel discussion on integrating
teaching, research and community service (as reported in the
Stanford Magazine, Dec. 1991):

Faculty don't talk to each other about their public
It smacks too much of applied
service. It doesn't count.
research--that's the kiss of death."

The value system currently in place in research universities
product of both internal and external influences and
is a
is
both
pressures.
The response of faculty, in my view,
Faculty are not the
prudent and necessary for survival.
problem.
Indeed, national surveys have made it
clear
that
the majority of faculty in our research universities are not
satisfied with the current value system for judging faculty
that is
strongly biased in
favor of
performance--one
scholarship of discovery, or "research."
Federal funding policies are strongly coupled to the value
In
system currently in place in our research universities.
particular, the National Science Foundation has already
taken the lead in demonstrating how to change the culture in
our institutions. For example,
the Engineering Research
Center Program placed emphasis on scholarship of integration
and application. The Undergraduate Engineering Coalition
Program
emphasized
both the diversity issue and the
scholarship of teaching. The Directorate for Education and
Human Resources is increasingly engaging university faculty
to utilize their expertise and resources to improve the
quality of undergraduate education, and equally important,
K-12 mathematics and science education. In short,
faculty
in research universities are being encouraged to engage in
scholarly activities aimed at improving instruction in
mathematics, science and engineering.

What response can be expected from our universities?
If
federal agencies follow the lead of the NSF and broaden the
base of funding for universities to embrace the full
range
of scholarly
activity,
simple economics will dictate the
response.
An
important concomitant will be
increased
attention to teaching and the integration and application of
knowledge.
I am persuaded that there is both interest and commitment
among university faculty to make needed adjustmer:ts in
allocation of effort among teaching, research and 1,,fvice.
-e-
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base
this
opinion on the data from Boyer's survey, a
survey of 900 faculty at five University of California
campuses and the enthusiasm evident at a 1990 symposium on
"The Freshman Year in Science and Engineering," held by the
Alliance for Undergraduate Education under NSF sponsorship.
There is a strong desire for a cultural change that places
greater emphasis on coherence and integration of subject
flow
matter in undergraduate education outcomes that will
from the scholarship of integration and of teaching.
I

Before the question of "What will happen to the level of
effort in scholarship of discovery?" is raised, let me
and I
I hope and I expect that it will ease off,
respond.
cannot consider this to be anything but a good thing for
to
mention
not
research universities and our nation,
undergraduate students. There is no basis for continuing to
"discoverer" and
force all of our faculty into the mold of
reporter of new knowledge--there is neither the need nor the
resources to make this possible at the rate at which it has
What is
been accelerating during the past few decades.
needed is the encouragement of a full range of scholarly
activities supported by federal and state agencies, together
reward
within
our
evaluation
and
with appropriate
institutions.
Restoration of balance among the activities of faculty, as
well as flexibility in permitting a range of career paths,
must be the hallmark of the faculty reward system. Achieving
balance at the level of the department, college or schoolrather
than
in
individual
faculty--should
inform
institutional policy.
closing I will draw on two statements crucial to
effecting change in undergraduate education.
The first
appears in the NSF report cited above, while the second is
found
in the "Report of the Task Force of the University of
California."
In

1.

Federal, state, and other agencies that fund and
evaluate education must undergo as much of a change
in culture as that of academe.

2.

Review of faculty teaching and evidence collected to
document teaching performance should be broadened.
Peer evaluation of teaching should be given the same
emphasis now given to peer evaluation of research.

-9-
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Pister, for an excellent summary of a very fine paper. I enjoyed reading that.
Our next witness, Dr. Carlisle, is the Senior Vice President and

Provost of Virginia Poly Tech Institute and State University at

Blacksburg, Virginia.
You are certainly welcome here, as a neighbor and as a great ed-

ucator. I know that the regular chairman would want me to extend
his best wishes to you as well.
Dr. Carlisle, we'll make your prepared testimony a part of the
record at this point, as though you had read it, verbatim, and ask
you, please, to hit the high points of it.
STATEMENT OF DR. E. FRED CARLISLE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
AND PROVOST, VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE
UNIVERSITY, BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA

Dr. CARLISLE. Thank you very much, and good afternoon.

I speak here from the perspective of the large public research

and land grant university, and in that sense, I think I bring a
somewhat different perspective. Of course, I speak primarily out of
my own experience at such a land grant university.
Also, even though ENG are the first three letters of my academic
background, I am, in fact, an English professor. Whether that explains the slightly different angle I will take here, I don't know. I
would like to sharpen the issues.
We are, I believe, in the late stages of a profound academic revolution in this country. In 1968, that long ago, Christopher Jencks
and David Riesman identified that academic revolution and they
said, very simply, this.

"The American graduate school (or research university) has

become the envy of the world, a mecca for foreign students and a
model for foreign institutions. It has also become one of the central
institutions of American culture. Both the best and the worst in
undergraduate education emanate from it."
I repeat that. In a sense, that's my theme, both the best and the
worst emanate from this really rather grand achievement of the research university in the United States.
In many respects, as I've suggested, very little, in my judgment,
has changed since 1968. Nov, the fruits of this revolution are, in
some cases' very sweet and grand, and in other cases, they are, I
believe, bitter.
Most of us recognize the benefits of the large research university,

and I don't think I need to repeat those. They obviously preserve,
maintain, and create basic knowledge, and so on and so forth.
I think we are also beginning to understand the costs of this revolutionthe costs of the achievement of the research university. So
I say this, very simply. At its worst, the research model leads to a
suffocating, disciplinary tyranny. It reinforces nationalized professions and individualized faculties. It leads to greater and greater
attenuation of community and institutional bonds.
It weakens institutional purposethat purpose which is usually
part of a university's individual tradition and history, part of its
culture. It diminishes, at its worst, mind you, the importance of instruction.
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At its best, and I remind you of that, it is an extraordinary

achievement.

The solution, to what I see as a serious dilemma, if not crisis, is
simpleat least it's simple to say, if indeed difficult to achieve. I
cast that, really, as a questiona question that demands an
answer.

How can we, at major research universities, assure that undergraduates are taught well, learn effectively, and lead satisfying intellectual and social lives, and how can we, at the same time, sustain and enrich university research, strengthen graduate programs,
and fulfill our broad rer2ponsibilities to the public?

I make these generalizations both knowing that they are true

and not true. There is a great deal of admirable, effective, devoted
undergraduate teaching and concomitant learning occurring in research universities.
But nevertheless, and even though I could cite you many departments on my own campus, I think my basic claim about the best
and the worst is correct.

The balance of my testimony really speaks to three different
topicsfirst of all, to undergraduate science education, then to the
enrichment of undergraduate education, broadly, and finally, to
means for changing the faculty reward system.
I will cite primarily specific examples from Virginia Tech, because I know those. They are concrete, and not because I'm making
any special claims for Virginia Tech or trying to promote the university.

The problems of undergraduate science education are rather well

known.
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Carlisle, we will accept very brief commercial

endorsements of your own institution.
Dr. CARLISLE. Then, I should tell you about the beautiful Alleghe-

ny Mountains, the wonderful new river, the fineno I'm sorry. I

will go on with the more studied part of my testimony.
I would cite two kinds of examples regarding undergraduate science education. Let me assume that we understand what some of
the problems, limitations, and even defects of those are.
First of all, it seems to me, that there are a number of university-wide kinds of things we must do. My written testimony actually

quotes President Vest. He said, I believeI hope I'm right, he's

hereto his faculty, "Let me begin with one simple statement. Professors should profess. It is hard to think of anything more illogical
than to become a university professor if one does not want to teach.
So if you do not want to teach, you should immediately look for another job."
I hope I'm accurate.

Dr. VEST. You are.
Dr. CARLISLE. Thank you.

And how do we do this? It seems to me that across the university, we can (and have at Virginia Tech) revise our promotion and
tenure guidelines so that, in fact, we emphasize teaching. We require the demonstration of effective teaching much more broadly
than we have in the past.
Now, we can teach our graduate assistants how to not only be
better and effective undergraduate teachers, but we can also pre-
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pare themwe can socialize them, in effectfor entering the profession of the future professoriate.

There are also a number of examples related to undergraduate
science education that I might cite that speak to programs, and I
will mention only one.

Our college of engineering is part of an NSF-funded coalition

called "SUCCEED." The SUCCEED Program is trying to revise in
a fundamental way the way America's engineers are educated.

It focuses on undergraduate programs, it focuses on bringing
design into courses earlier, it will work toward more and more

technology in computing in undergraduate engineering, and at the
same time, it also intends to bring more women and minorities into
undergraduate engineering programs.
The next specific set of things. We have what we are calling a
Virginia Tech plan for undergraduate education. It is a plan that
has a number of specific examples, all of which are outlined in my
written testimony. In a few seconds I will cite one or two.
The basic assumption here is that as a research university, we
have to enhance and revitalize our commitment to undergraduate

education in that context, in terms of that history. We cannot

return a state university such as ours to an era before all of these
changes, all of these achievements of the research university occurred.
So, among many other things we have, in fact, revised fundamen-

tally our liberal education requirement for all students. It benefits
science students. It benefits all undergraduates. It continues the
importance of students taking science and mathematics, and it also
provides an opportunity for engineering and other technological
disciplines to provide liberal education courses.
We have established with state funding a new center for excellence in undergraduate teaching. We have allocated clearly additional positions to undergraduate education, and we have assigned
administrators with responsibility for the improvement of undergraduate education. As I mentioned, we have revised the promotion
and tenure guidelines, and there are other examples as well.
We have also introduced what we are calling the Virginia Tech
plan for reforming the reward system, or what I call, and many of
my colleagues across the country call "promoting multi-dimensional excellence."

My testimony outlines in far greater detail than you would like
me to summarize here a specific set of actions that engage the faculty, department heads, deans, and the university administration
in discussions about the reward system, about the expectations we
set for people, about how we will evaluate them.
It's a two year project-necessary, I think, in order to affect the
underlying culture of the research university. It is not something
that is simply superficial.
I do believe that we are in a crisis. My colleagues, occasionally,
claim that I exaggerate the statement, but I do believe it's a crisis.
I do believe we are at least in a real dilemma. How are we going
to achieve the new balance between teaching research and, I might
add, public service?

We have good models in universities. We have a number of concrete actions that have been taken, and so obviously, I'm optimistic
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in spite of the fact that I think we are in the late and decaying
stages of a revolution
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Carlisle follows:]
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E. Fred Carlisle

Senior Vice President and Provost
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UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AND THE REWARDS SYSTEM
AT RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES

Congressman Boucher, Members of the Sub-Committee:

Good afternoon. My name is Fred Carlisle. I am Senior Vice President
and Provost at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University --also
known as Virginia Tech. With me are Dr. Gary Hooper, Vice Provost for
Research and Dean of the Graduate school and Carol Burch-Brown,
Associate Provost for Undergraduate Programs at Virginia Tech.

appreciate this opportunity to speak to you about the vital issues of
concern to the Sub-Committee. These matters are critical to Higher
Education. They are the focus of significant change at Virginia Tech.
I

During my remarks, will comment on the state of undergraduate science education, but given my work with colleagues across the country
to reform the faculty reward culture, I would like to speak, as well, about
the faculty reward system and the several issues you have associated
with it the way the system may be biased toward research, the way
the system functions in faculty promotion and tenure decisions, the
means we use to evaluate faculty achievements, and the ways we are
working to reform undergraduate education and establish more appropriate balances among teaching, research, and outreach.
I

There has been an academic revolution in this country. It began over
40 years ago. We are now experiencing its fruits. Some are sweet, and
some are bitter. We are also in the midst of a crisis brought on by that
revolution.
As far back as 1968, Christopher Jencks and David
Riesman, in a book titled, The Academic Revolution, defined both the
marvels and the costs of the dramatic changes in Universities. "The
American Graduate School [or research university] has become the
envy of the world, a mecca for foreign students and a model for foreign
institutions. It has also become one of the central institutions of
American culture. Both the best and the worst in undergraduate education emanate from it." In certain respects, very little has changed.

Most recognize the benefits. The American graduate school, or research university, is a great achievement, and we can be justifiably
proud of what has emerged. The research university preserves and
maintains basic knowledge and programs. It creates new concepts,
philosophies, arts, and technologies. It transfers new concepts and
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technologies to industry and government. The Research University attracts supplemental funds in large amounts as well as other material
resources. It educates and trains graduate and professional students
and it certainly enriches the education of undergraduates. These benefits stand, they are very real, and I would defend them over and over.

We are beginning, as well, to understand more clearly the costs of the
achievement. For too long, graduate schools have focused too much
on research and scholarship and the professional aspirations of faculty.
For too long, research universities have devalued undergraduate
teaching. Research has become the premier activity in Universities. It
has been the path to greatest advancement and prestige.

At its worst, this model leads to a suffocating, disciplinary tyranny. It
reinforces nationalized professions and individualized faculties. It leads
to greater and greater attenuation of community and institutional bonds.
It weakens institutional purpose
that purpose which is part of the
university's tradition and history, part of its culture. It diminishes, in
short, the importance of instruction.

is an extraordinary
These institutions dominate international research in
science and engineering and educate by far the largest numbers of
At its best, the American research university

achievement.

science and engineering doctoral students in the world. Currently, Research I and II institutions (Carnegie Categories) represent only 5% and
2% (respectively) of all institutions offering science and engineering
undergraduate degrees. Yet they award two thirds of all national science doctorates, three quarters of engineering doctorates, and over
50% of all social science and psychology doctorates. These same universities are the source of about two thirds of those students who go
on .to receive all doctorates.

is important to acknowledge, as well, that American graduate and
research universities prepare significant numbers of advanced degree
holders in the humanities, social sciences, and the professions. Moreover, research universities like Virginia Tech
large state land-grant
universities
educate huge numbers of undergraduates -- 30%. for
example, of all science and education bachelor's degrees. And where
it's done right, those students learn in a stimulating environment where
the science and engineering programs -- and others as well
are current and active in discovery and the advancement of their fields.
It

2
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Nevertheless, there is a serious dilemma and crisis. Both the best and
the worst of undergraduate education flow from research and graduate
institutions.

The solution in certain respects is simple -- at least it is simple to describe, if difficult to achieve. The research universities must make cer-

tain that we fulfill

all of our primary responsibilities in teaching,
research, public service, and outreach as well as we have been accomplishing our research missons. Cast as a question: How can we
assure that undergraduates are taught well, learn effectively, and lead
satisfying intellectual and social lives, anti now can we, at the same
time, sustain and enrich university research, strengthen graduate programs, and fulfill our broad responsibilities to the public? A daunting
but society asks it of us. Therefore, we simply must find the
order

answer.

I make these broad generalizations knowing well that what I'm saying
is true and not true. That is not a contradiction, simply a paradox.
Large universities are very different from one department to another.
There is a great deal of admirable, effective, devoted undergraduate
teaching and concomitant learning occurring in research universities.
Just last week, for example, I visited Virginia Tech's Department of
Biochemistry. The Department enrolls 250 undergraduate majors and
30 graduate students. It's one of the largest biochemistry programs in
the country. The faculty integrates undergraduate instruction, graduate
study, and faculty research very well. The department provides a clas-

sic example of how greatly undergraduates can benefit from departments with strong research and graduate programs. Even so
and

I

could find many other examples across the Virginia Tech campus of fine
undergraduate teaching
my basic claims, about the best and the
worst, e.g., are correct. Therein lies the problem and the challenge.

The balance of my testimony will speak more to answers or solutions
than to problems. After all, that is what we are all interested in what
is being done and should be done to improve the situation. will cite
examples largely from my own institution, less to promote Virginia Tech
than to show you specific action for change.
will speak to undergraduate science education, to the Virginia Tech plan for all undergraduates, and to the reward system.
I

I
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2.

Undergraduate Science Education

Problems:

Even though recent data shows an increase in bachelor, masters and
doctoral degrees in the sciences and engineering in the past decade, the
issue of the quality of these degrees remains. I would like to cite briefly
a series of concerns.

1.

Most undergraduate institutions offer fewer and fewer "hands-on"
laboratory experiences and depend increasingly upon large lectures.

2.

It has been difficult for colleges and universities to maintain state
of the art instructional equipment, and it is not unusual for graduates
entering the work force to find the equipment they are expected to
use as professionals much more sophisticated than that they used
as undergraduates. Were it not for Virginia's extraordinarily helpful
Equipment Trust Fund, Virginia universities would be hopelessly
behind. Next year. there will be $40M available $8M for Virginia
Tech alone. The fund is intended to provide equipment for instruction.

3. A more important matter is how we are teaching. In the face of an
information explosion, we persist in a curriculum emphasizing
mastery of discipline detail. We seem more interested in the ability
of students to give us the "correct" answers than in teaching them
how to think and how to formulate questions of their own. At a time
where science problems are complex, we still concentrate on the

part, and not the whole, and have little regard for teaching that
causes students to learn together. We also have not utilized, nearly

as much as we should, a variety of teaching technologies now
available, At best, we have integrated them very slowly into our
physical and natural science curriculum. A Virginia Tech report.
"The Impact of Digital Technology on the Classroom Environment,"
established the University as a national leader in thinking about the
issue. Yet, we have a great deal to learn from our own study.

4
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4.

And finally the basic problem of the culture and the reward system.
Since research oftentimes results in greater rewards than teaching,
many faculty over the years have placed their priorities and efforts
on research. Too often, as a result, important classes have been
increasingly taught by junior faculty and graduate assistants, particularly the critical introductory classes in science.

The problem with undergraduate science education results from a
combination of circumstances: 1) poor early preparation and motivation
in our pre-college education, 2) inadequate teaching facilities and
equipment, 3) out of date teaching techniques, and 4) an imbalance
amongst research and scholarship, teaching, and public service priori-

ties.

Colleges and universities cannot redress all of the problems
especially those in pre-college education. They can, however, establish
closer ties with community colleges and K-12 schools. These relationships can range from added training and support of existing teachers
and courses to shared curricula. In some cases, early identification of
students inclined to science can lead to advanced placement programs.
summer research experiences, and other direct associations.
More importantly, colleges and universities can equip the next generation of elementary and high school teachers with sound training and
a new approach to curriculum and pedagogy. Since most high school
science texts are written by college and university professors, university
faculty could write a new chapter in science education by revising these
texts and workbooks.
As important as these activities are, we have more direct control over
college and university science and engineering education. We need to

re-affirm our responsibilities for teaching and for student learning.
Charles M. Vest, President of M.I.T., and one of the Panel members today, recently admonished his faculty:

Let me begin with one simple statement. Professors should
It is hard to think of anything more illogical than to become a university professor if one does not want to teach. So if
you do not want to teach, you should immediately look for another
job." (Colloquium Address, Nov. 5, 1990 as cited in America's
.

.

profess.

Academic Future - NSF 1992).
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Direct and succinct, President Vest's message is
ible with the role of research universities.

must be

compat-

Our mission also includes public service and outreach. We have not
recognized this satisfactorily in our expectation and reward system.
Ernest L. Boyer, in his recent report, "Scholarship Reconsidered," notes
that:

"At no time in our history has the need been greater for connecting
the work of the academy to the social and environmental challenges
beyond the campus. And yet, the rich diversity and potential of

American higher education cannot be fully realized if campus
missions are too narrowly defined or if the faculty reward system
is inappropriately restricted. It seems clear that while research is
crucial, we need to renewed commitment to service, too.

Thus, the most important obligation now confronting the nation's
colleges and universities is to break out of the tired old teaching
versus research debate and define, in more creative ways, what is
means to be a scholar. It's time to recognize the full range
faculty talent and the great diversity of functions higher education must
perform
."
.

.

At this point, it may be helpful to cite a number of concrete examples,
to show possible solutions.
1.

Virginia Tech, has recently revised the criteria for Promotion and
Tenure. We (and expect other 1;niversities, as well) can rather
skillfully represent and evaluate research and scholarship. We have
been doing it for years, and everyone, so to speak, knows that reI

search is what counts and that you can't evaluate teaching, anyway.
The new guidelines require faculty and department heads to evaluate teaching effectiveness in a number of ways and ask them to
place that section first in Promotion and Tenure dossiers. Except in
Cooperative Extension assignments, we have done an abysmal job
of defining, evaluating. and rewarding public service and outreach.
Our new guidelines not only allow faculty achievement to count, they
also require more thorough documentation and demonstration of
effectiveness.
2

The University assigns many exceptional graduate students to instruction. To assure their competence, w3 have developed an orientation and education program in teaching method and philosophy.
6
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It also speaks to research and the profession. The program not only
helps prepare informed and effective graduate assistants: it also
begins the education of the future professoriate.
3.

The University has just completed a substantia! revision of the University's liberal education requirement. Science and math occupy
a critical portion of that curriculum, and technology - if the faculty
so wishes - may play an important part in the core curriculum, as
well. All students will continue to take courses in science and
mathematics.

The Head of the Chemistry Department recently wrote:

"While one mission of a chemistry department is to prepare students for careers in chemistry, this is certainly not the only one.
In terms of sheer numbers more non-chemistry majors will take
chemistry courses than majors. These non-major students have a
variety of backgrounds and reasons for taking chemistry. Much has

been written lately about the need to expose science and engineering students to arts and humanities. The other side of the coin,
though, is perhaps equally important: in these days of great technological changes, everyone must be sufficiently versed in the sciences to be able to grasp important science-based issues and make
informed judgments."
4.

Colleges and universities must re-examine their teaching philosophies and specific major programs in science and engineering. The
Virginia Tech college of Engineering has become part of the NSFsponsored educational coalition, "SUCCEED," which is trying to reshape the way America's engineers are educated. This group of
eight southeastern engineering colleges plans to develop and implement curriculum changes with a focus on integrating engineering
design into all subject areas and on breaking down the academic
barriers which too often separate engineering studies from science,
math, and the humanities.
"SUCCEED" also intends to increase the enrollment and retention
of minorities and women in engineering and to fully utilize the potential of the Virginia Community College System as a source of
engineering students. A program called "Partnership in Engineering
Education" will unite the college with its community college
counterparts around the state and throughout the southeast.
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Consistent with the necessity of integrating new pedagogical technology into programs, "SUCCEED" has established a "Center for
Technology and Communication" at Virginia Tech which will assist
the entire coalition in developing multimedia labs for instruction. It
will examine, as well, ways to better use satellite and other distance
learning technologies.
5.

The Physics Department is pioneering the use of mathematics and
physics software and computer simulation capabilities to enhance
classroom and laboratory experiences. Working with the private
sector, the Department has become a test site for CUPLE, a computer simulation and multimedia program.

6.

Finally. would like to address the appropriate training and orientation of the next generation of teachers, educators and professors.
I

As these individuals assume positions in school districts as elementary, middle and high school teachers and as college faculty,
real change can and must occur.

cite simply one further example of science education from Virginia
Tech as a type of what can be done. The Department of Geological
Sciences is engaged in a cooperative venture with the College of
Education and the Virginia Association of Science Supervisors and
the Virginia Association of Science Teachers
VASS and VAST.
They are seeking to train both existing and future middle and high
school teachers in current Earth Science topics. The Department
I

Head states:

"Both 4SS and VAST have stressed that they feel the state needs
more properly trained earth science teachers and programs to help
those wno are presently handling such courses. This is especially
important as we face increasing concerns about such items as re-

source availability, environmental degradation, clean water availability, coastal erosion, acid rain, power generation, and waste
disposal and ground water pollution. We have recognized that our
department has heretofore not addressed the potential for meeting
the needs of students who show desire to teach earth science in the
high schools and middle schools. Accordingly, we have had faculty
discussions for the past several weeks, and our Curriculum Committee prepared a proposal for an "Earth Science Education Program."
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3.

The Virginia Tech Plan for Undergraduate Education.

Since our society depends to such a great extent on the continual development of new technologies and new knowledge, universities -- and
in particular research universities are at the heart of some of the most
essential processes of change in American culture. The fundamental
identity and character of public research universities has been largely
shaped by the larger currents within American life -- rather than in
isolation from them. The development of the research university is,
therefore, as much a product of changing societal priorities as is the
current call for a "restoration" of balance between research and teaching. The current challenge cannot, however, be answered by returning
to the past and recreating the undergraduate environment prior to the
growth and transformation of state universities. The social, demographic, economic, and cultural realities which shaped American education in the past have all changed. Something new is needed. Along
with others, we are trying to answer a series of questions in order to
achieve the "something new."

What does the environment of the research university mean for
programs of undergraduate education, particularly for the focus and
quality of undergraduate teaching?

Is the research university context compatible with the needs of a
culturally diverse population of 18-21 year-olds for a basic undergraduate education?

Wi.ut is an adequate basic education as we enter the 21st Century?

How can we maintain an effective balance between instruction and

research and reward faculty for their contributions to both these
missions in the midst of economic instability and often of permanent
reduction in resources?

At Virginia Tech, we have undertaken a number of measures to
strengthen undergraduate education. We are forging a dynamic approach to undergraduate education which builds both on the character
of the school as a research institution and on the traditional charge to
land grant institutions to be the "universities of the people." As a public
institution, we serve a student population which is talented
but not
usually wealthy -- and bright -- but with wide variations in educational
and cultural backgrounds and in its preparation for college level-work.
9
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Some Virginia Tech students are naturally motivated and prepared to
take advantage of this opportunity. Many are not. The great challenge
presently facing public research institutions is not primarily to ask faculty to teach more undergraduate classes (although that is often the
public perception); it is, instead, to galvanize faculty intelligence toward
creating and sustaining learning environments which support and motivate a high level of student effort throughout the institution. Doing this
requires faculty at all levels and ranks to work collectively, rather than
primarily as individual researchers, scholars, advisors, or even instructors.

Like most research universities, Virginia Tech has many fine teachers,
most of whom have received the best graduate training available in their
disciplines. I want it no other way. But the prevailing culture in research universities encourages faculty members to give their primary
intellectual allegiances to their national research organizations and
networks rather than to the immediate university. To the extent that
satisfactory learning communities are created in this context, they are
often established at the graduate level
rather than the undergraduate
where students share a high level of motivation and commitment to
learning which is, not surprisingly, similar to that of the faculty.
In the reform of undergraduate education at Virginia Tech, we are trying

to learn from the success of our graduate programs and from our
knowledge of the deep level of engagement faculty have with their disciplines What becomes immediately clear is 1) that faculty willingly
commit themselves to work on issues which they perceive as having
genuine and significant intellectual content and 2) that students and
faculty develop effective learning communities only around issues of
common concern. We are relying on these two rather obvious but essential insights to inform a variety of initiatives in the undergraduate
program.
1.

Reform of the structure, curriculum, and pedagogy of the University
Core Curriculum -- the liberal education requirement. The new Core
defines an exemplary program of liberal education which is designed
to serve students and faculty into the next century. Literally hundreds of faculty members participated in discussions about the Core
and made recommendations for change. The new program defines
the intellectual purposes of the core curriculum in the unique context
of our university and redefines each area of study in those terms.
It has been formally adopted by the university The community has
now entered a period of significant undergraduate curricular and
10
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pedagogical reform. The process has engendered a new sense of
vitality and interest in the undergraduate program among senior as
well as junior faculty. We are, in a real sense, engaged in changing

the institutional culture with respect to connections between research and undergraduate teaching at Virginia Tech.

Beyond revitalizing courses in traditional areas of liberal arts and
sciences, the new program creates a means through which the faculties in Engineering and the professional colleges may participate
in the liberal education curriculum. The new core establishes a vision for liberal education and a means of achieving that vision which
is appropriate for our identity as a research and land-grant institution.
2.

Establishment of a Center for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching.
Maintaining the vitality of the curriculum is only one part of
strengthening the undergraduate program. Sustaining an environment which supports and rewards effective teaching is equally important. The Center for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching will
provide a university-wide base for a wide range of faculty development and classroom research projects, and its programs will be led
by faculty. Some Fellows of the Center will help prepare new faculty
for undergraduate teaching and provide consultation for departments
involved with improving teaching effectiveness. Others will guide
curriculum development related to new areas in the University Core

Curriculum and the University's new Writing Program. The Center
will also serve as a "think tank" on a variety of different issues. The
Center faculty, e.g., might assist the university and administration
think about the most effective ways of rebalancing the reward system.
3.

Allocation of additional positions for undergraduate instruction and
the core curriculum. During the recent budget crisis in Virginia, the
University has given the undergraduate program and the core curriculum a very high priority by allocating a number of new positions
to these areas. These are controversial, but crucial, decisions

both to serve students well and to make necessary institutional
changes. The administration has made public commitments to the
undergraduate program. These have been accompanied by the appointment of individuals specifically charged with undergraduate responsibilities
including and Associate Provost for Undergraduate
Programs, a new Honors Director, and staff members in key academic support units. These staff members are deeply and visibly
engaged with the undergraduate programs throughout the university.
11
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4.

Establishment of innovative new programs to reward and recognize
departments and groups of faculty members. Most of our rewards for
excellence -- whether in teaching, research, or academic advising
are based on individual achievement and merit. Yet the health of the
undergraduate program surely depends as much on the collective
commitment of faculty members in a given department as it does on
the exemplary work of key individuals. Decisions, for example,
about the use of resources, the distribution of teaching responsibilities, released time for research and other projects all have an impact on the program's undergraduate program. At Virginia Tech,
we are establishing several major annual awards which will go to

departments and academic units which maintain an exemplary
teaching and learning environment both for students and faculty.
Public honor and reward of collaborative and collegial activity by
faculty and department heads is important to building the momentum
of the undergraduate program.
5.

Revision of the promotion and tenure guidelines. Promotion and the

awarding of tenure is perhaps the strongest single message the
university sends about its priorities and sense of identity. Virginia
Tech, like other major research institutions, has very high expectations of faculty in the area of research and scholarship. We believe
this is appropriate to the mission and potential of the university.
We also are setting high expectations for achievement in teaching,
advising, and public service -- as I indicated earlier.
6.

Changes in academic policy to improve retention. Some students
come to the university prepared to take advantage of the unique
opportunities it offers them. But many do not. Large public research universities have both strengths and limitations in trying to
help students who are not performing up to their level of ability or
who are trying hard but are ill-prepared for university-level work.
On the one hand, we are large enough or offer many support services and academic programs. On the other hand. it is too easy for
students who are in trouble to be overlooked. Virginia Tech has just
completed a major study of student retention. We are implementing
changes related to this study.

7.

Strengthening of the University Honors Program. Over the last two
years the number of students participating in the University Honors
Program at Virginia Tech has more than doubled, and the program
has become one of the most important sources of new ideas for the
undergraduate programs as a whole, thanks to the energetic and
imaginative leadership of its director and participating faculty. The
12
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Honors Program has been directly linked to the core curriculum
through the development of special approaches to standard, nonhonors courses as w111 as through special sections of core courses.

The innovations introduced through the Honors Program will influence the larger curriculum, so that many students are benefited.
8.

Keeping undergraduate programs and issues before the faculty and
the university community. The central administration and the deans

have taken public and visible leadership roles in focusing the attention of faculty and staff on undergraduate issues and in providing
support for faculty initiatives.
4.

The Virginia Tech Plan for Reforming the Reward System: Promoting
Mu lit-Dimensional Excellence.

Virginia Tech is engaged in a broad reappraisal of the faculty reward
structure of the university: the processes, activities, and indexes
through which we encourage and evaluate faculty participation in the
various missions of the university. We are searching for more effective
and appropriate ways of rewarding multi-dimensional excellence in
faculty achievement and contribution. The need to promote good
teaching and service through the reward system of the university is
widely recognized both within and outside the academy. It is a topic
which has been raised in significant ways at Virginia Tech through
public statements from the President and Provost and through specific
actions, such as revising the promotion and tenure guidelines to describe more clearly the value we place on teaching. We have endowed
two professorships connected to teaching and have established an innovative new award related to these chairs, the Diggs Teaching Scholar
and Roundtable, which gives our faculty an opportunity for public dialogue between some of our exemplary teachers and well known commentators on higher education in America.
We are joining with other universities in the Commonwealth and with
institutions across the country to promote multi-dimensional excellence.
Universities in the Big Ten, the Council on Academic Affairs of National
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, and the
American Association for Higher Education are leading the movement.
Virginia Tech's project will focus on people in three academic sectors
of the university most directly concerned with the faculty reward struc13
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the faculty, central administration and deans/department heads.
Each will be called on at specified intervals to provide leadership; at
other points each will follow the lead of others. What is desired is a
collegial process in which all constituencies
whether faculty or administration -- have a stake.
ture:

In the arena of faculty rewards, Departments and colleges need to be
able to perceive themselves as changing with the institution, rather than
in isolation from it. Thus, the focus of this project is on cultural change
in the larger university environment.
The Plan. Year 1, 1992/93
1.

Spring, 1992

The President and Provost announce several related initiatives: a
Funds for Excellence ' project to examine the faculty reward system,
the establishment of the new Center for Excellence in Undergraduate
Teaching, and the initiation of new major awards of $12,000 each for

departments which create and sustain exemplary learning and
teaching environments for both students and faculty.
2.

Spring, 1992

General guidelines for the new award will be drawn up. The focus
of the award will be on the quality of the teaching and learning environment which is fostered by the department as a whole.
3. Summer, 1992
A Faculty Seminar will be convened for an intensive two week pe-

riod during the summer to study and consider the faculty reward
system here. The group will be charged to write a position paper
by the end of the seminar on the reward system. The seminar will
be limited to 10-12 influential and respected faculty members, carefully selected to encompass the range of commitments and varied
points of view about faculty rewards which predominate at Virginia
Tech.
4.

Fall, 1992, before classes begin.
The annual fall Deans' Retreat will focus on the faculty reward system. A substantial part of the discussion will be guided by members
of the Faculty Seminar, using the position paper which they wrote
earlier in the summer along with other readings and materials. The

' The University has made a proposal. a decision has yet lo be made
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deans will write short individual responses to the position paper,
which will be shared during the retreat. The Faculty Seminar paper
and the deans' responses will subsequently be used by the department heads in each college as a framework for examining how the
reward system functions in the context of their own departments.
5.

Fall, 1992

Current baseline information about how faculty perceive the reward
system will be collected through a faculty survey, utilizing questions
developed by the Faculty Seminar during the course of its study in
the summer.
Based on results of the survey, we can determine at least in a general way the degree of change we wish to create in the cultural environment with respect to faculty rewards. We will repeat the survey
at the end of the biennium, comparing the attitudes and perceptions
of faculty groups who have participated in projects designed to
modify the reward system in their departments to the larger faculty
population.
6.

Fall, 1992

The President's Fall Administrators Conference will focus on the
evaluation of teaching, which is a key element of the promotion and
tenure process.
7.

Fall term, 1992

The Dean's Council and the Faculty Seminar will select a group of
18 department heads to respond to the developing corpus of opinion
and perspective which has emerged thus far frc the discussion and
survey of the faculty reward system. In effect, the department heads
will have the benefit of stated but exploratory points of view both
from the faculty and from the deans as they consider the issues at
the department level.

This group of department head; will be charged to initiate two related projects during a three day retreat toward the end of the Fall
term or the beginning of the Spring term. They will use the faculty
seminar position paper, the dean's responses, results of the faculty
survey, selected articles, and opinion solicited from colleagues prior
to the retreat as a background for these projects. These department
heads and their faculty will become leaders in their colleges in developing approaches to faculty rewards which are responsive to a
wider range of faculty excellence in teaching, scholarship and service.
15
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8.

Spring, 1993

Options developed during the department heads retreat will be selected for implementation on a trial basis by their faculties, with input and planning assistance from the Deans. During the spring

term, department heads will work with the faculty to plan the
projects and determine how their impact will be evaluated. College-

level discussion of the progress of these projects will occur on a
periodic basis at department heads' meetings.
9.

Spring term, 1993

The first $15,000 departmental award will be given for fostering an
exemplary teaching and learning environment for students and faculty. An article about the winning department will appear in Virginia
Tech Magazine. The department will be recognized at a reception
sponsored by the Provost's office.
10. Spring term, 1993

The first class of Fellows (for 1993/94) of the Center for Excellence
in Undergraduate Teaching are selected on the basis of proposals
submitted for a variety of curriculum and pedagogical enhancement
projects. These individuals will receive stipends or released time
and other direct (university-level) support for their projects.
Year 2
1.

Summer, 1993

A two year evaluation is done of the effects of the revised P & T
guidelines on the promotion and tenure processes during 1991/92
and 1992/93.

2. Summer and Fall. 1993, continuing through Spring, 1994
Experimental projects in faculty rewards which were initiated during
the department heads' retreat are implemented in at least one de-

partment in each of the smaller colleges and two departments in
each of the larger colleges. Departments participating in these
projects may hold one or two day-long retreats with faculty to initiate
the projects.
3.

Summer and Fall terms, 1993

The 1993 Fellows of the Center for Excellence in Undergraduate
Teaching will initiate their projects.
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4.

Fall, 1993

The President's Fall Administrators Conference will focus on the
faculty reward system. reporting on the significant in-house work
which has been done to that point. The conference will include
outside speakers, as well.
5.

Spring, 1994

A one-day, invitational, statewide symposium on the faculty reward
system will be held at a central location in April. Four-person
teams of key administrators and faculty members will be invited from
each of the research institutions in the state. The symposium will
focus on broadening the prevailing concept of scholarship and on
efforts being made around the state to reward multi-dimensional
excellence, including reports on the projects at Virginia Tech.

6. A follow-up survey will be conducted of faculty attitudes toward the
reward system, with comparisons made to the baseline information
from Fall 1992. Comparison will also be made of faculty attitudes
among those participating and not participating in current experimental projects related to faculty research (many of these projects
will continue past the biennium). The survey will assist us in evaluating the faculty rewards project. We will look for indications of
whether faculty believe a shift has occurred, in the balance of the
reward system with respect to teaching, research and service.
7.

Summer, 1994

The project will be evaluated by participants and a report will be
submitted to the Provost and President on the future of faculty rewards at Virginia Tech. This report will figure in subsequent university, college, and department level planning.
8.

Presentation of the project will be made at a national conference on
education, such as AAHE, AAC, or NASULGC.

Issues related to faculty rewards cut across a broad spectrum of the
university's missions and culture, including, but not limited to undergraduate education. We have begun several initiatives at Virginia Tech
which will place more emphasis on the role of faculty as members of
the larger university community, including changes in our governance
system as well as greater emphasis on undergraduate teaching and
significant reform of the University Core Curriculum. The faculty reward
culture must be modified throughout the entire university if various
forms of faculty development, shared governance, and greater emphasis
on teaching and service are to be successful.
17
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Carlisle.

Dr. Ferguson, who is the President of Grinnell College, Grinnell,
Iowa, and representing not only that institution, but the As3ociated
Colleges of the Midwest, Great Lakes Colleges Association, and the
Central Pennsylvania Consortium.
It's a delight having you with us, Dr. Ferguson. Without objec-

tion, your prepared testimony will be made a part of the record,
and I'd like to hear your summary of that testimony.
STATEMENT OF DR. PAMELA A. FERGUSON, PRESIDENT GRINNELL COLLEGE, GRINNELL, IOWA, REPRESENTING ASSOCIATED COLLEGES OF THE MIDWEST, GREAT LAKES COLLEGES ASSOCIATION, AND CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA CONSORTIUM

Dr. FERGUSON. Thank you very much.

I also speak today not only as the president of one of the Nation's select liberal arts colleges, but from the perspective of one
who is familiar with the educational environment at both research
universities and liberal arts colleges.
My career as a research mathematician began as an undergraduate at Wellesley College. My doctorate is from the University of
Chicago. I taught at Northwestern University, and for the 21 years
before I became President of Grinnell College, I was on the faculty

at the University of Miami in Florida, where for the past four

years there, I was the Associate Provost and Dean of the Graduate
School.

So I present these comments as one who has had a life long commitment and passion for science, as well as someone who has had
teaching and administrative responsibility, at both a research institution and a liberal arts college.
The biggest difference from my experience at Grinnell and my
experience at a research university is that at Grinnell everyone, including especially the faculty, as well as the administration and
students, believe in the scholar/teacher model.
One of our goals at Grinnell is that students take an active role
in their learning. We provide opportunities for hands-on, investigative laboratory-rich study in the sciences and mathematics.
This directly influences decisions on faculty appointments, promotions and development opportunities, curricula shape and development, and development of the infrastructure of the sciences and
mathematics. These are all decisions that have an impact on the
institutional balance between teaching and research.
There is a firm belief at liberal arts colleges that teaching and
research are not in conflict, but rather are mutually supportive.
A number of practices which we employ at Grinnell from the
moment we interview prospective faculty and which reinforce and

strengthen this belief are detailed in my written testimony, and

could easily transfer to other larger institutions.
In the interest of time, I'll also simply note that my written testimony contains additional recommendations which parallel those
made in previous years by representatives of liberal arts colleges in
hearings before this committee.
Briefly, these recommendations, which were also echoed in the
NSF report just referred to by Dr. Carlisle involve changing both
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funding criteria and institutional criteria by which proposals are
evaluated, which support undergraduate education. These changes
would encourage a nationwide effort to bring teaching and research into better balance.
Finally, improving the quality of undergraduate science and education is such a serious challenge that it requires all of us to work
together. There are over 1,500 non-doctoral educational institutions

in this country. Well over half of the undergraduate degrees are

awarded by these comprehensive and liberal arts institutions.
Many of our elementary and secondary teachers receive their un-

dergraduate teaching at these institutions. Additionally, a high
percentage of graduates of selective liberal arts colleges earn

Ph.D.s in sciences and mathematics.
Therefore, I congratulate and thank this committee for including
the perspective of four year institutions in today's hearings.

Further, I recommend that a mechanism be established to provide an ongoing dialogue among all of us with a stake in undergraduate science and mathematics to talk regularly together, in
settings like this, at disciplinary conferences, through computer
networks, and at specially planned meetings.

The separation between teaching and research occurs partially
because we are not all talking or listening to each other in the

same room.

We do need to generate a new vitality in our Nation's scientific
and technological infrastructure, and we can only do this by recog-

nizing fully the role that undergraduate education plays in this
effort. There are, I would venture to say, thousands of faculty

members in sciences and mathematics in campuses in every part of
this country, with a devotion to teaching and research, and to producing our next generations of scientists and citizens.
We need to i:-.1cntify, support, and reward these faculties and the
institutions in which they work. We need to do this within each
and every one of our home institutions, and we need to do this at
the level of national policy.
I thank you for the opportunity to make these remarks.
[Thy prepared statement of Dr. Ferguson follows:]

STATEMENT

to the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE

COMMI1 1h.E ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY

UNITED STATLS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

March 31, 1992

Pamela A. Ferguson
President, Grinnell College
Grinnell, Iowa
Speaking for
The Associated Colleges of the Midwest
The Great Lakes Colleges Association
The Central Pennsylvania Consortium
Allegheny College, Reed College, Rollins College
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I am Pamela A. Ferguson, President of Grinnell College in Grinnell, Iowa. I am

very pleased to be invited to participate in this Hearing, and for the opportunity to
address the issues related to the quality of undergraduate science education, particularly
the crucial issue of achieving balance between the teaching and research responsibilities

of the professoriate.

I speak today as president of one of the nation's premiere undergraduate
institutions in science and mathematics. I speak also for Grinnell's peer institutions in

the groups represented by The Independent Colleges Office in Washington, including
member institutions of the Associated Colleges of the Midwest (to which Grinnell
belongs), the Great Lakes Colleges Association, The Central Pennsylvania Consortium,

Allegheny College (PA), Reed College (OR), and Rollins College (FL).'
The invitation I received from Chairman Boucher reflects this Subcommittee's

awareness that those of us involved in undergraduate science and math-matics education

are partners in a common and critical enterprise. As Martin Luther King, Jr., once said,
we are "tied in a single garment of destiny." We tend to forget this as we all, at our
schools, colleges, universities, and research centers, work busily on our own activities.

Instead of a seamless garment, we often look like a patchwork.

I don't think we are a patchwork, but we have a new century coming along. This
is a critical time to look at our common enterprise, examine what kind of garment we
have on, and learn how well it is fitting our aims and objectives--for our students on our
individual campuses, as well as for the nation as a whole.
I ACM Beloit College. Carleton College. Coe College. The Colorado College. Cornell College. Gnnncll College, Knox College, Lake
Forest College. Lawrence University. Maca tester College. Monmouth College. Ripon College. 51 Olaf College, The College Of the
University of Chicago, C,l CA Albion College, Antioch College. Denison University. DePauw Univenity, Earlham College. Hope College,
1..31M111200 College. Kenyon College. Oberlin College, Ohio Wesleyan University. Wabash College, The College of Wooster. CPC
Dickinson College. Franklin & Marshall College, and Gettysburg College
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President Pamela Ferguson, Grinnell College
March 31, 1992

From the White House to the school house, we hear that education in America is
not the best--particularly education in science and mathematics--and that we ought to be

doing it better. At the undergraduate level, I don't think we CAN do a lot better unless
we work together. Unless everyone with a stake in undergraduate science and
mathematics education makes tough decisions now about strategic priorities--about

dollars, people, space, and reward systems--effective reform will not happen. Unless all
partners work together. this nation's educational shortcomings will not be addressed
adequrAely.

You asked me to speak to the issue of balance between teaching and research

responsibilities of the professoriate from the perspective of one who is familiar with the
educational environment at both research universities and liberal arts colleges. I am a

research mathematician, one of a generation of academic scientists who benefitted from a
concerted and comprehensive national effort to attract undergraduate students to science
and mathematics. My life-long engagement with science and mathematics began as an

undergraduate at Wellesley College, where I received my baccalaureate degree. My

doctorate is from the University of Chicago; my area of research is finite group theory, a

branch of theoretical mathematics. Nothing will replace the personal thrill I feel each
time I prove a new theorem. It is that thrill of discovery that keeps all scientists and
mathematicians working in research. I experience an equal thrill when I teach, working

with students, recognizing the balance it brings to my professional life and how it
enhances my research.

.ar
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President Pamela Ferguson, Grinnell College
March 31, 1`92

Until coming to Grinnell College last fall, for 21 years I was on the faculty of the
University of Miami, and for 4 years held the appointment as Associate Provost and

Dean of the Graduate School on that campus. I present these comments as one who has
had a life-long commitment to and involvement with science and mathematics education.
From my years of experience, I understand clearly the opportunity and
responsibility we now have to build a more effective partnership for reform of

undergraduate science and mathematics, one built on the awareness that ours is indeed a

common enterprise. To the extent we neglect undergraduate education, we hamper this
country's ability to produce research scientists, to produce elementary and secondary
school teachers for the next generation of those who would be scientists and
mathematicians, and to produce those who as citizen/leaders will be called upon in the
coming century to make critical decisions about matters scientific and technological in the
private, corporate--and even in the political--arenas.

There is a public perception that the undergraduate pipeline is only important for
the production of graduate students who, in time, become the nation's scientific

researchers. But the public--and sometimes those who determine policies and programs

that support undergraduate education--tends to forget that the pipeline also produces the
non-scientists who carry with them into their work and world their collegiate notions of

what science is, does, and means. In short, it is undergraduate education that largely
determines the scientific literacy of America.

t)
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President Pamela Ferguson, Grinnell College
March 31, 1992

This is the context, I believe, for our discussions today, as we address the specific

issue of the 'balance of research and teaching in undergraduate communities across the

country." Unless we keep focused on all students, and on the larger role of the

undergraduate sector, our reform efforts will be a patchwork. We will not have a
seamless garment.

This is a timely Hearing. I have followed the deliberations of the National
Governors' Conference, and those of the Federal Coordinating Council for Science,
Engineering, and Technology (FCCSET). There has been, over the past several years, an

extended and legitimate concern about the pre-collegiate sector. As urgent as those

deliberations have been, I think it is time to give equal attention to the indispensable role
of the undergraduate sector in serving students and the nation in the areas of science and
mathematics. As the 1991 FCCSET report states:
...many experts believe that undergraduate science, mathematics and engineering
education has suffered from a lack of attention, which has left it stagnant,
diminished its quality, and led to a dull and uninspiring student experience.

There are many encouraging indications that concern is turning again to the
undergraduate sector. This Hearing is one evidence of that. (It is a sorry state, however,
that wz have to be in a national crisis--as we are today, as we were in the Sputnik erabefore people begin to take seriously the value and utility of a strong undergraduate
sector.) We have yet to see, however, these nascent expressions of concern accompanied
by adequate levels of financial support.

(Ar
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President Pamela Ferguson, Grinnell College
March 31, 1992

Two things are needed. First, we need an adjustment in thinking as to the place
of the undergraduate sector in science and mathematics education. Second, we need a
plan, a well-conceived, long-range plan, that sets our goals and objectives with respect

not only to undergraduate education but to all levels of science education and research.
That planning has to be done by those of us who are educators, in collaboration with
those who help guide and support this common enterprise.
These are some of the challenges that influenced my decision to accept the
presidency of a college like Grinnell. Why did I do this--moving to the middle of Iowa

from the cosmopolitan community of Miami? To answer that question gets to the heart
of the issue we are exploring today. As I was considering the invitation from Grinnell, I
began asking about what works on that campus. asking questions such as: "What are
Grinnell's goals for students?" "How do faculty and administrators seek to achieve those
goals?" "What is the relationship between those goals and the larger society Grinnell

seeks to serve?" For. the purpose of this Hearing, let me give you one answer to those
questions, an answer that relates specifically to learning in the sciences and mathematics

and to the integration of teaching and research in the undergraduate context.
One of Grinnell's goals for students is that they take an active role in their
learning. Over the years, an impressive variety of opportunities for "hands-on" learning

have been developed for Grinnell students at all stages of their academic careers. (This
is the learning environment that has been identified by the ...ork of Project Kaleidoscope
as being most successful in attracting students to science.) In particular, this goal of
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providing students opportunities for hands-on, investigative, laboratory-rich study in the
sciences and mathematics directly influences decisions about 1) faculty appointments,

.

promotions, and development opportunities; 2) curricular shape and direction; and 3)
development of the infrastructure for science and mathematics. These are all decisions
that have an impact on the institutional balance between teaching and research.

What attracted me to Grinnell was the possibility of working at a place where
teaching and research come together in practice as well as in theory, where all professors

are actively engaged in classroom and laboratory teaching. Grinnell's greatest draw for
me was the educational environment wherein students work in small classes, and work

one-on-one with faculty, with abundant opportunities for hands-on research. I was
attracted by the personal knowledge that it was this kind of undergraduate experience
that attracted me to science and prepared me to be a research mathematician.

For many generations, Grinnell students have benefitted from the opportunity to
learn from such as those professors who are at working in classroom and laboratory

today. Allow me to mention two outstanding Grinnell graduates who took what they
learned at Grinnell, and subsequently, through their work, had an impact on the world in

which we live. Robert Noyce went on (after studying at Grinnell and MIT) to receive the
patent for the first integrated circuit, and thereby generated the modern revolution in
electronics. Tom Cech (who also experienced the Grinnell-MIT connection) was a cowinner of the 1989 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for RNA research.
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To be honest, after so many years in a major research university, I was also
attracted to a place that, because of its traditions, size, and lack of bureaucracy, has been

a fruitful testing ground for new approaches to teaching and learning, a place where
senior faculty take full responsibility for what happens in classroom and laboratory (even
for beginning students), a place where presidents and deans recognize, support, reward

and even require the integrated role of faculty as teacner/scholar--where research is seen

as an educational activity. Grinnell is a place, where, as Bartlett Giamatti said in a
speech at Yale University:
teaching and research not only go hand in hand but are often the same hand: the
pedagogical act an investigation. the investigatory act shared with students and
associates who are also colleagues, the whole a sp'endid, ongoing instance of
intellectual and human collaboration.
For example, last semester--my fir,- as president--I taught a calculus course with

my Grinnell colleagues that used computers to model the powerful ideas of calculus, and
made learning calculus a hands-on course, incorporating problems relevant to students of

today. This new course, a joint effort of a group of liberal arts institutions and funded by
the NSF, is a direct outgrowth of current advances in research in calculus and in

technology. But it took a creative group of faculty determined to make the connection
(for themselves and for their students) between teaching and advances in basic research,

and to undertake the set of activities to transplant those research advances into on-going
calculus courses. I can tell you from my recent experience that introductory calculus

courses at Grinnell are not dull and stagnant. I can also tell you about the absolute
necessity for an academic culture that allows such creativity to grow.
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Now, we all know that liberal arts colleges like Grinnell have no monopoly on

programs that work in undergraduate science and mathematics. Institutions of all kinds,
including those represented by my colleagues on these panels today, have achieved

successes in baccalaureate science education. Personally, however, I do not think that a
new set of calculus courses like those we are working on at Grinnell could happen at
many research universities today. The reward systems at most universities do not often

recognize people working at the intersection of teaching and research. In part, the
problems with institutional reward systems reflect problems with external reward systems.
The external reward systems for scientists and mathematicians still clearly favor those

who focus on research. We all know well, as Chairman Boucher indicated in his letter of
invitation. that "...the quality of undergraduate science education has deteriorated," and

that the current academic reward system is at the heart of the problem.
Let me give you some examples of how we, at Grinnell and at the other
institutions for whom I speak today, build and sustain an institutional culture in which
teaching and research are integrated activities for faculty--at all stages in their careers.
Following these examples, I will make specific recommendations about how such a

culture can be built and sustained within the larger community of undergraduate
institutions.
I. Interviewing for Commitment. In interviewing candidates for faculty positions

at Grinnell, particularly in the sciences and mathematics, we ask questions about their

research, and about how undergraduate students might become involved in that research.

BEST CGI'Y

ARABLE
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These questions provide insights into the professional goals of that candidate, whether or

not she intends to make a vital connection between her research and her teaching.
These questions also signal to the candidate that Grinnell is committed to supporting her
on-going efforts to integrate her work as teacher/scholar. This commitment becomes
tangible upon appointment, as new faculty can work with their departmental colleagues

to establish a research laboratory, one that provides space for students as well as for the
individual researcher.

Prospective s':ience and mathematics faculty members are thus challenged to be

clear about their own commitment to teaching. Undergraduate science education is most
successful when the commitment to teaching is personal and deep. Faculty must
understand that teaching is a meaningful and important responsibility, and that

scholarship is as important for their department's curriculum as it is for their own
professional development.
2. Socializing the New Faculty Member.

Introduction of the new faculty member

to the institutional culture is a cr;tical factor in clarifying expectations at the beginning of

a career. One of our sister institutions within the ACM. St. Olaf College, has a valuable
program for socializing new post-docs, begun with a grant from the Fund for the

Improvement of Postsecondary Education. Through this program, St. Olaf brings a new
post-doc into tie Mathematics Department for one year providing mentoring from
experienced faculty, and opportunities to teach both alone and with colleagues.

post-doc program provides a unique bridge between graduate school and the
undergraduate campus.

This

4
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3.

Faculty Evaluation.

At Grinnell, we follow a faculty appointment with great

care, assessing the work of that faculty member after 3, 6, and 12 years, again setting this

evaluation in the context of the larger institutional culture.

We do not use end-of-course

questionnaires. Instead a student team interviews persons who have completed courses

from that professor. We also solicit statements from alumni who worked with that
professor. These results are combined with a faculty peer-review (of both teaching and
scholarly performance) from the academic department and external references about the

quality Jf the research and professional activities of that person. This again is a timeconsuming process, but for us, as we seek to develop a common commitment and vision

about our work as the community of Grinnell, this process becomes crucial to developing
a faculty that works cohesively to achieve common goals.

4. Participating in the Intellectual Community, This commitment to a common
vision of our work is expressed in faculty development opportunities. Let me describe
one that I am particularly pleased with, one which was begun by my predecessor,

President George Drake, who worked with President Hunter Rawlings of the University
of Iowa. They initiated a program in which our faculties develop joint summer seminars
to study specific intellectual topics of common interest. Grzduate students from Iowa
and undergraduates from Grinnell are also included in the seminar. What faculty have
learned in these joint projects is that while the institutional ethos may differ, good
teaching requires an insistence on active learning in the classroom. A culture that
expects students to ask questions will also expect the teacher to make connections to
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other learning experiences of the students. This obviously places special demands on the
faculty leading the class. Offering bite-sized, pre-packaged lectures based on out-dated
text books does not work if you want students to be involved in the discussion, and to
make connections between the lecture and work they are doing in classroom and lab.

The Calculus Reform effort that I described earlier is another example of how
faculty can work together as peers in addressing common problems, focused in particular
on the problem of integrating advances in knowledge and technology into the process of
teaching and learning. It is also an example of how to build a culture that says working
on curriculum is a legitimate activity for undergraduate faculty--indeed, a responsibility.

Engagement with the larger community, within and without the campus, is essential to
nurturing the academic scientist. I myself became a scientist because of the opportunity

to become a member of a larger intellectual tradition.

RECOMMENDATIONS. This leads me directly to my recommendations for the effort to
bring undergraduate teaching and research into better balance in colleges and universities

across the country. Work at the intersection of research and education is just becoming
a recognized legitimate activity for the scientific community. This work needs to be
encouraged--at institutions, within disciplinary and educational associations, and most

particularly, by NSF and the other FCCSET agencies that provide the financial support
for undergraduate reform efforts. In large part, it is this support that establishes the
parameters for individual institutional reward systems.
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RECOMMENDATION 1:
That a criterion for all awards from federal agencies that support undergraduate
activities be redefined to recognize more explicitly that work proposed to be done at
the intersecrion of teaching and research will merit equal consideration to work that Lc
purely basic research or that which is purely pedagogical in nature. For the NSF, this

would mean revising the definition of criteria listed in GRESE (see Exhibit A) by
adding special emphasis within criterion #4. Proposed wording for such an addition
would be:

Criterion (4), effect on the infrastructure of science and engineering, permits
the evaluation of proposals in terms of their potential for improving the
scientific and engineering enterprise and its education activities in ways other
than those encompassed by the first three criteria. This criterion also permits
the evaluation of proposals from the perspective that research and teaching
represent complementary, rather than opposing components particularly in
undergraduate programs.

Individual program guidelines would include the following specific institutional
characteristics to be considered in the evaluation of proposals. These might include:

a) an analysis of the sponsoring institution's commitment to carrying out the project,
and explicit willingness of the institution to allowand even to encourage--the grantee

to influence science and mathematics education within that institution, and within the
larger education community;

b) evidence that the institution has made or is making structural changes campuswide in teaching assignments (including class six's), general allocation of institutional
resources committed to developing a learning environment that is hands-on, and has

an appropriate range of faculty development opportunities in place for faculty at all
stages of their careers; and

c) an analysis of criteria for and evidence wed in hiring, promotion, tenure decisions,
salary determinations that demonstrate an increasing commitment to teaching at the
undergraduate level. Institutions should be held accountable for the effectiveness of

teaching; evaluation of teaching must be central to personnel decisions. There should

be clear evidence that reward systems are in place for those who work with non-
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science majors, for those who involve majors in their research, and for those who
work at the intersection of research and teaching.

RECOMMENDATION 2
That a mechanism be established to provide on-going dialogue among all those with

a stake in undergraduate science and mathematics to talk regularly at disciplinary
conferences, through computer networks, and at specially-planned meetings.

SUMMARY. I would be remiss in my responsibility as a representative of Grinnell and
our peer institutions if I did not emphasize that the undergraduate experience in science
and mathematics cannot be compartmentalized into neat little "reformable" packets.

Reform efforts must give attention to priorities for faculty development activities, to
delegation of teaching responsibilities, and to bringing teaching and research together in

practice as well as in theory. Reform efforts must be undertaken from the awareness of
the inter-connected nature of the undergraduate experience--and that concern for

students has to be at the center of ur reform efforts.

As the 1989 Report of the National Advisory Group of Sigma Xi states:
In searching for the roots of the crisis in undergraduate education [we] hit
repeatedly upon the theme of accessibility for students; access to instruction that
generates enthusiasm and fosters long-term learning; access to a curriculum that is
relevant, flexible, and within their capabilities; access to a human environment that
is intellectually stimulating and emotionally supportive; and access to a physical
environmert that supports the other three dimensions. These crucial components
are strongly interrelated; weakness in any one diminishes the quality of
undergraduate education. (p.5)
We need to generate a new vitality in our nation's scientific and technological
infrastructure, and we can only do this by recognizing fully the role that undergraduate

education plays in this effort. There are, I would venture to say, thousands of faculty

6)
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members in the sciences and mathematics in campuses in every part of this country with

a devotion to teaching and to research, and to producing our next generation of scientists
and citizens. We need to identify. support, and reward these faculty, and the institutions

in which they work. We need to do this within each and every one of our home

institutions. We need to do this at the level of national policy. I believe the
recommendations that I have made, if given serious consideration. can play a role in
shaping a national culture for redressing the current imbalance between teaching and

research. The responsibility is ours.

I thank you for the opportunity to present these remarks.
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EXHIBIT A

PROPOSAL PROCESSING AND REVIEW

II.

Proposals received by the Proposal Processing Unit are assigned to the appropriate NSF program for acknowledgement and

review. All proposals are reviewed carefully by a scientist. engineer. or science educator serving as an NSF Program Officer.
and usually by 3 to 10 other individuals who arc experts nn the
particular field represented by the proposal. Proposers arc invited

to suggest names of persons they believe art especially well
qualified to review the proposal or, giving reasons or not, persons
they would prefer not review the proposal. Tnese suggestions nary

serve as one source in the reviewer selection process at the
Program Officer's discretion. Some Program Officers obum comments from assembled review panels or from site visas before
recommending final action on proposals. Recommendations for
awards are further reviewed by senior NSF staff for conformance
with Foundation policy.
When &deer s ion is made, verbal im copies of reviews, excluding

the names of the reviewer!, summaries of review pure( deliberations, if any, a description of the process by which the proposal
was reviewed, and the context of the decision, (such as the number

The National Science Hoard established the following cntena
for the selection of research (including projects to improve the
teaching and learning of science and engineering) projects by the
National Science Foundation:

"In order to provide for the fair and equitable selection of
the most me n tonous research projects for support, the Foun-

dation has established criteria for their review and evaluation. These c n teria are intended to be applied to all research
proposals in balanced and judicious manner, in accordance

with the objectives and content of each proposal. Four
criteria for the selection of research projects by the National

Science Foundation are listed below, together with the
elements that constitute each criterion.

Research performance competence - This entenon
relates to the capability of the investigator(s), the technical
soundness of the proposed approach, and the adequacy of
the institutional resources available.
I.

of proposals and awards, and information about budget

Intrinsic merit of the research - This criterion is used
to assess the likelihood that the research will lead to new

availability) are mailed to the Principal Investigator/Project Director The Principal Investigator/Project Director may also request

discoveries or fundamental advances within its field of
science or engineenns, or have substantial Impact on

and obtain any other releasable material in NSF's file on the
proposal.

2.

progress in that field or in other scientific and engineering
fields

Utility or relevance quit research- This criterions

major goal-onented activities that the Foundation carries out, such

used to assess the likelihood that the research can contribute
to the achievement of goal that is eauinsic or in addition
to that of the research field itself, and thereby serve as the
baits for new or improved technology or assist in the solution
of societal problems.

as those directed at improving the knowledge base underlying
science and technology policy, furthering international coopera-

3.

4.

Effect of the research on the infrastructure of science

and engineering - This criterion relates to the potential of
the proposed research to contribute to better understanding
or improvement of the quality. distribution, or effectiveness
of the Nation's scientific and engineering research, education, and manpower base."
Criteria (I ), (2), and (3) constitute an integral set and are applied
balanced way to all research and science education proposals
in accordance with the objectives and content of each proposal.
Criterion (I), performance competence, is essential to the evaluain

tion of the quality of every proposal. It covers the investigator's
record of past research accomplishments. including, where significant, communication of findings and sharing of data and ot,er
research products. The relative weight given Cntena (2) and (3)
depends on the nature of the proposed work:Cri tenon (2), intrinsic

merit. is emphasized in the review of basic research proposals,

while Criterion (3), utility or relevance, is emphasmed in the
review of applied research proposals. Cntenon (3) also relates to

tion in science and engineenng. and addressing areas of national
need.

iCntenon (4).Jeffect on the infrastructure of science and engineenng, permits the evaluation of proposils in terms of their
potential for improving the scientific and engineering enterpnse
and its education activities in ways other than those encompassed

by the first three cntena. Included under this criterion are questions relating to scientific, engineering. and education personnel.
including participation of women, minorittes, and disabled individuals: the di s tnbution of resources with respect to institutions
and geographical area; stimulation of high quality activities in
important but underdeveloped fields. support of research initiation
for investigators without previous Federal research slippers as a
Pnncrpal Investigator or Co-Pnncipal Investigator, and interdii.
ciplinary approaches to research or education inappropriate arca:.
Any specific cnteria that apply to individual programs. while
falling within the general cntena presto' in this section, are
contained in relevant program announcements or solicitations.
Proposals that involve cooperative activities with Wtaw-pact
count nes may also be subject to internal U.S. Government review
for potential national security concerns.
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Mr. THORNTON. I want to thank each of you for a very fine summary of your excellent testimony.

It seems to me that there is a great deal of agreement by members of the panel, but also some areas where additional comments
may be helpful in fleshing out the discussion.
The thing that really concerns members of the committee, I believe, is whether the emphasis upon research has led to some of the
highest qualified intellects at a university from being actively involved in teaching.
I think there will be possibly a divergence of opinions on this,

ranging from the research universities, where it may be less

common for the distinguished professor to routinely take a freshman course, and to give incoming students an opportunity to hear
from the best mind available on the campus.
What is your experience at each of your institutions?
As a sidelight, not that I was the best mind, but I wanted to start
something. So, I taught each year that I was president of the university. As a result of that, the chancellors began teaching and, as
a result of that, the distinguished professors began teaching general summary courses, as well as doing the research.
What about your institution, Dr. Vest?
Dr. VEST. Well, since you mentioned that we each got at least

one opportunity to brag a little bit, I'd like to tell the story that
two years ago, one of our professors was literally teaching a freshman physics laboratory when it was announced that he'd won the
Nobel Prize.
Mr. THORNTON. That is a marvelous story.
Dr. VEST. We, at MIT, are, of course, blessed with a very differ-

ent student to faculty ratio than some of the other institutions

around here. We do pride ourselves in getting first rate faculty as
lecturers, particularly in the large introductory classes.
We do, of course, do a lot of recitation and laboratory instruction
with graduate student teaching assistants. We do, however, in some
of the main line departments, including physics, manage to teach
all of our laboratory courses with professors and, by and large, in
the department of biology, we do as well. Every one of our faculty
members are expected to teach at least one course per term.
The thing that we have tried to do over the last two years, and
we're gaining success, is to get each of our freshman in association
with a senior faculty member or administrator through what we
call freshman advisor seminars, whereby in groups of six to eight,
the freshmen will spend their freshman year in a seminar format,
with a faculty member, and almost all of our deans, and vice presidents, et cetera, participate in that.

I do have to admit with a red face, that I have not found my

schedule yet permitting that I teach a course. My predecessor, Paul
Grey, did once, and he had only one piece of advice for me, which
was, don't try it.
Mr. THORNTON. I perhaps should admit that the courses that I
taught were team taught.
[Laughter.]
Mr. THORNTON. It was not always possible for me to be in attend-

ance, but we had a two or three person team teaching the courses,
and always at least two of us were there.
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Dr. VEST. If I could just comment, very brieflyand not to take
too much time from my colleaguesbut we happened to be going
through salary decisions at the institute this week. I was particu-

larly pleased that the Dean of Science walked in.
Each dean has a certain amount of money that can be distributed for merit raises, and each dean has a separate little pot of funds
that can be used to top that off in areas of importance.
He had literally asked each of his department heads to produce a
list of the 10 people that they felt had had the greatest accomplishments in the past year in research, and the 10 people that had the
greatest accomplishments in the last year in teaching.
Those discretionary funds were divided equally between the two,
and I believe, Karl, you are an expert on reward systems. It doesn't
take too long for that kind of a message to get around.
Mr. THORNTON. That's a very splendid message.

Dr. Pister.
Dr. PISTER. Well, since Dr. Vest told an MIT story, then I presume I have permission to tell a Berkeley story.
Mr. THORNTON. Indeed.

Dr. PISTER. I remember hearing from a freshman student his absolute amazement when he found that the tall gentleman sitting in
the aisle listening to freshman chemistry lectures, who was preparing himself to teach, not the lecture course, but a freshman chemistry laboratory was Nobel laureate and former AEC Chair, Glenn
Seaborg.

So, I tell that story to make the point that on our university

campuses, everyone is above average, but some are more above average than others.
I think the more above average in other folks like the Seaborgs
and like your physics colleague are people who have succeeded because of their enormous talent and energy. That's not the group we
are talking about.

The gr-lup, in my view. at research universities, that is put at
greate isk is the great majority of us who are not above the
above average group, and the pressure that young faculty feel
today, especially, to get engaged in the research game. That research game is a business, because the institution, in most cases,
.

will not survive, economically, unless the faculty members play in
the business.
That's the kind of pressure, I think, that demeans the academic
life. I think it is something that Federal agencies and univenities
have to take very seriously.
If I'm permitted one more story, I think the State of California
stands out as an excellent example in funding academic year salaries of its faculty, in both its U.C. system, and its California State
University system.
No faculty member in the State of California from a public insti-

tution has to worry about his or her nine month salary. That's a
pressure that colleagues in many other states most other states
have to face every day.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much.

Dr. Carlisle.
Dr. CARLISLE. Thank you. I feel a bit in the same situation I did

at a panel over Li Arlington a year o- two ago, when I was fifth,
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and to my left, there was Bob O'Neal, the President of UVA, et

cetera, et cetera. Every one of them invoked Thomas Jefferson.
Then they got to me and, for the audience, I invoked Justin Morrill, and only got blank looks throughout.
Mr. THORNTON. May I paraphrase for you the statement that he
made about 130 years ago in saying, "In today's high technology

world, the world is moving so rapidly that we must use our best
efforts to maintain our ability to discover and to apply that discovery. If the world moves at ten knots, and we at only six, we will be
left in the lurch."
Justin Morrill, as everyone here knows, was leading the effort
for the land grant college system at the time of that remark.
Dr. CARLISLE. It's a wonderful remark. I'm instructed by it.
Thank you.
Let me make two or three or maybe four quick points in reply to
your question.
First of all, I think in a place like Virginia Tech, the situation is

very mixed about whether the finest senior faculty, the finest

minds, even among the junior faculty are teaching undergraduates.
I met just last week with the biochemistry faculty. That is a fac-

ulty which I believe has very well integrated undergraduate instruction, graduate study, and faculty research so that faculty research in laboratories becomes one of the main means of instructing undergraduates.
The facts are much like that in a number of departments, and in

other departments, it is not the case. But what strikes me most is
the way that it is so deeply imbedded in the culture. Faculty people
I talk to, time after time, breakfast after breakfast, say to me, yes,
but we know what really counts.
Therefore, it seems to me their intuitive commitment is then to
research, to some extent, at the expense of undergraduate educa-

tion. But the same faculty probably, in some cases, do fine jobs
teaching undergraduates.

Second, it seems to me, one of the ways to begin to get at this
and permit the kind of flexibility President Vest talked about, the
kind of multi-dimensional excellence we and my land grant colleagues talk about is to place responsibilities on departments for

achieving the primary classic three missions of the university,
rather than to place all three of those responsibilities on individuals.
That way, departments are responsible for achieving every one of

our missions well, and faculty can then be given differential kinds
of assignments. We plan to begin a program of recognizing and rewarding departments who do that, who establish a fine learning
environment, both for undergraduate students and faculty.
As far as teaching goes, I do teach, from time to time. I taught a

course last springa course in our liberal education programall

by myself. By May, the students had run up my back at that point,
and they had overtaken me. Next fall, I will be teaching an honors
colloquium.

I have asked virtually every person in my office. I lean on the
deans, and suggest that they, too, teach from time to time, and
teach undergraduates to show that, yes, we tell you this we mean
it, and we are also trying to help out.
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Mr. THORNTON. I admire you for teaching the course without the
benefit of a team to assist in it. I was there occasionally alone, and
with an honors group, it sometimes gets pretty close.
Dr. CARLISLE. This is true, but they are bright enough to be understanding about my own limitations.
I have faculty people ask me how I keep up and, of course, :I say,

I don't. Late in the semester last year, I truly felt that I was not
doing either job as well as I would like, but I was having a lot of
fun.
Mr. THORNTON. Well, as a matter of fact, the thing that I liked

best about it was that it seemed to set a tone throughout the university that teaching was truly very important.
There's another thingwell, I want to hear from you, Dr. Ferguson, then I have a couple more questions, and I'll recognize Mr.

Fawell for such questions as he may have.
Dr. Ferguson.
Dr. FERGUSON. Well, yes, and again, my perspectives of a course
at Grinnell is a little different because, again, we're an undergraduate institution.

So, therefore, one of the clearest ways you send a signal that
teaching is important is that every one teaches the same amount.
We don t use an inducement to get the people we most like by offering them a lower teaching load. I think that that's totally appropriate, at certain kinds of institutions.
I think, though, to echo maybe it was Dr. Pister's views where
everyone is trying to be Harvard or MIT, that many institutions
persist in doing this, where they are not going to be those institutions.

I think one of the strong ways we reinforce the importance of
teaching is that everyone at Grinnell teaches the equivalent of five
courses a year. It still leaves you time for research. They publish
regularly, but it also sends a uniform signal that somehow "there's
not a two-tiered system."
I taught. It was my first semester as president last semester. I
taught a calculus course, which is an introductory course. I thought
I should be in with the freshman to learn what it was like.
I learned a tremendous amount about what innovative, exciting
teaching with really great technology can be like. I loved teaching

at the previous institution where I also regularly taught while I
was dean, but where we didn't have that wonderful technology to

change the kind of experience.
It may have sent a signal but, candidly, I also did it for the selfish reasons that I had a lot to learn about the institution.
I think any administrator who wants to know what's really going

on in an institution has to spend some time in the classroom,
whether it's in a team-taught or an honors colloquium, or else you
miss outthings change very rapidly. Students do change.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Ferguson.

A couplemaybe one question including two things-- first, I'm
pleased to report that this is something for which I can claim no
credit from the University of Arkansas. I doubt that I would have
had the courage to implement this.

The dean of our college of education, Dr. Roderick Mc Davis, has
just announced that the College of Education will no longer award
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a four year bachelors degree in education, and that students who
wish to become teachers must take a four year course in an appropriate discipline, whether it be engineering, science, history, eng-

lish, or whatever it may be.
Only after completing their undergraduate work in a discipline
will they be eligible to enter the college of education for a graduate
degree, which will teach them how to apply the methods needed to
transmit that information to students K-12.
I'd like to have each of you comment on that approach and also
to amplify a bit on the role of merit pay assessments in emphasizing teaching and how you address that.
Dr. Vest.
Dr. VEST. With regard to your first comment, I strongly salute it.
I hope that that sets a great precedent across the Nation.

I'm also pleased to note that a small, but clearly increasing

number of our MIT seniors are beginning to opt for careers in secondary schools and working together with Wellesley and other institutions nearby, gaining their certification in addition to their undergraduate disciplinary degrees.
Indeed, last year's senior class chose this as the project that they
wanted to fund, making available a little bit of a fellowship to help
with the additional tuition that was required to gain certification.

With regard to merit pay, I think all of us at the table would

agree that this gets to the very core of the questior, that is in front
of us.

I have no magic answers, but at the Institute, we have taken

some specific steps to enhance the recognition of teaching accomplishment when we make merit pay increases, and also through
the tenure and promotion system, first of all, by requiring that essentially a fixed or certain level of the case books and arguments
that are prepared for each individual address the matter of teaching.

The vast majority of our faculty are evaluated by the students
acccrding to set criteria. Wise department heads and deans look at
those things very closely.
But I would certainly not claim that we have yet achieved the
balance between measurement and consideration of teaching ac-

complishment and research accomplishment that I and my colleagues would like to see in the future, but I believe that the gradient is in the right direction.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much.

One reason for this question is that just recently, a week ago, as
a matter of fact, the Department of Education released the initial
findings of a study entitled, "How Teaching and Research Activities Affect Faculty Compensation at Four Year Colleges and Universities," It examined data from 4,300 full-time tenure track faculty from four year institutions.
Regrettably, from our standpoint, the report revealed the following, that the more time spent on teaching, the lower the salary
compensation, and the more time spent on research, the higher the

salary compensation.
So, as we deal with merit pay, I think we need to recognize that
the field is skewed, somewhat, at the present time, toward rewarding research.
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Dr. Carlisleoh, Dr. Pister.

Dr. PISTER. May I have an opportunity to answer that one?
MT. THORNTON. Yes.

Dr. PISTER. First of all, I certainly support certification on top of
disciplinary specialization first. It's certainly a trend that is commendable and, I hope, will become universal in this country.

The question of rewarding through merit or promotion faculty
performance is unquestionably skewed toward research. Your data
just showed that. Every one of us that's had any administrative experience knows that to be a fact. The degree of skewing depends on

the institution and, indeed, to a certain extent, the discipline
within an institution.

In my view, the response to this ought to be a broader understanding and interpretation of creative scholarship. Ernie Boyer's
survey calls attention to this.
Everyone of us usually looks at a multi-dimensional faculty performance measure, but, in fact, in the last forty years, at least, it
has become almost standard to place almost the entire burden of
accomplishment for a faculty member in the research creativity
area at the expense of scholarship of teaching or scholarship of application of knowledge, or even, I would add, the integration and
synthesis of knowledge.
If you are not a discoverer, if you are not finding a new element,

or you are not finding a new algorithm, or whatever it is, you are
seemingly not doing researchsomething that I think if carried to
the limit, would have killed our medical schools long ago.
Indeed, it's had a profound effect on the teaching of engineering
in this country, as many of us who have been in engineering have

realized our loss of competence in manufacturing, to a certain

extent, can be correlated to, I think, teaching the profession of engineering too closely to the model of science, and not to a profession.

So we need to reverse that and that is part of the cultural

change that our institutions and our Federal agencies that fund us
must take into account.
Mr. THORNTON. Are any of you familiar with the March 25th
Chronicle of Higher Education article discussing Syracuse University? I'm enjoying the conversation here with several of you.
Dr. Carlisle, would you like to address the question I first raised,
and then go ahead and wind up with the Syracuse University example, of what we can learn from that.
Dr. CARLISLE. I may not speak as much to that as you want me
to. To remember your question, I'm acting like a student now?
Mr. THORNTON. Yes, sir.

Dr. CARLISLE. Your question was, am I familiar with it?
Mr. THORNTON. Yes.

Dr. CARLISLE. If not, can I answer an exam question on the Syracuse model.
[Laughter.]
Dr. CARLISLE. But that's okay, that's okay.

Let. me speak to two things, and then speak to, I think, what is
happening, certainly, at Syracuse. I know a little about that. I read

a letter from the president of Syracuse on that, and a little bit

11.
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about what is happening at a number of land grant universities
across the country.

As to your question about five year teaching certification programs, that has been a pretty strong movement across the country

over the last five or ten years through the so-called "Holmes

Group," and I dc think it will, in effect, take over as the dominant
model, at least at large institutions such as ours, at state universities, and perhaps at the privates, as well. It does make sense, so I
really endorse what both my colleagues have said, and don't need
to say a whole lot more about that.
Merit payyou have the facts. Dr. Pister has indicated the case
at research universities. Certainly, it is the case at Virginia Tech
as well, that we have skewed to, I think, a mistaken degree, the
emphasis on research.

I've noticedI've been at Virginia Tech three years, but I've

been doing this kind of a job for seven. I've noticed even in the
three years I've been at Virginia Tech, a change in the promotion
and tenure files that I read, and I read all of those that come to the
university.

During my first year they were, as you might expect, out of 30
pages, 25I'm exaggeratingwere devoted to research, to demonstrating how effective an individual's research was. There were
some token demonstrations--maybe a little more than that sometimes about teaching and almost nothing about service, except for
cooperative extension people.

Through conversation, through emphasis, through a revision of
the guidelines, I'm seeing just in three years a change. First of all,

teaching comes first in the dossier that comes to the university
committee, and faculty are now required to demonstrate at some
length and in several ways their effectiveness as teachers. They
still, of course, say almost as much as they've always said, and very
well, about research.
My sense is that this will begin to change the evidence that we
use for salary increases, and it is one means, at least, of beginning
to modify the cultural kind of just instinctive commitment to give
more money to the prestigious researcher than to the fine teacher.

I thinkand my last comment about thatI think that the real
nub of things lies with department chairs or department heads,
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blessed with faculty, because the surveys I read suggest that faculty are ready for the kind of change that, in one way or another, we
are all talking about. Deans are. My colleagues across the country
are.
I find my sentence getting me to the point of answering the question. why then -what s holding us back? The department headno
I don't quite mean that, but I do think, to some extent, unless the
department heads really come around, and believe that presidents

mean what they say about the balance, I think change will be
much slower.

Now, notice the way I evaded your question about Syracuse by
taking so much time.
Mr. THORNTON. I'm very pleased that you've demonstrated a skill
that I thought was reserved to lawyers.
[Laughter.]
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Mr. THORNTON. As a matter of fact, I appreciate your candid observations there.
Dr. Ferguson.
Dr. FERGUSON. Yes, let me say that, gee, I know the answer to
the Syracuse question, in the sense of being able to recall a little
bit more what was in the article, primarily simply because Syracuse and the University of Miami, where I used to work, and enjoyed working very much, in many ways, were similar.
They are both private institutions. They are both expensive, and
they are both largely tuition-driven. They are fine institutions, but
they are not MIT, as far as research dollars acquired.
So I read with some interest the fact that they were taking this

view of being now a student-centered research institution, by
adding some words at the beginning. I also read withand I congratulate everything they are trying to do there. I know they are

trying to do that at Miami, too.
I'm also extraordinarily sympathetic, after 21 years as a faculty
person at Miami, and only five of those years as an administrator,
with the skepticism indicated in that article by some of the facul-

tynot a lack of good will, but not really being sure they mean it.
There was a wonderful story, a person cited of someone who had
fair research and great teaching, and got tenure, and three years
ago, he felt it would be the other way around.
Well, at the risk of doing what I promised myself I wouldn't do
before I came here, let me say the following from my dual perspec-

tive. I am sure there were people at my previous institution who
did not get tenure because they weren't good teachers. I'm sure
there were, but I don't know the name of one of them.
I do know the names of lots of bad teachers who were pretty
good at research who did get tenure. So, while I applaud what is
going on at Syracuse, I think it is going to take awhile, and it is
going to take a lot of symbols being sent forth.

As far as the point about education, again, I think what Arkansas is doing is wonderful. We, at Grinnell, again, don't give gradu-

ate degrees, but because we felt so and in fact, the only professional program we have is education, we do have a department of

education, but because we believe so strongly that four years of undergraduate experience is important, we give a free ninth semester, where students can come back.
We pay their tuition and expenses so that they can get accreditation and internship in that free ninth semester. We've been doing
that for years.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Ferguson.

The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Fawell.
Ms. FAWELL. I'm going to pass at this time. I have enjoyed listening to the testimony, and I look forward to reading the entire transcript.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. Fawell.

Let me just relate, Dr. Vest, to your quotation from a noted philosopher, Pogo Possum, at the beginning of your testimony, and
state that he also is quoted as saying, "We have met the enemy,
and he is us."
In some sense, we do have the future of our educational enterprise in the hands of people who are included in this panel and in
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the next panel, because it's very important not to separate the

function of teaching from the function of research.
Dr. Carlisle.
Dr. CARLISLE. I wanted to make oneI sense you are closing, and

I don't want the last word, but I thoughtI'd like to get back to
Blacksburg tonight without having a lot of department heads waiting at the edge of town for me.
Mr. THORNTON. Okay.

Dr. CARLISLE. So I thought I ought to clarify, one of my colleagues has reminded me that part of the dilemma that we are in
has to do with, on the one hand, a commitment to national professions, and to recognition through those national disciplines; and on
the other hand, the responsibilities one has to the university as a
community, and to its instructional and communal obligations.

Department head is at the intersection of those two sometimes
conflicting worlds that a faculty member must live in. It's hard
being a department head. I was one, once. I think that's why I
place the burden on the department heads, because they've got to
find the way to help faculty balance those two sometimes conflicting demands.
Thanks.

Mr. THORWCW. I appreciate that addition and, indeed, agree
with the assessment that the department head is really that point
at which these forces tend to be resolved or not resolved.

I want to thank each of you for your fine testimony. It's been

very helpful.
Oh, would you like to ask any questions?
Mr. NAGLE. Certainlyabsolutely.

Mr. THORNTON. The gentleman from Iowa.

Mr. NAGLE. I'd first like to point out that we have Grinnell Col-

lege here. For those of you who think the Big Ten is everything
this week, you should be reminded that, historically, the first football game Grinnell ever played, they beat the University of Iowa.

[Laughter.]
Dr. FERGUSON. That was about the last game we won, too.
[Laughter.]
Mr. NAGLE. Academically, Madam President, you've been under
some suspect. You've started to win some games, and it made us all
nervous.

The thing that I wanted to focus on, if I could just for a second
I don't know what you've covered before I got here
but thisI
don't want to say ineptitude, but this inability, seemingly, to bring
undergraduate students through the process in science and math,
chemistry, particularly, if we are talking about Grinnell, in a broad

sense, given the success that smaller colleges have had versus
larger universities, and not wanting you to offend larger universities, is there anything we should be looking at as a Congress, in
terms of enhancing undergraduate science and math education,

that our larger universities and smaller universities seem to be

having more success with?

Dr. FERGUSON. I think, yes, I understand all the very strong,
healthy tensions, and the absolute need for the department head at
a larger institution to be he'ped to deal with the tension that does
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not exist at the smaller institutions, so not everything will transfer.

But I think, to the extent that this committee can urge various
funding agencies to provideand this is not just one more request

for fundsbut to put undergraduate education on the national
agenda to make it intellectually respectable and exciting.

The NSF funding, for example, of calculus reform has trans-

formed the national meetings of the American Mathematical Society versus what they look3d like ten years ago.

It's the broadening of the intellectual enterprise that Ernest

Boyer has talked about, and that Dr. Pister has referred to, that I
think that the Federal funding agencies, in their allocations of
funds, and this committee, in having hearings like this, can help
institutions raise people's awareness of indeed the fact that the administrations do value undergraduate teaching. But that has to be
made part of a national agenda, not just a campus-wide activity.
Mr. NAGLE. But the contrastthe thing I'm consistently told, Dr.
Ferguson, and I'm picking on you, because I think I know the
answerthe thing I'm consistently told, of course, is the fact that
smaller colleges produce so many more successful candidates
Ph.D. candidate levelsthan your institution, Grinnell, which I'm

of course intimately familiar with.
Is there a secret as to why more people are coming through your
process as opposed to coming through the larger universities?
Dr. FERGUSON. Sure, because we re student-centered, because we
judge ourselves in terms of alumni, because we believe very strongly in hands-on, investigative experience in the classroom of curricular innovation. We send our senior faculty in to teach.
I think that exciting, involving curriculum and giving faculty the
development time, we devote .ignificant funds at Grinnell to give
faculty development funds to develop new courses, new curriculum,
to provide opportunities for people from different disciplines to talk
together.

Those aren't big dollars. I mean, it's a significant amount. I

think we spent about $100,000 of our money last year. That's less

than the cost of a start-up for half a chemist at MIT, but it provides that needed time and ability for people from disciplines to
talk to one another.
I think that those are strong signals that can be sent, too. But 1
think it's that kind of emphasis.
Mr. NAGLE. Dr. Carlisle, Dr. Pister, Dr. Vest, any response?
Dr. PISTER. I agree. One of the problems at a large institution
research-centered institution--is that students look at the life of a
young faculty member and say, hey, that's not a life I want to lead.

It's a veryit's a tremendously rewarding life, but it's an enor-

mously high pressure life that, at the beginning, doesn't seem to be
paying off.

It does pay off in the long run. I think those of us who have been
through decades of academic lifeI wouldn't do it any other way,
if I could live my life again. It's a marvelous opportunity to serve
society, and to find personal reward.

But today, the young faculty member, coming into the system,
1 as a very different experience than I did forty years ago. The
pressure is enormous, compared to what it was forty years ago.
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I was able to get tenure at Berkeley, never having written a research proposal. That would be unheard of today, in most of our
research institutions. Life was simpler.
Not that our whole society has changed, but I'm saying that Dr.
Ferguson's remarks about hands-on involvement in students is the
real answer to motivation and getting the more domestic students
to go on to graduate school in the country, a matter that is in need
of a great amount of attention in this country.
Mr. NAGLE. But some practical questions, if I could.
Dr. PISTER. Sure.

Mr. NAGLE. And, then, Dr. Carlisle, I'd welcome your response;

Dr. Vest, I'd welcome yours on how you do that, I mean, just in
terms of steps for the Congressone, two, three, because I agree
with you. I think the pressure
Dr. PISTER. I thinkand there may be some disagreement on this
panel on this matterI think the funding agencies have to look at
the tripartite missions of their research universities that they are
fundingteaching, research, and service.
You've given a great deal of attention to research, and only in
very recent times has there been any attention at all to the matter
of teaching in our research institutions.
I think the NSF has been a leader in setting up programs to enhance the quality of teaching undergraduates in math, science, and
engineering.

Dr. VEST. I would particularly second the comments on the importance of hands-on experiences in learning about science. Every
Lit of data I've ever seen shows that that is important in retaining
the interests of students and in enhancing and enriching their understanding of the fields.
That is the biggest challenge, I think, that those of us representing large universities face. It's becoming increasingly difficult to do
that.

I mentioned earlier in my testimony that one way, over the

years, that MIT has attempted to improve that situation somewhat
is through an endowed pregram to involve undergraduates directly

with faculty and graduate students in research activities. It's a
very key component of much of the iearning of our undergraduates.

It might interest you to know that that program came about because a very famous person in this country, Edwin Land, the developer of Polaroid photography and Polaroid corporation, saw this as

a crying need, and devoted a significant part of his personal

wealth, anonymously, I might add, to make this kind of education
possible.

I also believe, and I hope not naively so, that the Federal Government could assist us in doing more development in this area.

Some of the things I've seen around the country in developing
language skills through the use of interactive video, and so forth, I
think, can be moved over into the learning domain in science.
A number of us in the room, I think, are aware of various experiments that have shown that some self-paced, computer- assisted
learning in some of the core undergraduate areas of science have

made tremendous impact on students, particularly in the very
large schools.
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So, there are some ways in which I think we can begin to mimic
and learn from the experience in smaller instructional organizations.
Mr. NAGLE. Dr. Carlisle.
Dr. CARLISLE. First of all, I agree, wholeheartedly, with Dr. Pis-

ter's comments about funding, and that certainly is an area where,
recently, NSF and the Congress have been helpful, and where I believe, in the future, it can both can be even more helpful.

Let me mention three things as illustrations of what I think

might be done to encourage the better students to go on into university-kinds of activities, or at least to go on into graduate programs.

First of all, there is something we have done, or are doing, a

second one we are about to do, and a third we must do.
The first is that we have completely revised and regenerated, in
a substantial way, our honors program, so that more faculty are involved, and many more students are engaged. I think this is a way
of personalizing undergraduate education for the most able.

Also. it is a way of encouraging them to think about graduate

work and academic institutions as their professions.
Second, the SUCCEED Program in engineering, that I mentioned
earlier is an example, it seems to me, of an NSF- funded program
that will directly affect and improve, assuredly, the teaching of undergraduate engineering, and will also diversify the population of
students in undergraduate engineering.
Third, is something we must do. We've talked about it. We have

not yet done it, and we can learn here, certainly, from other universities, but particularly from liberal arts colleges. We really need
to introduce into our university a somewhat, at least, coherent
freshman year program that will help personalize the freshman
year, help give it some kind of sense, other than its hugeness and
fragmentation that so many young people, at least, could experience in coming, even, to Blacksburg.

Th&t's something that we will be working on over the next

couple of years.
Mr. NAGLE. Don't we though, with our policies of how we fund

research from a Federal level, don't we actually contribute to the
impediment of this process by requiring the measure of success of a
professor of science or math to generate research dollars for his institution?

I mean, are we contributing to the dilemma that you have in
terms of bringing the larger institutions to these people through
the process? And, if we are, how do we correct that?
Dr. CARLISLE. I guess, since my mike's on, I think, that's probably

the case. But I think what you are referring to isand I'm going to
pass this on to somebody else in a momentwhat you are referring
to, it strikes me, is part of a fundamental change in the way higher

education has been funded over the last 25 years.
The funding structure has changed in a significant way and that,

indeed, drives, to some extent, the rewards system. The funding
structure may not change, but the way the funding is directed
could help change the reward structure or the expectations we set
for faculty, much the way that Dr. Pieter was talking about.
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Dr. PISTER. I think, in addition, the problem is complicated by
the fact that the number of institutions and individuals competing
for the funds has increased at a much faster rate than the availability of funds, so that the funding patterns that were possible to

leaveI would put it this wayto leave the research university

faculty in a state of reasonable equilibrium in the late 1950s and
1960s we've passed that period.
Now, a faculty member, typically, has to devote, in my view, an
unreasonable amount of time, in the competition process, often unsuccessfully and, indeed, in the case of a young faculty member, too

often unsuccessfully, so that we have a lot of overhead, a lot of
waste going on, and faculty having to try to compete for limited
dollars.

Bob White, the President of NAE, in a paper he wrote, called attention to this. We are putting pressure on engineering faculty to
compete in this arena instead of getting them off to do things that
would help the economic competitiveness of the United States
through more attention to their professional obligations.
So I think it is both the dollars available, what the dollars are
for, and the competition for those dollars that's contributing to this
problem. So our mission agencies need to rethink what they are
going to spend their dollars for.
Mr. NAGLE. The Chairman is being very kind to me.
Dr. Vest, do you wish to contribute?
Dr. VEST. I agree very much with what Dr. Pister has just said,

and in my own testimony made the point that one thing that, in

my opinion, we do not want to do is to cut back on the availability
of research funding, thereby exacerbating the various problems we
are talking about.
I think we did agree, at the beginning of the session that the re-

search productivity and function of our great universities is an

enormous national strength.
What we are talking about is trying to achieve a better internal
balance, but we certainly do not want to throw the baby out with
the bath water, as one might say.
I also would make one statement that I'm not at all sure whether my colleagues would agree with or not. I, personally, believe we
would make an error if in changing the thrust of some of the Federal funding to enhance undergraduate education, we were to begin
to walk colleges and universities out on the same limb, whereby
suddenly faculty would become responsible for bringing external

funding in to support their teaching, for heaven's sakes. That
would gl in the wrong direcron.

Therefore, as a policy Liatter, I would submit that the wisest

course is to make increasing amounts of money available to develop experimental programs, to develop curricular materials, to try
out innovative collaborations among universities, and so forth, but
not to, in a sense, walk us out on the same limb of dependency that

we have.
Mr. NAGLE. Let me ask you a question that may make everybody

in the room nervous. It seems to meand you immediately get in a

great deal of difficulty if you say this, but I'm going to say it
anyway.
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But let me say to the four of you, you know, I know we have this
peer process of review for research grants, but it seems to me that
we are requiring the potentially teaching faculty/research faculty
tc spend an inordinate amount of time in pursuing of research, perhL.ps at the expense of undergraduate education.
Have we swung the pendulum so far towards the peer process of
review and the peer process of application of research grants that
we've got the pendulum too far on one side?
I mean, I remember talking to the head of a department at the
University of Iowa where a quarter of his time is spent administer-

ing the department, and half of his time is spent, you know,

making applications for grants, and the remaining quarter is spent

one-twelfth teaching and one- twelfth doing his own research
projects.

So, I mean, everyone says you can't attack the peer process, but

I'd like to raise the question this afternoon, is that peer process
contributing to a disbalance of emphasis on research at the Ph.D.
level to a lack of emphasis on education at the undergraduate
level, and are there papers or thoughts or any review in the scien-

tific community, or in the academic community as to how we might
strike a better balance?
Dr. VEST. One very quick comment, and then I'll turn to my colleagues.

I think that many of us believe that the fundamental issue is
that in an era of relatively fixed Federal funding for research and
higher education, that part of the problem is that far too many institutions have tried to march to the same drum.
I think there was general agreement across the table earlier that
we must get away from the philosophy that every institution aspires to be a Ph.D.-granting research university.
We must be realistic about the number of schools of that type
that we can afford in the country, and we must, I think, engender
a greater public and professional respect for the variety of kinds of
institutions that we make available to our young people.
Mr. NAGLE. Why do you make that assumption that some universities have to be research institutions and some universities have to
be teaching institutions? What is the genesis of that conclusion?
Dr. VEST. Well, I believe that we have a wide variety of aspirations among young people, and hot everybody needs to be exposed

to the deep research enterprise. I think we need more attention

paid to technical schools, to community colleges, to fitting people's
talents to the outcome.

I think that we cannot afford for every institution to be in the

same mold, nor should we. Grinnell is very different than MIT, and.
MIT is very different than Berkeley and Santa Cruz.

I think we should celebrate that difference and respect what

each kind of institution can do well, and let students, sort of by the
free market, if you will, flow to where they will get the most beneficial experience for themselves.
Mr. NAGLE. Yes. Go ahead.

Dr. FERGUSON. I'd like to agree with that; but, nonetheless, while

we're marching to a different drummer, you guys are setting the
tune.
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People go into a discipline because they love the discipline. I
identified myself, nationally, as a mathematician, not as a mathematician at a place "x."

As long as a huge portion of the NSF budget is going to researchand believe me, I'm not knocking researchbut as long as

that is where it is, that's where the prestige is.
None of us went into the scientific fields because we wanted to
get rich. A lot of it is tied up with wanting to belong to this nationwide or worldwide collection of scholars.
So, I am in no way knocking research. But as long as most of the

money that the Federal Government gives is for research, do not
be surprised when most institutions and faculty are judging themselves that way.
If we are serious about improving undergraduate science education, you have to give more than seven percent of the NSF's budget
to changing cur mlum, to instrumentation, because otherwise, you
are sending a mixed message to a very smart group of people.

It isn't that the faculty at Grinnell do not want to be on the faculty at MIT, nor do the faculty at VPI want to be, necessarily, at
MIT, but they do need to still be part of the national agenda.
I think as long as the government is putting all those dollars in
researchand, again, it's not a knocking of researchyou can't be
surprised when undergraduate education hasn't made quantum
leaps forward.
Mr. NAGLE. What I don't understand about the academic commu-

nity is why you, who are supposed to be in the forefront of research, are willing to accept a budget allocation as a given, and

why I do not see more scholarly papers in review of the peer process, and where that peer process is driving us in terms of research
allocation, and also why we are not questioning, generically, the allocation of resources.
I mean, I just don't see the creative thought coming from a community that should be known, first, not for its science, but for its
creativity. I don't understand that.
Are there some papers out there that I haven't seen, or some research documents that I haven't seen, or some discussions taking

place in some symposiums that I haven't had an opportunity to

visit on this whole question, and if not, why not?
Dr. FERGUSON. Yes, I think there are. For example, the Gordon
Conference is going on right now. Those are usually just about research topics. This week, it's devoted to talking about undergraduate education.
I think we are moving in that direction, but I agree, and I think
this was in the NSF Young Scholars Symposium Report, which I

know Denice and several others of the other panel talked about
about the need for the academic community to consider exactly
these kinds of questions.

Mr. NAGLE. Anybody else?

Last question, are there some unique things that we are not
doing? I promise, this is the last one, Mr. Chairman. Are there
some unique things that we are not doing or that we should contemplate doing, in terms of attracting minorities, and within that,
just generically, by definition, I would include womento the scientific fields?
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Because when I looked at the pool of resource talent available,
coming out of the high schools in the next decade, it appears to me
that we are going to have a tremendous shortage, particularly in
terms of captivating the intellectual talent of the Hispanic community, the Black community, the Vietnamese community, as well as
women and other minorities.
I don't mean to exclude anybody by failing to identify them, but

are there some things that we should be doing that we're not
doingsome funding focuses that we should have that we don't

have, or some projects, in any way shape or form, with regards to
that direction?
Dr. PISTER. May I take that question, and then, Mr. Chairman,
beg to be excused so I'll be able to get back to my job. I don't want
to be an unemployed academic.
Mr. NAGLE. I promise this is the last question.
Mr. THORNTON. There's always room in politics.
[Laughter.]

Dr. PISTER. I think there is something, very definitely, that can
be done by Federal agencies. Once again, I have no particular arrangement with the National Science Foundation, but I'd like to
say that I think NSF has taken a leadership role, here again, in
emphasizing programs that are aimed at diversity in engineering
and science education, beginning at K-12.

I think the main thing that has to be done is for the budget allocators to work with us to change the institutional culture. We have
tended to treat the question of diversity by marginalizing it in our
institutions.
We set up programs that are, basically, at the edge. If you need
to bring women into engineering, you set up a program that's at
the edge of the function of the school or college, called a special
program for women in engineering, and you make the women stu-

dents feel comfortable because they are part of that program.
Gradually, they are assumed to be integratable of assimilated into
the mainstream male culture, in this case.

The same thing is true of our minority students. We started
there. We had to make a start with under-represented minorities

and women, using this marginal model. But I contend that, particularly because of the nature of the population, the ethnic composition change in the population, we can no longer afford to do this.
We have to mainstream our programs aimed at diversity. We can
no longer expect, as the sociologist would say, to move toward the
homogeneous ideal. It just won't happen.
So, I encourage you to look at ways to force institutions to make
the question of diversity of the faculty, the students, and the staff a
main structural problem for the institution.
May I be excused, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. THORNTON. I'm sorry, Dr. Pister. I think that does conclude
the time for this panel.
I want to thank my colleague from Iowa, Mr. Nagle, for his fine

questions, and commend each of you for your responsiveness. I

would like to ask, if you would agree, than, if the staff decides some
additional points need to be covered, if you would respond in writing to such questions as they may address.
I thank each of you for your testimony.
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The second panel will come forward.
The hearing will resume.

We now, having identified that the real focus of this hearing
should be upon those people who serve as chairmen and department headsI notice that we have two department heads or chairmen and an associate dean, and an associate professor in a department, so now is your time to help us to understand the nature of

the problem that we have and the nature of the solutions we
should be seeking.
Our panel number II is going to include Dr. Homer Neal, who is

the Chairman of the Department of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; and Dr. Samuel Ward, who is the Department
Head, Professor of the Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona; Dr. Jack Lohmann, Associate Dean
of the College of Engineering, and Professor of Industrial and Sys-

tems Engineering of Georgia Institute of TechnologyGeorgia

Tech, is the way we think of them in the Southeast Conferencein
Atlanta Georgia; and Dr. Denice Denton, who is Associate Professor of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

We will follow the same procedure as in the last panel. I will
ask, in each case, that your prepared testimony be submitted into
the record, verbatim, and ask each of you, if you will, to hit the
high points of that testimony so that we can go forward with the
questions.
Dr. Neal.

STATEMENT OF DR. HOMER A. NEAL, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT
OF PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

Dr. NEAL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I'm, again, honored to have been asked to share with you my

views on the state of undergraduate science education in this country.
In the report of our National Science Board Committee in 1986,
we found that there were indeed very serious problems of quality
in undergraduate science education, and we proposed a series of
corrective steps.
Many of these have been implemented, either directly or indirectly, by the National Science Foundation, by other Federal agen-

cies, by private foundations, and by States and universities, and
there is evidence of considerable progress.

Other recommendations put forth in our report have yet to be
realized, and I would like to take this opportunity to direct attention to the fact that these proposals do retain, even today, a high
degree of currency, despite the remarkable world changes that
have taken place since the recommendations were made.
I believe I can best serve you today by reviewing a few of the
areas where progress has been made in undergraduate science education over the past five years, highlighting some of our previous
recommendations that remain unimplemented, and sharing views
on what should be done in the years ahead.
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As a prelude to my remarks, though, I note that quite often

when one speaks of achieving balance between teaching and research, one generates the mental image of the proverbial scale of
justice, with teaching on one side and research on the other. The

image causes some to immediately see a perceived resolution of the
problem of balance; namely, to simply move resources from one
side to the other. But unless considered with great care, such a ap-

proach can be counterproductive. There are at least two reasons
why this is so.
First, teaching and research are intimately connected. We are lit-

erally dealing with a living organism that will not necessarily be
more effective if we cut off one of its legs and give it an additional
arm. To carry the analogy one step further, I believe that it is important that we focus on the health of the entire organism.
Indeed, as many of the panelists before me have pointed out, removing support from research at our colleges and universities
even for the express reason of providing additional support for
teachingmay simply further detract from the quality of teaching,
as our faculty would then be forced to commit even more of their
time attempting to secure funds to permit them to carry out their

research.
In the area of condensed matter physics, for example, new faculty are already, on average, having to submit on the order of more
than a half-dozen proposals in order to acquire initial funding from
even one proposal. It is in no one's best interest to reduce this success rate even further.
One of the great success stories of this country has been its grad-

uate programs. They are the envy of the world. Students from

around the globe come here for advanced study, and graduate education may be one of the Nation's most important exports.
Our research and graduate programs are outstanding, but vulnerable, and we must be very careful not to destroy them in our
legitimate quest to improve undergraduate education.
The committee staff asked me to comment on whether deficiencies in the undergraduate programs at our major universities occur
because more attention is paid to research than teaching, when important decisions are being made regarding tenure, promotion, and
the setting of salaries.
Indeed, research achievement is almost always the principal criterion for judging the promise and stature of a faculty member at
our major research universities, and I strongly believe that thi. is
as it should be.
American universities have as their critical mission the advancement of knowledge, and they will continue to be effective in this
endeavor only if they accord the highest recognition to the creativi-

ty of the human mind in attacking problems at the disciplinary
level.

But teaching is also very important, and any institution that

does not take teaching effectiveness into account in evaluating and
rewarding faculty is failing to serve both its students and itself.

Most faculty enjoy teachingand the opportunity to influence

the lives of bright young people is one of the reasons they chose to
work at a university, rather than in industry or at a national labo-
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ratory. A professor's effectiveness in teaching should be taken into
account in all critical decisions affecting him or her.
The second reason why there is not a simple tradeoff between research and teaching emerges when we attempt to quantify what we
mean when referring to the balance, or lack thereof, between research and teaching.
Of the 2,500 or so colleges and universities granting the baccalaureate in the U.S., there are probably only 100 of so with research

enterprises so large that one might postulate that there is risk of
the teaching programs being compromised by the research. This

might involve 20,000 science faculty out of a total of almost
200,000.

Moreover, roughly 90 percent of these faculty are probably tenured and would not be directly affected by tenure and promotion
criteria.
Thus, we could be assessing conditions that might impact only
roughly one percent of the science teaching workforce although
it's a very, very important one percent.
Regarding matters such as salary and other recognition, the population of affected science faculty is some fraction of 10 percent,
one would guess, and this fraction, I believe, is declining since an
enormous number of major universities, my own included, are embarked on numerous projects to improve their undergraduate programs.

S:), I, for one, am somewhat reluctant to join in any condemnation of our universities for ignoring undergraduate science education in favor of research.
Indeed, I want to recall that it was at the Federal level that all
NSF undergraduate programs were wiped out less than a decade
ago. We are still trying to recover from the terrible impact of that
action.

None of these considerations, however, diminishes the need for
universities to be ever alert for ways to improve their undergraduate teaching, including ways of involving undergraduate students

in ongoing research, efforts in updating curricula, and ways of
taking advantage of advances in instructional techniques.

Also, the remarks above are not meant to argue that there are
no problems in undergraduate science education. There are definitely problems, and we need to dedicate ourselves to finding the
proper solutions.

A few words about progiess at the NSFthe Research Experi-

ence for Undergraduates Program, initiated in 1987 by the Science
Foundation, has been very successful. This activity was strongly
suggested by our Board Committee, and the then-director of the
Science Foundation, Eric Bloch, moved to implement it even before
the work of our Committee had been completed.
It has already touched the lives of the order of 14,000 bright undergraduates across the country, and has given these students the
opportunity to work directly with faculty on current, ongoing research programs.
It, I think, is a fine program. It makes a lot of sense. It is a way

of bringing these students into direct contact with professors in
their professional home.
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I certainly urge Congress to continue support for this program,
and even to take advantage of opportunities to strengthen it in the
years ahead.
The various curriculum development activities at the Foundation
are also achieving success. Two examples, as I've mentioned in my
written testimony, are the engineering curriculum and the calculus
curriculum.
I should point out that the USEME Office has been established
and seems to be functioning quite well. I understand that it now
receives more proposals than any other division in the National
Science Foundation.

It serves a very appropriate role as a coordinating focus for a
wide variety of undergraduate science education initiatives, and it
is impressive to realize that it's only been in existence for a very
short period of time.
Nevertheless, I am concerned about the overall level of NSF ac-

tivity in the undergraduate sector. Our study called for a base

funding level for selected undergraduate initiatives, a supplement
of $100 million per year. From my review of what has been initiated at the NSF in connection with our report, only about half that
amount seems to have been provided.
We were very conservative in our estimates of the actual needs,
and I am not at all surprised that serious national problems in the
undergraduate science education are continuing, given the reduced
level of support.

Moreover, while addressing the issue of balance, I must admit to

being puzzled by the fact that of the education and human re-

sources budget, evidently less than 15 percent is being provided to
undergraduate activities.

It is very appropriate that we all be concerned about what is
happening at the school level, but we must not forget that undergraduate education is a critical section of the talent pipelineand
that it even ultimately influences our ability to deal with issues at
the pre-college level.

Mr Chairman, in my notes, I have a few paragraphs discussing a
new initiativethe suggestion that there be created a series of national centers for undergraduate science education. But in the in-

terest of time, I will skip that and perhaps return to it in the

Mr. THORNTON. Of course, the Visiting Fellow Program is a part
of that initiative.
Dr NEAL. Yes, that's right. Would you like me to comment on
that?
Mr THORNTON. Yes, please, go ahead.

Dr. NEAL. Under proposed new initiatives, I am suggesting that
the Foundation and Congress consider the creation of a few national centers focused on addressing cell- defined issues in undergraduate science education.
I was a member of the NSF Physics Advisory Panel, many, many
years ago, when we were considering the creation of the Santa Bar-

bara Institute for Theoretical Physics. Later, I was a member of
the National Science Board when we had the opportunitythe requirementto review that entity after five years.
I have been impressed by what can happen when a dedicated
unit is created to look at a general area of intellectual concern.

1
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This has led me and several of my colleagues at Michigan to the
conclusion that the NSF or other agencies should establish a series
of national centers in the U.S. devoted to undergraduate science
education.

The centers should have as their central core a visiting fellow

programjust like the Santa Barbara institute where outstand-

ing scientists and educators spend a year in residence at the host
institution, carrying out their work, organizing workshops, following up on the outcomes, disseminating results, and ,,esting i-leas for
their general applicability.
We believe that only in such intense settings can new directions
in undergraduate science education emerge and then be immedi-

ately challenged and honed by the most talented and interested
scholars in this area.

Other advantages of such a programones that are especially
appropriate to the heating todayare the signals given both to the
local institution and around the country that undergraduate education is importanteven important enough to justify having small
groups of the best minds in the country to set aside dedicated time

to plan the needed initiatives.
Being selected as a fellow at one of these centers could be a distinct honor, giving the individual autled stature at his or her home
institution.

We've learned over the decades that strategies of this type do

work in the research arena. There is absolutely no reason why they
should not be tried in science education.
Indeed, while paying full respect to the important contributions
of our colleagues in education, I need to note that one of our shortcomings in undergraduate science education is the failure to create
sufficiently attractive possibilities to entice our very best scientists
to devote their attention to science education issues. in the proper
environment, they would be happy to do so.
Given these considerations, my recommendation is that the next
wave of initiatives in undergraduate science education should include centers designed to provide an institutional framework for attacking the front-line problems in science education.
I should also note that our study called for the creation of a :,rogram within the NSF to support comprehensive, multi- discipline,
curriculum development projects. This remains, in my opinion, another important area for consideration as the Foundation's undergraduate programs evolve.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to share these

views with you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Neal follows:]

in
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY

HEARING ON THE QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION;
ACHIEVING A BALANCE BETWEEN TEACHING AND RESEARCH

March 31, 1992
by

limner A. Neal
Department of Physics
University of Afichigan
Ann Arbor, Afichigan

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Science, I am again honored to have been asked
to share with you my views on the state of undergraduate science education in this country.
In the report of our National Science Board Committee in 1986, we found that there were indeed serious
problems of quality in undergraduate science education and we p..)posed a series of corrective steps
Many of these have been implemented. either directly or indirectly, by the Foundation, by other federal
agencies, by private foundations, and by States and universities, and there is evidence of considerable
progress. Other recommendations put forth in our report have yet to he realized, and I want to take this
opportunity to direct attention to the fact that these proposals retain a high degree of currency, despite
the remarkable world changes that have taken place since the recommendations were made.
I

believe I can serve you best today by reviewing those areas where progress has been made in

undergraduate science education over the past five years, highlighting our previous recommendations
that are yet to be implemented, and sharing views on what should be done in the years ahead.

As a prelude to my remarks, I note that quite often when one speaks of achieving balance between
teaching and research one generates the mental image of the proverbial scale of justice, with teaching
on one side and research on the other. The image causes some to immediately see a perceived resolution
1

%.
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to the problem of balance, namely, to simply move resources from one side to the other. Unless
considered with great care, such an approach can be counterproductive. There are at least two reasons
why this is so. First, teaching and research are intimately coupled. We are literally dealing with a living
organism that will not necessarily be more effective if we cut off one of its legs and give it an additional
arm. To carry the analogy one step further, 1 believe it is important that we focus more on the health of
the entire organism.

Indeed, removing support from research at our colleges and universities -- even for the reason of
providing additional support for teaching - may simply further detract from the qualify of teaching, as
our faculty arc forced to commit even more of their time attempting to secure funds to permit them to
carry out their research. In the area of condensed matter physics, for example, new faculty arc already,
on average, having to submit more than a half-dozen proposals in order to acquire initial funding from
one. It is in no one's best interest to reduce this success rate even further.
One of the great success stories of this country has been its graduate programs. They are the envy of the
world. Students from around the globe come here for advanced study, and graduate education may be
one of our nation's most important exports. Our research and graduate programs are outstanding, but

vulnerable, and we must he very careful not to destroy them in our legitimate quest to improve
undergraduate education.
The Committee staff has asked me to comment on whether deficiencies in the undergraduate programs
at our major universities occur because more attention is paid to research than teaching, when important
decisions are made regarding tenure, promotion and salary. Indeed, research achievement is almost

always the principal criterion for judging the promise and stature of a faculty member at our major
research universities -- and I strongly believe this is as it should be. American universities have as their
critical mission the advancement of knowledge, and they will continue to be effective in this endeavor
only if they accord the highest recognition to the creativity of the human mind in attacking problems at
the disciplinary level. But teaching is also very important, and any institution that does not take teaching
effectiveness into account in evaluating and rewarding faculty is failing to serve both its students and
itself. Most faculty enjoy teaching -- and the opportunity to influence the lives of bright young peopl,
is one of the reasons they chose to work at a university, rather than a national laboratory or in industry.
A professor's effectiveness in teaching should be taken into account in all critical decisions affecting
him or her.
The second reason why there is not a simple tradeoff between research and teaching emerges when we
attempt to quantify what we mean by balance, or lack thereof, when referring to research and teaching.
Of the 2500 or so colleges and universities in the U.S., there are probably only about 100 with research
enterprises so large that there is a reasonable risk of their teaching programs being compromised by them.
This might involve roughly 20,000 science faculty out of a total of almost 200,000. Moreover, roughly
90% of these faculty are probably tenured and would not be affected directly by tcnurc and promotion
criteria. Thus, we are assessing conditions that might impact approximately 1% of the science teaching
workforce -- albeit a very, very important 1%. lcegarding matters such as salary and other recognition,
the population of affected science faculty is some fraction of roughly 10%, and this fraction I believe
is declining since an enormous number of our major universities, my own included, are embarked on

numerous projects to improve their undergraduate programs. So I am very reluctant to join in mass
condemnation of our universities for ignoring undergraduate science cducation in favor of research.
Indeed, 1 want to recall that it was at the federal level that all NSF undergraduate programs were wiped

2
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out less than a decade ago. We are still trying to recover from the terrible impact of that action.
None of these considerations, however, diminishes the need for universities to be ever alert for ways
to improve their undergraduate teaching, including ways of involving undergraduate students in ongoing
research, efforts in updating ,:urrieula, and ways of taking advantage of advances in instructional
techniques. Also, the remarks above arc not meant to argue that there arc no problems in undergraduate
science education. There arc definitely problems and we need to dedicate ourselves to finding the proper
solutions.

progress at the NSF.
The Research Experience for Undergraduates Pt ogram, initiated by the NSF in 1987, has been very
successful. This activity was strongly suggested by our Board Committee, and Director Bloch mov.id
to implement it even before the work of our Committee had been completed. It has already touched the

lives of over 14,000 bright undergraduates across the country, and has given these students the
opportunity to work directly with faculty on current, ongoing research programs. It is, as in many of these
matters, difficult to say how many new scientists ate v. ill have 10 to 15 years from now as a result of this
program. But it makes just so much sense that we take this extra step in bringing students together with
faculty in the faculty member's professional home. This program is another example of why the tradeoff
between research and teaching is not a simple one. I urge Congress and the NSF to continue to support
the REU program, and to take advantage of opportunities to strengthen it based on what is learned as the
program is continually reassessed.

The various curriculum development activities at the Foundation are also achieving success. A
nationwide marshalling of attention on the need to re) ise the calculus curriculum and the engineering
curriculum are two examples of %%here a modest leadership effort by the Foundation has had an impact
on the entire country. Moreover, in just the past yea; we have seen the introduction of a broad-based
course and curriculum development program at the Foundation.

The USEME Office recommended by our Committee has been established and is fully functional. 1
understand that it now receives more proposals than any other Division in the Foundation. It serves a very

critical role for a wide variety of undergraduate science education initiatives.
Nevertheless, I am concerned about the 0) erall le)el of NSF activity in the undergraduate sector. Our
National Science Board Study called for a base funding level for selected undergraduate initiatives of
5100 million per year. From my review of ghat has been initiated at the NSF in connection with our
report, only about half of that amount has been pro) idcd. We were very conservative in our estimates
of the actual needs, and I am not at all surprised that serious national problems in undergraduate science
education are continuing, given the reduced level of support. Moreover, while addressing the issue of
balance, I must admit to being puzzled by the fact that of the El lRbudget evidently less than 15% is being
provided to undergraduate activities. It is most appropriate that we all be concerned about what is
occurring at the school level, but we must not forget that undergraduate education is a critical section
of the proverbial talent pipeline -- and that it even ultimately influences our ability to deal with issues
at the pre-college level.
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Proposed New Initiotivev
An area where I believe more activity is needed is in the establishment of a few national centers focussed
on addressing well-defined issues in undergraduate science education. As a member of the NSF Physics
Advisory Panel during the days when the cation of the Santa Barbara Institute for Theoretical Physics
was under discussion, and as a member of the National Science I3oard when the five-year review of that
entity took place, I have been impressed by what ran happen when a dedicated unit is created to look
at a general area of intellectual concern. This has led me and several of my colleagues to the conclusion

that the NSF or other agencies should establish a series of national centers in the U.S. devoted to
undergraduate science education.
The centers should have as their central core a isiting fellow program, where outstanding scientists and
educators spend a year in residence at the host institution, can ying out their work, organizing workshops,
following up on the outcomes, disseminating results, and testing ideas for their general applicability. We
believe that only in such intense settings can new lire lions in undergraduate science education emerge

and be quickly challenged and honed by the most talented and interested scholars in this area. Other
advantages of such a program -- ones that ate ewe, Lilly appropriate to the hearing today-- arc the signals
given both at the local institution and around the count] y that undergraduate education is important, even
important enough to justify having small groups attic best minds in the country to set aside dedicated
time to plan the needed initiatives. Being selected as a fellow at one of these centers could be a distinct
honor, giving the individual added stature at his or her borne institution. Nationally, a major cause for
the lack of effort put into undergraduate science teaching is the lack of recognition and respect given to
the teachers by the "system''. Activities that Merease recognition and respect should be taken very
seriously.
We have learned over the decades that stiat,..gics of this type do work in the research arena. There is
absolutely no reason why they should not he teed in science education. Indeed, while paying full respect
to the important contributions of our colleagues in education, I note that one of our shortcomings in
undergraduate science education is the failuie w cicate sufficiently attractive possibilities to also entice
our very best scientists to devote their attention to science education issues. In the proper environment,
many would be eager to participate.

Or"

Given these considerations, my reconum.ndation is that the next wave of initiatives in undergraduate
science education should include centers designed to provide an institutional framework for attacking
the front-line problems in science education

I should also note that our study called for the creation of a program within the NSF to support
comprehensive, multi-discipline, curriculum development projects. This remains, in my opinion,
another important area of consideration a the Foundation's undergraduate programs evolve.

Thank you for the opportunity to share these in% s with you.
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Neal.

We will next hear from Dr. Samuel Ward. Your paper, together
with a lot of very good supporting data, will be made a part of the
record, and I would appreciate your summarizing or highlighting
that presentation to us.
Dr. Ward.
STATEMENT OF DR. SAMUEL WARD, PROFESSOR AND DEPARTMENT HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR
BIOLOGY, AND PROFESSOR OF ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZONA

Dr. WARD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I represent the University of Arizona. That's in Tucson, not in
Tempe. We are the land grant institution in Arizona and, therefore, serve the wide range of responsibilities for both service and
education that land grant institutions do.
I would also like, off the record, please, to express my condolences to the Chairman for the performance of another side of our

university's two basketball teams which are not with us in the
Final Four, as opposed to my neighbor to the left.
Mr. THORNTON. Yes,

I regret that that has happened. It just

shows that you can't always win.
Dr. WARD. It's because we're investing all our efforts in training
undergraduates in science at the University of Arizona.
Mr. THORNTON. Our efforts are in academia, yes.
Dr. WARD. I would like to focus on biology education at the uni-

versity and a number of programs that we've initiated that I believe address a number of these questions.

I should point out that I come as a newcomer as a department
head for just a few years, and have been learning and listening
with interest to the previous speakers about their longer ranges of

experience.

But we've started with a program to attempt a balanced teaching
and research by really trying to argue that that distinction ought

to be irrelevant.
The research and teaching arc really two sides of the same coin,

as our new president at the University of Arizona, Manuel Pa-

checo, has said, in that proper teaching should, in fact, involve the
doing, the hands-on process of science, and therefore, should interact with research.
Therefore, the fact that we conduct this debate shows really how

poor our teaching has been, that we simply have to say that we

aren't trying to separate these two.
So, what we've done at the university, as so many universities

and you've heard elsewhereis to try and expand the opportuni-

ties for undergraduates to do individual research in laboratories.
We've done that in a coordinated program that now has expanded across the campus to include more than 165 faculty in biology,
in 26 different departments, representing six different colleges.

In this program, students can apply and begin working the

summer as early as their freshman year. We also accept students

not just biology majorsbut students from other disciplines as

0
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well, with the realization that part of, I think, our largest failing in
science education is to educate the non-scientists.
What we've discovered in three years now with this program, is
it's had an enormous impact on the students and, in fact, on the
faculty and, to our somewhat surprise, actually on the university
as a whole.
Because what we've done is achieved, at least to a certain extent,

one of the things that Dr. Pister commented about. This program
has actually created a sense of community across the campus that

spans the colleges of agriculture and medicine, for example.
It's gotten faculty in the college of medicine, who normally have
no formal responsibilities for undergraduate education, to be inter

ested in these students and discover that there is an extraordinary
collection of students at a big state university like Arizona that has
28,000 undergraduates.

What we discovered, as many have known before, is that a research lab is an extraordinarily educational opportunity. A student
can come into a laboratory that consists of graduate students, post-

doctoral fellows, technicians, other faculty, other students, and
work together as a team, both to learn how they can contribute,

and also achieve the benefit of a mentoring environment with a lot
of roles and people to support them.
We found our program includes participation of more than half
women, 18 percent minority students. These students have benefitted enormously, because one of the reasons that they drop out of
science so rapidly, is that they don't have the encouragementthat
they, in fact, have the ability to do it, but they don't have the selfconfidence.

In a laboratory like this, we can really increase the number of
these students, and that's had a very large impact. It changed the
career paths of a large number of these students.
So I think this is one of the special opportunities that a large research university can offer to its undergraduate program that

really is distinctive.
If you ask, then, what do the faculty gain from this? Why do the

faculty participate? That gets back to this issue of academic rewards. We've talked at great lengths from the previous panels

about the disbalance of rewards in teaching and research.
Here, again, the faculty, we estimate, are contributing more than
$10,000 hours to this program, as direct instruction to these undergraduates. They do this, partly, because this is science teaching as
they like, it's hands-on, they can work directly with the students.
The students themselves are excited. They are aright. They are
energetic. They are fun. They ask all those questions that the rest
of us are too smart to know to ask. They didn't know they weren't
supposed to ask those questions. So, that's had enormous benefit.

But we have a difficult problem rewarding this academically.
This comes back to the question that all of us struggled with,
which is how do you evaluate this teaching? How do you compare

the teaching that a faculty member does with two or three stu-

dents in their laboratory to a faculty member who gives the introductory biology lecture to 500 students?

We have a State legislature and Board of Regents that looks
hard at student credit hours. To them, the faculty member teach-
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ing 500 students in a classroom is 500 times more valuable than
teaching one student in your laboratory, when to that one student,

you may change their whole career.
So I think we have a difficult time deciding how to evaluate that
diversity of teaching activities that we would like to encourage at a
large university.
Second, I think the other barrier to establishing this effectively,
which has been addressed by many of the previous speakers, is the

difference between the extrinsic rewards of teaching and of research.

Research is recognized nationally, internationally. It brings you
money. It brings you prestige. It brings you invitations to international meetings in nice places around the country.
Teaching, on the other hand, is normally recognized only on a
local level. I think, on an optimistic note, that's what is changing
rapidly.

The investment that you have encouraged in the National Science Foundationto support teaching, to support innovative teach-

ing, to recognize teaching by grant support is having a huge

impact directly on teaching.
But it's having a larger impact on changing the value system of
the academics to where people can recognize that.

In biology, we have another enormous advantage that the

Howard Hughes Medical Institute has made a large investment in

biology instruction.
Over the past four years, they've invested $173 million in biology
;nstruction, in colleges of all kinds throughout the country.

That's, of course, had a direct impact on teaching. We've developed, and our program is, in part, funded by that. We have developed a number outreach programs to high schools and elementary
schools, using those funds as well.

But even more so, the Howard Hughes Institute, because of its
history of supporting the most prestigious research in molecular bi-

ology and geneticswhen the Howard Hughes Institute says that
it's okay to teach, and we'll support you to do it, it has also

changed the value system of the research community.
That's also happening by the professional societies. That's also
happening in the National Academy of Sciences. The National Research Council has sp isored a number of really excellent stud-

iesone on biology education called, "Fulfilling the Promise"
which has served as a model for biology education at all levels and,
in part, because it blames everybody equally.
The teachers are at fault. The schools of education are at fault.

The textbook manufacturer is at fault. But most at fault are the
professional scientists, because we have ignored the problem of
high school and K-12 education.

Many of us are changing this, partly as a result of that study of
the National Research Council funding an additional council to investigate the most effective mechanisms to improve biology high
school teaching.

I'm Chairman of that National Research Council committee,

which is investigating programs all over the country to find those
that work, and choose those and recommend how professional scientists and the rest of us can help improve science teaching, not
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just to the pre-service level, but at the large number of teachers
who are already out there, that need an enormous amount of help.
So, I think all these activities can be effectively integrated at a
university, and I think our value system really is changing to

reward these kinds of things.
The recommendations that I would make to this council is that
we encourage all the agencies to require educational components to
their research grants.

One of the conclusions of the PYI study and others is that by
separating these two and the way they are funded, it has helped
perpetuate this artificial distinction.
The kinds of programs like the REU grants, the programs that
NIH has put in, where it's easy to get supplements to encourage
undergraduates in your labsthese are all extremely effective and,
therefore, tie the two activities together.
Second, we obviously need more grants for direct, innovative science education that provide the support and recognition for this ac-

tivity. But we also have to be careful, because there has been a
large tendency to support innovative things and then not develop

the mechanisms to institutionalize these.
Science education has an enormous sense of amnesia. We're very
good at inventing wheels over and over again, and not very good at
ever attaching them to the wagons.
So, I think it is not just to fund innovation. We have to develop
institutional mechanisms to insure the things that went on before.

Our undergraduate research program is no different than one
that has gone on in many, many years at all research universities.
By codifying and expanding and spreading it around the campus,
it's had a big effect. But we know how to do that. What we need
are ways to institutionalize and support more of those.
Then, finally, of course, this committee and the fact that this
panel is being held reflects the importance that our continuing attention to the education, both in public and in the legislaturethe
importance of science educationthis cannot be overemphasized.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Ward follows:]
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Research and Teaching in the Biological Sciences
Statement before the Subcommittee on Science of the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
Samuel Ward, PhD
Professor and Head of the Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology and
Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
We share in the nationwide opinion that undergraduate education has not always received

the priority that it deserves, and that the time has come to restore a better balance.
Unfortunately, but inevitably, the discussion already has included suggestions that there is
a choice between research and teaching. To my mind, nothing could be further from the
truth. Research and teaching are two sides of the same coin. Research is a form of
personal learning for the researcher, self - teaching if you like. More than that, in my
experience active involvement in research represents one of the best possible guarantees of
lively, up-to-date teaching. . . .Research versus teaching is a non-issue. Both must be

done equally well and, in strengthening our research, we develop the ability to also
strengthen our teaching programs.
Dr. Manuel Pacheco, President of the University of Arizona

The proper balance between teaching and research at universities has been debated since the
establishment of the first research universities in this country at the end of the last century.

The issues are clearly laid out in the Committee's memorandum from Representative
Boucher so I will not repeat them here. What I will do is describe some of the programs
we have initiated at the University of Arizona to improve biology education at all
educational levels by combining research and teaching.

Our philosophy is indicated by the quotation above from a speech Dr. Manuel Pacheco,
President of the University of Arizona, delivered at our annual Undergraduate Biology
Research Symposium this year. We believe that research and teaching are inseparable so
that the discovery and dissemination of knowledge go hand in hand. At the University of
Arizona, my colleagues and I have focused on attracting students into the biological
sciences by providing opportunities for independent research in faculty laboratories. It is
our conviction that actually doing science, rather than simply reading or listening about
science, is the best way to learn science. A research university should enable as many
undergraduate students as possible to work in research laboratories. Enterprising students
have always found ways to get into research laboratories, and this has been encouraged at
many universities. What we have done is establish a campus-wide program to facilitate
participation by as many students as possible.

University of Arizona Undergraduate Biology Research Program
At the initiative of department head Michael Wells, the Department of Biochemistry began a

formal undergraduate research program in the summer of 1988 with 19 students in 13
faculty labs. Under the energetic leadership of program coordinator Carol Bender, and
aided partly by educational grants from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, the National
Science Foundation and others, and mostly from Federally funded faculty research grants,
we have expanded this Undergraduate Biology Research Program (UBRP) to support 113
students during the summer and 75 during the school year (see figure).
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These students can choose sponsors from among 165 participating faculty. More than half
these students are women and 18% are minorities. Both the faculty and student support For
this program has been overwhelmingly enthusiastic, and many students have altered their
career goals as a result of their experience.

Several distinctive features of our program contribute to its success. First, participation is
restricted to University of Arizona undergraduates, except as described below. This provides
program continuity and develops enthusiasm for the program on campus. Second, all
students are paid for their work (currently $5.40-5.75/hour). This is essential for many of
the students who must earn money for college expenses. Third, faculty sponsors must match
program grant support by paying Ulf the student's wages and all supply costs. This ensures
that students are working in active labs with grant support, guarantees faculty commitment to
the student, and leverages our educational grant money to support more students. Fourth,
we recruit students early with a simple application process so that nearly a quarter of our
students begin in the summer of their freshman year. This exposes students to the excitement
of biology research early. We have found that with guidance, these inexperienced students
can make significant contributions in the lab. Fifth, students take an active role in finding a
lab by interviewing prospective faculty sponsors themselves. This ensures a match of
interest and personalities and conveys a sense of responsibility to the students. Sixth, we
define biology broadly so faculty from 26 different departments participate, including those
from the Colleges of Arts and Science, Medicine, Agriculture, and Pharmacy, and the School
of Health Related Professions. This gives students a wide array of research opportunities
and gives us a large and growing pool of faculty sponsors.
Based on both student and faculty evaluations, we believe that one of the most important
reasons for the impact of this program on the students involved is the intellectual and
educational atmosphere of an effective research group. By being pan of a team of faculty,
graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, technicians and other students, undergraduates learn
from a variety of individuals who share their own research experiences and serve as role
models and mentors. This mentoring, particularly at a large, impersonal, state university, is
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important to their scientific success, particularly for minority students and women, who often
lack the initial self confidence to succeed in science on their own.
In addition to the individual labora'

experience, UBRP sponsors informal seminars during

the summer, a monthly newsleker, an undergraduate colloquium series with outside
speakers, and an annual research conference with student posters. This conference generates
great excitement among the students and outstanding participation. It would be difficult to
distinguish the quality 'their presentations from those at a professional scientific meeting.
The program also p..vides travel funds for students to present their work at professional

meetings. UBRP students have contributed posters or presentations at 51 professional
meetings, and they have co-authored 37 scientific publications based on their own research.

Since the inception of this program, we have learned that students with a wide range of
backgrounds can benefit. Therefore, we have expanded participation by including high
school students, high school teachers and Native American students from other institutions,
primarily Navajo Community College. Many of these students have been productive, and the
teachers particularly have benefitted.

The UBRP has had several unexpected outcomes. When the undergraduates in the UBRP
heard about our outreach programs to schools and teachers, they themselves formed Science
Connection. This is a program for undergraduates to visit elementary and secondary schools
to teach science. Their excitement has been infectious to younger students, and we now have
an overwhelming demand from teachers for undergraduate student help. The undergraduates
have learned the rewards and the challenges of teaching (they come back exhausted after only
part of a day in an elementary school classroom), and some of them are thinking about
teaching careers, an option most had not previously considered.
In addition to benefitting the students and faculty directly involved, the UBRP has had a
significant impact on the University as a whole. It has created interest in undergraduate
cducation among faculty who normally have no contact with undergraduates, such as
faculty in the College of Medicine. It has served as a model for how research faculty
should participate in undergraduate teaching, cooling the sometimes heated discussion on
campus of research versus teaching. This program was highlighted as a "Science Role
Model" in Science (24 January, 1992).

How can we foster more programs of this type and how else can we utilize the special
resources of a research university to improve science education'? To answer these
questions, we must address the relationship between academic rewards and science
teaching.

academic Rewards and Science Teaching
Harvard University's former president, Derck Bok, entitled his l9g9 report to Harvard's
Board of Overseers "What's Wrong with Our Universities?" (Harvard Magazine, MayJune 1990). In a section entitled "The Behavior of Faculty", he points out that:
A serious attempt to balance the legitimate claims of teaching and research
must begin by understanding something of the incentives that inspire each
type of activity. Both pursuits hold great intrinsic interest, just as both can
entail much drudgery and frustration. In contrast, the extrinsic incentives
and rewards are almost always more powerful for research than they we for
teaching.
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President Bok goes on to describe the external rewards of financial support, recognition,
and visibility outside the university that research conveys. In contrast, teaching is usually
rewarded only internally. It follows from this analysis that to tip the balance toward the
legitimate claims of teaching, a university must increase its internal rewards for teaching.
But to truly redress the balance, the external rewards must be increased as well. How can
this be accomplished?

Internal rewards

Internally, the university administration from the president to department heads must
establish clear expectations for both quantity and quality of teaching, set good examples,
and reward excellent teaching with promotion, salary increases and recognition. This
requires an adequate system for teaching evaluation that includes student evaluations for
presentation, clarity and student concern, peer evaluations of content and organization, and

longer term evaluations of overall effectiveness from departmental assessment by
graduating seniors and eventually alumni follow-up.

This evaluation is both difficult and time-consuming. The data are often hard to interpret
and use fairly because there are multiple goals in science teaching. How do you evaluate a
faculty member who presents a difficult, thought-provoking course that discourages half
the students, but inspires a few to choose a career in biology? How do you compare the
teacher who is effective in a large, introductory classroom with one who inspires a small
number of students doing research in her laboratory? I believe the answer is flexibility in
evaluation and recognition that faculty with different styles will reach different students.
The department must be allowed to find the most effective teaching environment for each
faculty. The late Richard Feynman, Nobel laureate physicist, taught freshman physics at
Cal Tech for many years and stimulated a whole generation with his famous texts, The

Feynman Lectures in Physics. Feynman varied his tcaching style periodically from

authoritative to exploratory. He observed that either way he taught he inspired a subset of
his class, but it was a different subset each time.

I have found that thcre can be significant administrative barriers to promoting and
rewarding a variety of teaching styles in a public research university. The legislature and
Board of Regents evaluate teaching by the all important Student Credit Hour (SCH). Thus,
giving an hour lecture to 500 freshman students is 500 times as valuable in SCHs as an
hour spent instructing an individual undergraduate on how to run a DNA sequencing gel in
your laboratory. This may make sense in some narrow concept of faculty efficiency, but it
is the same hour out of a faculty member's day. As our Undergraduate Biology Research
Program has shown, the laboratory experience has a major impact on students, but does
involve a major investment of time and resources.
Extrinsic rewards

How can one increase the extrinsic rewards of undergraduate teaching? This is more
difficult, but is being done in several ways. First, the significant increase in NSF funding
for science education is having an immediate impact. The ability to obtain outside grants

for teaching as well as research, besides directly supporting improved teaching,
immediately elevates the prestige and reward of teaching and gets the attention of university
administrators. For example, one of my department's tenured faculty recently decided to
abandon his continuously funded research program to concentrate fully on teaching and
developing multimedia instructional materials. I encouraged him to do so and pointed out
that he could now attract even more grant funding than he could before. He is one of three
tenured research faculty who revised our introductory biology course to make it serve all

the biology programs on campus. They also created a new computer assisted Biology
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Learning Center to support the students and introduced multimedia instruction. The
enrollment in this course increased from 200 to 1100 in three years. and together with
UBRP has led to a nearly 20% increase in biology majors each year. They have given
presentations at several of the growing number of national meetings on science teaching,
thus achieving national recognition that had previously been largely confined to research.

Another significant impact on the extrinsic rewards of teaching in biology has been the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute's investment in biology instruction. With the committed
support of President Purnell Choppin, the Hughes Institute has invested $173 m or in
biology instruction over the past four years. Their grants have gone to institution., of all
kinds that have a record of preparing students for graduate or medical schools, including

small private liberal arts schools, predominantly minority institutions, large urban
commuter schools and research universities. The direct impact again has been immediate.
The expansion of our UBRP at Arizona, as well as additional programs for schools and

teachers, have been facilitated by a large Hughes grant, for which I am the principal
investigator. But the indirect impact may be even greater. Because the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute has such stature and prestige for its record of supporting outstanding
research, the fact that this same Institute is now making a major investment in education
immediately increases the prestige, hence extrinsic reward, for biology teaching. When the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute says it is important to care about teaching, the best
researchers listen and act.
A third source of increasing extrinsic recognition for teaching comes from the professional
societies. Although all professional societies have education as one of their goals, in the
biological sciences particularly those goals are receiving increased attention. The American

Society for Cell Biology is now featuring symposia and workshops on teaching at its
national meetings and is featuring the educational activities, particularly in secondary and
elementary education, in its newsletters.

Another growing influence on the importance of teaching is the National Academy of
Sciences through the National Research Council. They have prepared several outstanding
reports on science education. In the biological sciences, the NRC report Fulfilling the
Promise: Biology Education in the Nation's Schools has served as a call to arms for
professional biologists to help fix the sorry state of biology education. The central message
is that biologists have to take the leadership to improve education. I have circulated copies
to all my fellow department heads at Arizona and keep a pile in my office to pass on to the
unconverted, sometimes feeling like a trenchcoated street hawker selling gold watches.
Following one of the recommendations of this report, I am now chairing a second NRC
committee, the Committee on Biology Teacher Inservice Programs, to investigate and make

direct recommendations to agencies, schools and universities for the best ways to help
current biology teachers improve their teaching.

Personal Experiences
Finally, in response to the Science Subcommittee's request, I will describe some of my
own experiences balancing teaching and research. My undergraduate education at
Princeton, where every student has to do a senior thesis, certainly shaped my view of the
importance of independent research to learning science. Since entering graduate school, I
have always done both teaching and research because I love teaching and feel strongly that
not only does research experience contribute to teaching, but teaching contributes to
research. One of the dangers of the excitement of molecular biology and genetic
engineering is that it is too easy. It is too easy to get lost in the minutia of the sequencing
and cloning of your favorite gene and forget the organism that the gene helps build.
Teaching makes you look up from your laboratory bench and see biology from a broader
5
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tween the details. I have also found teaching a good
perspective to discover connectior
way to learn new subjects. I was grLatly influenced at Cal Tech by the late Max De Ibruck,

Nobel laureate in Physiology and Medicine. Max had a course listed in the catalog as
Biophysics, but we all knew the course was really "What Max wants to learn this year." It
was an important educational experience to have a Nobel laureate stand up in class and
reveal how he thinks, especially when he would begin a class with a complex derivation,
look at the board then the class, and say "I don't understand this. Class is dismissed, I'll
figure it out by next week." Some would fault him for being "unprepared" but this misses
the point of science education: it is to learn how to think.
As an assistant professor at Harvard Medical School teaching first year medical students,

one did not need any defined intrinsic or extrinsic rewards imposed for teaching. Just
stand at the bottom of one of the steep amphitheater lecture halls looking up a class of
dcmanding students and critical faculty twenty five feet above you, and see what happens
when you give a bad lecture. I did that once and learned.

The Department of Embryology of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, where I moved
from Harvard, is a research institute free of the university's schizophrenia between teaching
and resefireh. While therc I held a joint appointment in the Department of Biology at Johns
Hopkins and did substantial undergraduate and graduate teaching. Frankly, I was intrigued
to discover when in thcir education the Harvard medical students I had taught had lost their
curiosity and become mechanical learners. Unfortunately, I discovered it was while they
were undergraduates.

That experience and the recognition of the dreadful state of science education in this country
helped me decide after 11 years in an idyllic research environment that I had to do more for
education. I accepted the position as her -1 of a university-wide department at the University
of Arizona because I wanted to see if we could provide an outstanding science education

for a body of students that represents the diversity of our country. As I have described
above, I believe we are making progress toward that goal.

I believe there are a number of actions that the Committee on Science and Technology can
take to help improve science education.

Recommendations
Support programs in the NSF, other Federal agencies, and particularly in industry that
encourage the participation of undergraduate students, science teachers and selected high

school students to do independent research in research laboratories. One effective
mechanism to do this is to ensure that educational supplements for student support are
available on all research grants as is being done at NSF and Nal.

Increase the number of grant programs from all the Federal agencies that support
innovative and effective science teaching. This wil: not only support good teaching but will
provide extcmal reward and recognition for teaching.
Encourage mechanisms to institutionalize effective teaching programs. Science education
suffers badly from amnesia; programs that have worked in the past are often forgotten in
favor of innovations.

Continue to recognize and publicize the importance of science education throughout our
society.
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Mr. THORNTON. I want to thank you for your splendid summary
and for the paper. I was very impressed with your written testimony's anecdotal example of the influence that Max Delbrucok, now
deceased, Nob laureate, had on you in a course which was labelled "Biophysics," but which you say was really what Max wants

us to learn, or what Max wants to learn this year, himself, and
that he'd put a complicated derivation on the wall, and step back
and look at it and say, "I don't understand what this means. Class
is dismissed, but next week, I'll have it figured out, so you all come
back."
And the excitement of that, to me, is what it says to the student

about the process of learning and about the discovery that's involved.

Your testimony is vcry good, Dr. Ward.

Dr. Lohmann, I'm looking forward to receiving your written

paper, and including it in the record. We'd appreciate your summary of that paper.

STATEMENT OF DR. JACK R. 1.9HMANN, ASSOCIATE DEAN, COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, AND PROFESSOR OF INDUSTRIAL AND
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Dr. LOHMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It is a pleasure and indeed an honor to be here today to share

with you my thoughts and experiences in undergraduate education.
All of us have heard the stories about the quality of undergraduate education in our universities, especially in our research universities.
We've all heard the stories of teaching assistants who can't speak
English well, stories of junior faculty being told that teaching well
won't get you tenure, stories that teaching awards are more a kiss

of death than they are a mark of distinction, and stories that the

epitome of academic success is not to have to teach undergraduates
at all.
Although some of these stories are magnified beyond their real

proportions, and others are believed to be more prevalent than
they really are, they also cannot be dismissed as either without

foundation or infrequent in their occurrence.
Nonetheless, I believe it is important for the committee to know
that there are faculty out there, especially among the more junior
faculty, who care deeply about the quality of their teaching, who
care about the quality of undergraduate education, and who care
about the quality of public education in this country.
Unfortunately, many of them also perceive themselves to be in
an environment that is not as supportive of such concerns as they
believe it should be.
For example, I recently had an opportunity to serve as a co-chair
of a colloquium involving 53 Presidential Young Investigators that
focused their attention on U.S. engineering, mathematics, and science education for the year 2010 and beyond. Without question, it
was one of the most enjoyable experiences of my career.
These outstanding young faculty expressed uniformly a genuine
concern for the quality of undergraduate and pre- college science
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education. Unfortunately, they also expressed serious reservations
about the commitment of their institutions to teaching and about
the wisdom of their own involvement in undergraduate and precollege initiatives in light of the current system of faculty rewards.
As one participant expressed in his written evaluation after the
colloquium, "The process used for identifying the colloquium participants selected young faculty, mostly from research universities,
probably a majority of them nontenured, with strong interest, in
teaching.
This is a somewhat lonely group in the sense that most return to
environments where many of their colleagues ordinate their teaching to research interests and all are tempted to do so.
It is, therefore, strongly encouraging to spend two intense days

with colleagues attempting to articulate a vision of the future

which teaching shares with research a high priority."
A photocopy of the report from the colloquium entitled, "America's Academic Future" has been included as a part of my written
testimony.
I believe you'll find much within this report that addresses directly he issue of the quality of undergraduate education, and the
balance of teaching and research in our universities.

The report recommends, fundamentally, that the faculty, the

leadership of our colleges and universities, and agencies that fund
higher education reaffirm and recommit to what is the central mission of our institutions, namely, education.
To this end, the report recommends the need for reform in two
critical areas: first, we must encourage and reward teaching excellence, instructional scholarship, and public service, as much as we
do research.
Second, we must increase substantially the resources available
for instructional innovation and curriculum renewal, especially for
undergraduate education.
These are not independent issues. Inadequate resources and a
lack of faculty incentives to engage in instructional innovation
simply restricts the number of faculty regularly engaged in instructional scholarship, and it sustains an unfortunate and inaccurate
impression in the minds of many that teaching well is not important and is without merit.
We must recognize that regularly budgeted programs for curriculum renewal to maintain the faculty's instructional excellence are
as essential as programs for disciplinary renewal to maintain their
technical currency.
This committee can help these young faculty and other faculty
concerned about the quality of undergraduate education. I would
like to highlight two of the five recommendations I have in my testimony.

First, I recommend a substantial increase in support for peer reviewed, regularly budgeted programs to improve the quality of undergraduate, engineering, mathematics and science instruction for
all students, both majors and non-majors.

With respect to the National Science Foundation, support for
programs to improve undergraduate instruction should be increased by at least $100 million immediately.
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I believe that a thorough evaluation of the current NSF programmatic and budgetary commitment to undergraduate instruction, as compared to the programmatic and funding recommendations contained in the 1986 NSB report on undergraduate education, often called the Neal Report, would show a shortfall of at
least one-half that amount.
Further, when coupled with very low success rates among many
NSF undergraduate programs, such an increase would place the
NSF support for improved undergraduate instruction more in line
with the NSB's original intentions, and provide immediately the
base of support needed to respond to the increasing proposal pressure in this area.
We cannot afford to continue to discourage those faculty willing
to step forward and accept the challenge simply because of the lack
of appropriate budget priorities.
We all know these are tight fiscal times. But it must be remembered that high quality undergraduate instruction is the key to im-

proved instruction at all educational levels, and the key to improved scientific and technological literacy.

I emphasize regularly budgeted, peer reviewed programs for instructional innovation because they will enhance significantly the
status of teaching in general, and faculty participation in instructional scholarship, in particular, by putting teaching excellence on
par with regularly budgeted, peer-reviewed grants for disciplinary
research.
Since World War H, this country has provided virtually unwavering support for regularly budgeted programs for academic research.
That commitment has clearly paid off.
Unfortunately, similar support for instructional excellence and
curriculum renewal has been much less consistent. Indeed, NSF's
own budget priorities from the last decade or so have resulted in a
generation of faculty who are largely unaware that NSF has had a
mandate to support programs in both research and education since
its creation in 1950.

This lack of awareness, in part, fuels the current misperception

among many faculty that increases in education programs are
either inconsistent with or at the expense of NSF's mission in research.

Second, I recommend that the membership of the National Science Board include a tenure-track assistant professor, a tenured associate professor, and a full professor with less than six years of
service at that rank.
I believe we can all be proud of the leadership that has been provided by the National Science Board over the years.
Nonetheless, I also believe the Board's deliberations would be appropriately enriched with the advice of recent academic experience
that could be provided by members of the junior to mid-career faculty.
In conclusion, I'm concerned that we are responding to the current crisis in science education too much that like that of a volun-

teer fire department, depending upon the good graces of a few
brave volunteers with meager resources to come running to extinguish the emergency of the moment, and then we all go back to
doing what we were doing before.
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We must not be tempted to form yet another bucket brigade. Instead, we need to direct some major efforts at fire prevention that I
believe can be provided by improving the quality of undergraduate
educa ,n.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Lohrnann follows:]
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We nave all heard stories about the quality of undergraduate education in our
enntersities. especially In our research unrversetes. We have all heard stones of
leaching assistants who cannot speak English well. stories of tumor faculty being
told that leaching wet! wont get you tenure: stories that leaching awards are more
a kiss of death' than a mark of distinction. and stones that the epitome of academic
success is not to have to leach undergraduates at all Although some of these
Stones are magnified beyond their real proportions and others are believed to be
more prevalent than they really are. they also cannot be readily dismissed as either
without tounqatton or infrequent to their occurrence. Nonetheless I believe it is
mcortant for the Committee to Know that there are faculty out there. especially
among The more junior faculty. who care deeply about the quality of their teaching.
Ana care about the quality of undergraquate educalton, and who care about the
Duahty of public education Th this country Unfortunately. many of them also
Percehe themselves to be in an environment that is not as SuppOrtrve of such
donces as they believe it should be
For example. a kale over a year ago I had the opportunity to serve as a CoChae
of a Presidential Young Investigator Colloquium that focused on U S engineering.
mathematics. and science education for the year 2010 and beyond
The
colloquium was attended by 53 Presidential Young Investigators IFtYls) from a
broad mix of academe institutions and disciplines of science, mathematics and
engineering Furthermore most of the participants were either tenureIrack
asstsfant professors or tenured associate professors
It was one of the most enpyable and gratifying exoenences of my career
These outstanding young faculty. many of whom will soon be among the
eade,snio of higher education expressed a genuine concern for the ouaitly of
undergraduate and precollege science education They also expressed serious
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d the current system of faculty rewards As one participant expressed in his written
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The process used for identifying the colloquium participants selected young
faculty. mostly from research universities, probably a majority of them nortenured.
with Strong interests in teaching. This is a somewhat lonely group in the sense that

most return to environments where many of their colleagues subordinate their
teaching to research Interests. and all aro templed to do so. If was, therefore.
strongly encouraging to spend two 'wens° days with colleagues attempting to
articulate a lemon of the future in which teaching shares with research a high
pnorrty.
Tho report !tom the colloquium, entitled America's Academic Future was
released by the National Scienco Foundation (NSF) a Mlle over a month ago. A
copy of the report has been included for the Committee's consideration as a part of
my carmen testimony I believe you will find much within this report that addresses

directly the issue of the quality undergraduate education and the balance of
teaching and research in our universities. It is through this report that I would like to
share my thoughts on the future of undergraduate education

As the lele of the report suggests, America's Academic Ftrlolg is as much a
report about the future role of our instrtutions in the Amencan educational system
as it is a repcioffenng some specific ideas and recommendations to address the
current crisis in science education This report is not unique in its concerns for
educational reform. but it is unique in es focus on higher education in general. and
undergraduate instruction in particular, as the key to a better future for all students
at al, educational levels The report recommends. fundamentally. that the faculty.

the leadership of our collages and universities, and agencies that fund higher
education. realhrm and recommit to what is the central mission of our institutions.
namely. education We must not respond to the current crisis in science education
like that of a volunteer lire department. depending upon the good graces of a few.

brave volunteers, with meager resources. to come running to extinguish the
emergency of the moment. and then wo all go back to doing what we were doing
This report is not a call to pin the bucket brigade, it is a call for efforts
before
directed at fire prevention

To this end. the report recommends the need for reform in two areas that
critically affect our institutions' capabilities to assure the longlerm health of the
Amencan educational enterpnse at all levels

Fast. we must encourage and reward teaching excellence. instructional
scholarship. and public service as much as we do research. and.

Second. we must increase substantially the resources available for
instructional innovation and curriculum renewal. especially for undergraduate
education

The report from the PYI colloquium

America's ACademalufrua. is not a
call to torn the bucket brigade it is a
call for efforts dircied at lire

prevention
It
' ecommends
fundamentally, that :he facuhy the
loadership of our collegoa and
universities, and agent's that fund
higher education, reaffirm and
reconvnit to what is the central msSion
of our institutions. namely. education

To this end, the ropon recommends
the need for reform in two areas that
ceucally affect our institutions
capabilities to assure rho long term

health of rho American educational
erterense at as levels-

First, wo must encourage and
reward
teaching excellence
instructional scholarship ana
public service as much as we do
research. and,

Second.

we

must

increaSo

substantially the resources
evadable for instructional
innovation and curriculum renewal
especially for undergraduate
education

These aro not independent issues
We must recognize that regularly
budgeted programs for curriculum

renewal to maintain the faculty s
,nstructiona:

excellence are as
essential as programs for rtscphnary

renewal to maintain their technical

These are not independent issues Inadequate resources and a lack of faculty
incentives to engage in instructional innovation simply restricts the number of
faculty regularly engaged in instructional scholarship and rt sustains an unfortuoate
and inaccurate impression in the minds of many that teaching well is not important

and is without mere After all. it teaching excellence is not rewarded and not
supported as much as research. what else is one to conclude? We must recognize
that regularlybudgefed programs for curriculum renewal to maintain rho faculty's
instructional excellence arc as essential as programs for disciplinary renewal to
maintain their technical currency
II nothing else, I hope this report makes clear to the Commtltee that throughout

our insteutons there are talented young faculty who are more than ready, willing.
and able to help improve the quality of instruction at all levels of the educational
pipeline They are ready to both respond to the emergency of the moment, and
more importantly, to address the systemic issues affecting the longterm health of
the American educational enterprise
2
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This Committee can help these young faculty, and other faculty concerned

about the quality Cl undergraduate education.

1

would like to otter five

recommendations for the Committee's consideration

RECOMMENDATION

substantially support for peer-reviewed, regularly.
budgeted programs to improve the quality of undergraduate
instruction for all students, both majors and non-majors.
Increase

With respect to the NSF. support for programs budgeted to improve
undergraduate instruction in the classrooms and in the laboratories should be
increased by at least S100 million immediately. I believe that a thorough, inflationadjusted evaluation of the current NSF programmatic and budgetary commitment

to undergraduate instruction as compared to the programmatic and funding
recommendations contained in the 1986 National Science Board (NSB) report on
undergraduate education, oh en called the "Neal Report." would likely show a shortfall 01 at least one-half that amount. Further, when coupled w';n the very low
success rates among many NSF undergraduate programs, such cll. increase would
place the NSF support for improved undergraduate instruction more in line with the
NSB's original intentions and provide immediately the base of support needed to
respond to NSF's increasing proposal pressure in this area. We cannot afford to

continue to discourage those faculty willing to step forward and accept the
challenge simply because of a lack of appropriate budget priorities. We all know

these are tight fiscal limes -- out it must be remembered that highqualtty
undergraduate instruction is the key to improved instruction at all educational levels
and the key to improved scientific and technological literacy Increased support for

high- quality undergraduate instruction is also increased support for high-quality
precollege instruction. too

I emphasize regularly-budgeted, peer-reviewed programs because they will
enhance significantly the statue of leaching in general and faculty participation in
instructional innovation in particular
Regularly-budgeted, peer-reviewed giants
tor instructional scholarship will put teaching excellence on par with regolarlybudgeted peer-reviewed grants for disciplinary research Again, as I mentioned
belore regularly-budgeted programs tor curriculum renewal to maintain the
facu:ty's instructional excellence are as essential as programs for disciplinary
renewal to maintain their techncal currency Since 'WWII. this country has provided

With respect to the NSF support for
improve

programs budgeted to

undergraduate instruction in the
classrooms and in the laboratories
should be increased by at least 5100
We cannot afford

mlhon ernmacCalay

to continue to discourage those
faculty willing to step forward and
accept the challenge simply because
or a lack of appropriate budget
priorities Indeed. NSFs own budget
priorities within the last decade or so

have resulted in a generation of
(acuity who are largely unaware that
NSF has had a mandate to support
programs in both research and
education since its creation in 1950.
Th,s lack of awareness, in part, fuels
the current misinformed belief among
many faculty that increases in

education programs are either

inconsislant with or are at the expense
of NSF's mission in research.

virtually unwavering support for regularly-budgeted programs for academic
research And that commitment has clearly paid off Our universities are the envy
of the world in graduate education and research Unfortunately, simaar support for
instructional excellence and curriculum renewal has been much less consistent
The National Science Foundatton's budget tot educational programs during this
same period of time is a good example Indeed. NSFs own budget prionties within
the last decade or so have resulted in a generation of faculty who are largely
unaware that NSF has had a mandate to support programs in both research and
education since its creation in 1950
This lack of awareness, in part, fuels the
current misperception among many faculty that increases in education programs
are either inconsistent with or are at the expense of NSFs mission in research
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RECOMMENDATION

Membership of the National Science Board should Include a tenuretrack assistant professor, a tenured associate professor, and a full
professor with less than 6 years of service at that rank.
I believe we can all be proud of the leadership that has been provided by the

National Science Board over the years Nonetheless, I also believe that the
Board's deliberations would be appropriately ennched with the advice of recent
academic expenence that could be provided by members from the junior to midcareer faculty

RECOMMENDATION

Target special support to (1) Improve the instructional preparation
and qualifications of graduate students preparing for professorial
careers and (2) engage, specifically, assistant and associate
professors in instructional Innovation.
It has been reported that nearly ACPo of the professoriate is scheduled to retire
by the end of this decade This represents both a challenge and an opportunity It
is a challenge given the current statistics on Ph D. production, but it is also an
opportunity in that those who enter academic life within the next decade may do so
in large numbers II nothing else. the preparation and early academic expenence of
the next generation of young faculty will in large measure determine the cufture of
higher education well into the next century

RECOMMENDATION

Appoint a Blue Ribbon Commission on Norms In Scientific and
Technological Literacy.
The purpose of this Commission would be to locus attention on the need for
norms for literacy in science mathematics. and technology, for both students and

teachers, and to identify promising strategies for defining, meaemmg. and
implementing these norms.

RECOMMENDATION

The National Academy of Sciences should appoint

a

multi-

disciplinary, standing committee of 100 junior to mid-career faculty
to advise the Academy, Congress and the Nation periodically on
matters of Importance to the long-term health of higher education In
general and undergraduate Instruction In particular.
This committee would provide a natural complement to the Board on
Mathematics and Science Education and the Board on Engineenng Education
within the Academy I recommend a multi-disciplinary committee because
undergraduate education -- regardless of the degree program is. fundamentally,
a multi- disciplinary education. We need to increase the opportunities for cross.
disciplinary communication and collaboration. especially among the junior to midcareer faculty. to address some of the most pressing issues lacing undergraduate
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EXECUTIVE SUNIMAHY
TIIE CONDITION l t .S. ED1CkTION
Numerous reports and studies have expressed serious concerns that the I S.
educational intrastructure is ill-prepared to meet the challenges and opportunities

id the next century The low level or scientific and technological literacs in our
'octets, is deplorable. and the trickle oi talent flowing into careers in engineering.
mathematics, and the sciences from all segments 01 society is deeply disturbing

The poor condition tit our educational infrastructure is not the result of a tew
isolated. independent. or discipline-specific problems. Its condition mandates
fundamental. somprehensive. and ,s1CMIL changes in the was all of us go about
'lie huines, or education.

111SION or THE 1E1R 010

1,1 me h,vil 1111 One' simple

The success cd the current national efforts to reyttalize engineering.
mathematics and science instruction depends on the commitment and

statement Prolev,otc should profess.

it Is hard to /4/04 of an, thInt; mutt

allow; al than to het tunic a untverstty
collaboration id a number of communities. including industry. schools. colleges.
proles stir 11 "lit does not Want to
unisersatics. gcuemmerit at all line's, and the public. Mostly. however. it depends
teat h So it on do not want to teat h.
in the laculty in our Nation's schools. colleges. and untverssties. The faculty, be
suit should imntedtately look for
they elementary school teachers. community college instructors. or uni.ersity
another
protessors. are the curriculum personified. The !acuity. both individually and

ha,e considerable latitude in the curriculum content and in the
instructional approaches used. Superior !acuity motivate students to broaden and
deepen their intellect. and aspire to higher achievements. Mediocre faculty dampen

the enthusiasm of good students and stifle development of potential talents in
anus

The tacults in higher education. however. base a special and critical
responsibility Higher education pros ales the professional prepatation 01 mans at
our Nation's future business leaders. public officials. socially concerned citizens.
and s inually all engineers. mathematicians, and scientists. including those who
uill become tuture faculty at all educational levels
elementary and secondary
schools. community colleges. and colleges and universities themselves. Thus, the

faculty in higher education and their commitment to teaching are absolutely
critical to the quality of instruction in engineering. mathematics. and the sciences
provided to bath majors and non -majors on our college campuses and also to the
quality of instruction in K.I 2 classrooms through the future teachers they prepare.

We "chest atones- that ht cher education in Central. and our mininiions tit
panic dal . must he t ton/tuned to as

quotas' insult( non for all students

in ail seements at the American rein( arum pipeline It tt c rum' that ernth.
hand. and c reatiVI(V that ore so integral in retro', it become equally mreeral to
..at %MU! Thus. our s login tit higher Min anon ur the year 2010 and beyond is that

IdwidlY in all our Nation s f ollee es and miner sines nal he fluty lerocni,ed fen
their individual leaders/op and at hen talents in support of broad institutional

nossions ins nh inq urtn tic tinnoi 1f holor slap puhltr servtre. and research
ecrellence. and for their commitment to provide a quality education for all
,nnients at all educational levels
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Fl%F: PHINI WO. POINTS
Mans &tiering smiipoints. experiences. and ideas uric expressed during the

course of the colloquium. Six reports tollow the Ex eculise bummars that
Summarize the discussion: ot sis indisidual panels. each ot lohich focused on a
different aspect or U.S. education. The reports include their s 'sons of the Imre.
major courses ot action. and recommendations. Despite the dliersits 01 the issues
to be addressed by the panels and the dnersits of the institutional. disciplinary,
ethnic. and gender representation ot the participants. tine principal points emerged
in common tarn the discussions.

To assure high quality precollege and undergraduate instruction in
engineering, mathematics. and Il.e sciences for all students and citizens in the

year 2010 and beyond. U.S. higher education in general. and the National
sicience Foundation in particular, must:
I ti,

4/
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Encourage and reward teaching excellence. instructional scholarship,
and public service as well as research.

olo11.111C

(.111

It iioloolRenenill

e I Win:0e Lo,,,.emPerf

The 1.0. of support. Indeed. occasional outright discouragement. of faculty
achievements in teaching. instructional scholarship. and public service is among
the most pressing problems in higher education. At the heap 01 it is an application
ot tenure and promotion criteria that does not encourage !atoll!, to aspire to broad
scholarly achievements. especially in instructional inn, anon. nor to contribute to
public understanding and support ot science and technology. The tenure and
promotion criteria. and related faculp rewards that are based on such cntena. need
to he applied v. ith greater recognition id individual faculty ability and potential.

Goals lor taculls achievement tailored to match individual abilities and
institutional missions should be defined and used for taculis evaluation. There are
also needs or policies to pros ide leases in absence that recognize the nature of

contemporary taculty life. especially lor younger faculty: significantly increased
societal fepresentation on engineering. mathematics. and science !acuities. more
balanced recognition 01 the interdepen,ent roles 01 teaching and research: and
mure tormal faculn, career des clopment

mauves.

Ono t rlane is a sir tine nerd friprennte a (rein, giallite ty (Utility life that
IWO, J,dls IC, eNni:es and del daps rite dal erse talents anti anetests of all the
lac Wry
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2.

Increase substantially resources for instructional Innovation and
curriculum renewal. especially for undergraduate education.

orni

aop.1 I ;owl, wintirs
re, inrentutimi and , ,eoni e Min

Support for disciplmars research may be increasingls inadequate but funds for
instructional inn°, anon are (lead!. nonexistent. Lack of adequate resources assures

nodal a hoed, drip

inadequate attention to long-term curriculum renewal. constricts the number of

Pilitel I
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faculty engaged regularly in broad -based instructional scholarship. and sustains an
union unate and inaccurate impression in the minds ot many that teaching well is
unimportant anti %allow merit. The current condition 01 the Amencan educational

infrastructure should not be viewed as a problem to be used by a tew. focused.
temporary initiatives. All parties
education. industry. Stat. ncl Federal
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must recognize that regularly budgeted. longierm
agencies. and the public
programs for curriculum renewal to maintain the faculty's instrucuonal excellence

are a, essential as funds for disciplinary renewal to maintain their technical
surreney.

neve ts a t ritual need for review In etistine hitcher primates to pi mule hash
flew femur; es and eipartsron oft amen( educational pmerams consistent wish the
tOeqUal imp., tam e ail leach:fie and r eseamh

('litre IS a mural; eprinn in our um.
Sssume primary responsibility for public understanding of science and iersinel rhos feat hems and 1111/rilf

3.

technology, principally through high quality precollege teacher

110,101 IIII101,11/00 41, e less s alai/hie.

preparation and lower division undergraduate instruction.

less dr f fit ult. leis t nau me. and less
is ludas-A than leifar, it The Fedora

.met union. flannel; its ;ferrules and
Many Americans beliesa that knowledge rd our helds has little to do w tin :hell pa blither pi les, Me S. Sharel a
ptill$11,11111 jar MIS
es ers dal tile. and that courseworl. in out areas need only he taken by students jinni
preparing ior careers in our held% Whatever level 01 scientific and technological tIOS, tint (MIMI
literacy we hope to attain in this country. indeed whatever haste tesel of common
education. will he learnt", primarily in K.12 classrooms, and for those who go on Panel l
to college, in the lower division curriculum in the Freshman and Sophomore )ears.

At:amine and .X1 alma »one

's lame. longerm improvement in scientific and technological literacy can be Stromlo and Di 1.nalneu al Literacy

affected most by high quality, disco, ery.oriented learning, principally in
precollege and lower division undergraduate curriculum. Especially critical.

jar Es es none

therelme, is the diseiplinars preparation of those students aspiring to precollege
leaching careers in mathematics and She sciences. and the instructional preparation
.if those graduate students aspiring to academic careers. Public understanding and
appreciation of science and technology is important. not only for the preparation of

an el fective and sOMpenlISC workforce. but also for broader concerns such as
informed public choice and quality of life. To further these aims. (acuity should.
communicate their work to the public. not lust among bellow protessionals. he
to puhhc
more encouraged and rewarded for activities lhat contribute
understanding and appreciation el science and technology: and be more involved
in local. st ate. and national science policy

We must assume a Water I esponitnilav Int public understandine of a fens e
and fey linsdnei (hems eh Inch quidity inn; Hi:tonal affront!, ur mill students and
Pm ns motion err science and tee hnoloei edit, mum pnlic,

'The roomer's:if mathematic I. and
4.

Assure adequate career participation in engineering, mathematics. and
the sciences by all segments of society, particularly careers as precollege
or college faculty.

fence s sonntunal t annor eines', full
sums's', (rani ins leis if biller segments

ill that ins lets pens, e themselves as
amyl lane [Mil its hided

Science. mathematics. and engineering careers. he they professional practice. Panel 1
teaching. Of research. are stewed by many as rather unexciting: unrewarding. and 'Strut ine CONTI Pam nupuunn
nonlnclusise careers. They arc stewed as disciplines suitable for a select. glued hs All Sot WWI Gi,:ups

less. Career choice is primarily a product tit experiences. Although individual
experience, rare considcrally, and we. as !acuity. otten have little influence on
those experiences
parental nurturing. role models. lob expenencess. we do
have considerable control over the educational environment in general. and the
quality of instruction in particular. Students ate not encouraged to pursue careers in
melds in which they perceive instructibn to be tedious and uninspired. coursework
3
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to be irrelevant or excessisely demanding. and success to result from special talent
or demographic similarity. We. the science and technical community. represent a

small fraction of our society. set it is suniciy at .larpc that determines the
conditions under which we work. and provides the resources tor what we do. We
must be more inclusive. Broad collaboration among universities. professional

societies: industry, and government at ail levels. is needed. Including: more
engaging cumcula motivated by societal relevance: attention to the transitions in
the educational pipeline: improvements in entry.lesel college courses: programs
for career paths such as science journalism or technology policy: and special
attention to precollege teacher preparation.
Lr large ?ream e. IS e mast develop both an Invaing edit( amnia/ on unmetnr
and one that en( auraces all students to sul«ed

/ho ea, ainin or unarms tit enci

it

wainemititt and !he Si tent et
.tt cal t., the %Jima I Ham t.
l.analtt lhi Cal Mei eti.fe iS the 'iced
r

t t ',wet an ent-r, eminent that. hl tn.
Mtn t, anti etampte tit make teat II
an am at lliT
.111,1
hen l( prrmlae 111111 qualm Pratt, ants

0 Mott. apt, Inv rttteat /um! (wee's

(it ,rite auto(' ana Pl emit ink'
Pr el

I mu,

Encourage the development of discos er oir tented learning enstronments
and technologybased instruction at all educational Inds,

The ubiquitous lecture is the bane of true learning.especially ui observation
based. hands.on held.. such as engineering. mathematics. and the sciences. Our

lecture - dominated system of education encourages a passive learning
environment. invites the development of a mass productiononented. highly
compartmentalized tlecturesizech cumculum. and. worst of all. instills neither the

Panel It
SU/sir/HS

5.

(a,
(10.1(.ille VC

r11,1

Illti

t.,11ttte adnunti

'alit,. n111,1 et .1,11:e Mal Slaleeol.
alevul opal norial ret hnolottv lull
nepwr in the a/natal plant needed Mt
Ill. chit fira,tn11a1 Cllr( allan
Panel
MIm poi atious. el( (Mil F.-Ur/nine
TrtlillohlOrS111(hifile C1..111.1117,1

motivation nor the skills for itfelong learning. The in erdependence on the
standard lecture must be diminished with emphasis given instead to discoveryoriented teaming in which disciplinary and geographic boundaries become less
distinct through networked. technology-based instruction. Students must be active
contnhutors to their own education and in the education at their fellow students,
and faculty muss be as create in their teaching as they are m their research. The

curriculum must emphasize laboratory and field experiences. and reflect an
integrated approach io engineering. mathematics. and science education New
technologtcs, together with advances in the cognitive sciences. otter significant
opportunities for
idualized learning and teaching styles. They also offer
important opportunities to interconnect all levels of the educational infrastructure
to bring mare cohesion to the educational pipeline. There are also needs for' more

concurrent learning opportunities involving simultaneous studs

and

experimentatton: ,n increase in information technology and cOIT.dUter literacy
among faculty and students: and a change in the culture of academe. its funding
agencies. and accreditation boards to better recognize the interdependence and
coequal importance 01 teaching and research.
We nutst < t earl din at erv.(11 rented kw

the jai paw

/lint! em-timinientS that t apnall.:e nn
Plelt I ronnuttinattan.tojatrna
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ATTAINING AND MAINTAINING
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY
FOR EVERYONE
PANEL MEMBERS: Robert Perry (Pane! C hair ), Gregory R. Baker. Barbara S. Beir..A. Gordon Ems lie.
David E. Goldherg.Williani D. Hunt. Ian M. Kennedy. James V. Moroney. Marjorie A. Olmstead

In the year 2010, higher education will have assumed a leadership role and central responsibility
for the scientific and technological literacy of all citizens.

they picture themselves as capable and confident in
applying even the most rudimentary principles of our

11151M OF THE 1E lit 2010
1ND BEi OND

disciplines. Science and technology are seldom portrayed
as human endeavors.

We envision a society in which the public regards

Our vision for attaining and maintaining scientific and
technological Ilieracy is based on iundamental challenges
in four areas: the relevance of science and technology in

science. mathematics. and technology as relevant to their
personal Ilse,. Engineers. mathematicians. and scientists

are perceised bs the public as vital to soclet. and

society. defining scientific and technological literacy.

scientific and technological literacy arc well defined.
Engineering. mathematics. and science concepts and

communication sit scierkz and technology to society. and
public perception of science and technical professionals.

sontributions are communicated effectively to all
segments of society. principally through formal instruction
in our schools and universities but also through informal.
outof-classroom educational opportunities and programs.

Relmanee of Science
and Technology in Society

The public can apply the principles of science to the
solution of thetr es eryday prohlems.

The manner in which science and technology are
taught in our schools and universities !sour greatest barrier
to scientific and technological literacy. Too many science

KB COURSES OF iCTION
t \D RECONIM MATIONS

and technology courses tail to stimulate and engage the
students.. much less educate them. Mostly. students team

As engineers. mathematicians, and scientists. our
v mon of the Nature naturally recognizes the importance

to sit and listen '."serve demonstrations, memorize facts
and formulas. and, basically, work alone. From the outset
of their education. they progressively spend less and less
time applying their knowledge. performing experiments.
participating in field trips. or working in groups. Is it any
wonder that most of society finds science. mathematics.

and contributions 01 engineering. mathematics. and
science to our es eryday Ilse, To most 01 society.
however. our work is largely one of arcane subjects
pursued an unseen laboratones and whose environmental
and social impacts are often questionable. if not potentially
disastrous. Mention our professions. and most do not think
about their home, their neighborhood, or their jobs. nor do

and technology dull. tedious. and not relevant to their daily
lives?

6
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We recommend

Ntipprot uu tic taunt development and in-service
programs designed to assure a high lest! of scientific
and let Iniologtcal literacy for practicing teachers at

Ta higher ethic arson and the NSF

emphasi:e Co eatiVe. discoverv.onented. t ollahm wive

all educational retell Especially encouraged are
collaborative efforts involving engineering.

student learning at all educational let els Integrate

mathematics. science. education faculty. and pre.

instruction in science. mathematics. and technology as
mucn as possible. and de-emphasize separation and
compartmentalization. Students should be encouraged

college teachers.

to develop informed opinions about scientific, ethical.

Defining Scientific

and political controversies involving important

and Technological Literacy

scientific and technical issues.

We are concerned about the low level 01 American

r %nand support Iry collaborative efforts an
t ntnrtrr ore. mathematic s. s 'cm r. and cilia anon

scientific literacy If we are to attain and maintain
scientific and technological zeracv among all citizens.
then we must lent define it in measurable ways. We must
have standards by which to judge student progress at all

!airlines to prnvule high attains collegiate involution

in co:cowering. mathematic s. and st tent e for
undergt admire students prepai rot for pi (college
tear lent careers No one would hire a teacher who

educational levels.
We recommend

Could not read: by the same token. there is no reason
all teachers should not be scientifically literate.

To the White House
Office al Si tenet and Tec linology Polo v.

recite an NSF Disc river Pt arrant rn e viand support

for drum ervortented . instructional materials
elopment for use at K-/2 c lassrooms. and

apporm a Presidential Comm, 351/111 On Norms in
Literacy. in Science. Mathematic r. and Technology
The White House Office of Science and Technology
Polies should assume a leadership role and appoint a

entourage all enguseertng. mathematic s. and science
fa( Ian to participate in such programs Collaboratis e

efforts between engineering. mathematics. and

Commission to la focus attention on the need for
norms tor literacy in science. mathematics. and
technology. for both students and teachers. and 21

science !actin!, and education faculty and precollege
teachers should be especially encouraged. New texts
and materials should: incorporate science history and
philosophy both in history and science texts; include
science and technology applications more frequently

identity promising strategies for defining. measuring.
and implementing these norms.

Is part of mathematics education: emphasize

Ta hither education and the NSF

sctentilic concepts and processes and de-emphasize
the memorization of facts and formulas: and include
supplements relating contemporary issues of the day

(nano age mare faculty scholarship In defining and

measio silt scientific and lei hnologic al literac y.

with discoveries in science, mathematics. and

Research in scientific and technological literacy will

technology. Workshops for precollege teachers to

also have an ancillary effect on shedding light not

become familiar with the new materials should also be
encouraged. Of special interest to engineering faculty

only on the scientific and technical education of nonmajors but also on majors as well. Indeed. research in
science. mathematics. and engineering education in

is the development of precollege instructional
materials directly related to engineering and
technology. It is noteworthy that presently little

general is as much an opportunIty for faculty
scholarship as research in science. mathematics. and
engineenng itself.

engineering-oriented coursework is included in the

precollege curriculum. and precollege teachers
receive little. if any, preparation oriented to
engineering. Activities should include plans for the
manufacture and distribution of developed materials.
and the Involvement of industry in such dissemination
should be strongly encouraged.

7
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ommunication of Science
and Tectmolop to Society

Joint aereement between the National Science
Foundation. National Endowment tar the Humanities.

and the Department of Education tor collaborative
support oi Leadership Projects in Science and the

Communication of science and technology to the

Humanities is an example of an initiative with

public is woefully inadequate. a not alien misleading.
We recommend

significant potential to address effective science
communiCatton.

To higher edit anon

:toe erea ter c onstderation to popular forms of
public anon and dissemination of fat ultv work in

Public Perception of Science
and Technical Professionals

!entire and nrnnoton eratuannor. We. as engineers.
mathematicians. and scientists. must communicate

While n Is grata y mg that the public perceives science

our work more trequently and effectively to the

and engineering protessionals as intelligent. we regret
being kiexed as dull and not reffecuse at the lull diversity
at American societ

public. not just to our professional colleagues.

rdin e roe (cove c ommitnit anon harriers that tint in
rhe class-room Effective communication begins in the
classroom. Protessors of engineering, mathematics.
and science should be educated in ettective teaching
and communication. and their teaching effectiveness
should be gisen more consideration in the tenure and
promotion process

We recommend

To hi titer edmanon
evand e uranium al cc wove and re/ rolortige en n mat!

at schools and c 'Meets. Such events foster positive

attitudes towards engineering. mathematics, and

encourage and viipport more faculty pain ipation
total common'', orgam:ations. math,- tiara, let. and
sc hoot.

science through fun and competitive events.
Similarly. we encourage efforts to highlight the true

I Cure discovery evIriroros la m rni. nit UV.

diversity among engineering. mathematics, and
science professionals, including their involsement
and participation in a wide variety of non- science

handson niroilantent in at rent e. mathematics. and
engineeiing Especially encouraged are activities that
provide more ready access to recent engineering.

activities.

mathematics. or science achievements through
contemporars information technologies and

create curricula and med la presentations that

networks. Faculty should also be encouraged to serve

demonstrate the son inl confect witIon it huh en ei

In a variety of public forums. such as political office.
school boards
aseum advisory committees, and

neertne. marhrmoue s. and the silences are practiced
Many persons have some idea about what lawyers and

local. state, and national science policy organizations.

me reuse the number o/ professional

doctors do for a [tying. but little idea about what
engineers. mathematicians. and scientists do.

sc sent e

ornmitnit Wars Encourage more collaborative efforts

To Federal funding agencies including NSF i

among engineering, mathematics. science. and
communication faculty. Engineering. mathematics.
and science taculty on the one hand. and

re.eiuluare bridge, pito, Ines There is a misconception in our universities that teaching and
instructional innovation are less saluable, less
difficult. less creative. and less scholarly than
research The Federal government. through its
agencies and their past budget priorities. shares a

communications !acuity on the other should seek to be

more involved in each other's curriculum. We also
suggest the creation of science/technology-oriented
communication programs.

pnncipal responsibility for this misconception.

To the NSF

create an NSF Ambassador Program. Such a program

ripand support for callahat ain't programs henreen

would support outstanding engineers. mathe-

cc tent e and non.sc tenet faculty to facilitate effective
.cienc e and net analogy cammunicarton The recent

maticians. and scientists to visa elementary and
secondary schools. as well as participate in media.
Il

14
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local. state. and national public torums. These
individuals would serve as ambassadors to work with
non-science protesstonals and students to improve

their understanding 01 science. mathematics, and
technology. and to appreciate the human endeavor
associated mull these disciplines. Participants in the
program would be nominated by the president of their

institution and would receive salary and travel
support.

To the rut:meet-me rammundv
0

heighten the tisthrInv of enemeerme. Despite the fact

that much or what the public encounters daily is as
inticn an engineering and technological achievement
.1111 is a scientific one. engineenne is not oncn viewed
as

.1

principal contributor or originator. The

engineering education community. industry. and
engineering protessional societies should: develop
engineering and technology-oriented matenals for the

K-I 2 curriculum and for non-engineering college
eumculum: promote visits by role models to schools:
and include material describing the baste operating

principles of technical products along with t'le
operanngfassembly instructions.

9
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ENCOURAGING CURRICULUM RENEWAL
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
NEW LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
PAVEL EMBERS. David L Freberg 'Panel Chair,. Steve Cramer. Solomon R. Eisenberg. Frank J.
I' cher. .%ani v of liciegel. Frank
alsla. Peter D. Meyers. Brij . MoudgilSlartlia C. ZI1/11q0

In the year 2010. growth. change, and creativity in higher education will be as integral to teaching
as they are to research.

11ISION OF THEIEUI 2010

.EN COL RSE OF ACTION

t\DREIOND

.1 RECOMMENDATIONS

Our s ision ot the future requires one principal, key

en, 1,1011 an academic en, ironment in which
idiotic arc a. creanie in their teaching as in their research.
The culture ill the academs stews and rewards teaching
and research equall. and cultivates inchn 'dual

a fundamental change in the culture of
course of action
higher education. Its funding agencies. and accreditation
institutions. The culture ul the untversit must be changed

ements accordingly. Students are acme and treatise

so that pedagogy and research become equal. dynamic

parnctpants in their own education as well as in the

partners in the mission of the university. The tenure.

education of their fellow students. Curricula emphasize
numerous. high qualay laboratory and field experience...

promotion. and reward system. the budgeting lit-tonnes.

and the administrative organization of colleges and
unixersities must be modified to foster and reward

and retied' an integrated approach to engineering.
mathematics. and the sciences The lecturedriven.
sompartmentalitation or knowledge into individual
integrating. discoversoriented learning paradigms.
particularly in the lower dn. ision. Students slew their

creativity and growth in teaching as well as in research.
Federal. state. and other agencies that lurid and evaluate
education must undergo as much of a change in culture as
that of academe. Resources for instructional espenmen
(anon mos, be equal to those for research. Accreditation

tormal undergraduate education as the catal.st of Itfelong

orgarnzations must value curriculum renewal and

learning

encourage innosation We. therefore. recommend the

,oursesited blocks is replaced bs team'teaching and other

Specialization plays a smaller part

01

andergraduatc education. and science. mathematic,. and
technolop are part of general education requirements or

following actions.

all students Substantial resources are asallable for

To higher cella annn

urnculum renewal and Instructional scholarship. Higher
:ducation auwers collaborates with precollege education
to assure high-quail') academic preparation and a smooth
transition tor collegehound students. Ney, technologies

apply renal( prammtem. and ,eu aid a trona in Mass
that value and en, aurace tea, heng dna tostrumanal

schnlarshrp A faculty member's lime is a limited
resource that must be divided among creation or
knowledge iresearchr. dissemination or knowledge
and thinking skills (teaching). and administration

are used at all educational levels to enhance the quality of
the learning environment.

.services. The most ettectsve means to encourage
10
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treater faculty activity and creativity in curriculum

renewal and the development of new learning
environments is to truly encourage. recognize. and
reward faculty participation in educational
expenmentation and innovation.

undergraduate enrollments
discourages exploration of interdisciplinary approaches to teaching

Universities should explore the development ol
organizational structures that encourage interdepartmental development of curriculum. particularly
in the core curriculum.

develop peer-hated measure< ot tear hots; qualm' and

:own( moral effecoteness. Teaching presents
challenges tor evaluation that are. in many ways.
unlike those for research. Nonetheless. we beliese
peer-based mechanisms. now readily accepted for

erimuntee more c tonne pedattovic al In /augurs and
novel learning ermerniments as alternauves to she
standard lecture primal Altematis es to the standard

research, hold the most promise. Among the possible

lecture tormat. such as "justin-time- instruction.
team teaching. and classroom environments with

mechanisms are: retereed publications and pro
seedmes. peerreviewed grants tor educational

open-ended problems. would de-emphasize rote or
result-oriented learning in tasor 01 more dialectical

axpertmcntation and innos awns. prolessional and
public presentations. classroom s istis its t acuity
olleagues. alumni es aluations. and external peerreview of teaching materials and other distributable

approaches to soh mg problem

aducational products !e.g. textbooks and coursewa re i.

lapse esprit c ammeter and information to hnolinnes

into the curl unfurl; fa en hat e both the intellectual
and the c ornputat tonal 1'1,111,1/S ul sit rents. and
en core, are education. if, I 11 as mew( use e computer

rstahli sir permanent in 'Winc fur mart taunt
des chrome'', and rents% al Universities in general,

smudat ;;;;; s and arta.. ml "ifellwen,e. Furthermore.
undergraduate laboratories should be continually

and indis Miral departments in particular. must

upgraded to include open-ended experiments

recognize that the development and maintenance of

employing new and emerging technologies as well as
traditional equipment.

quality curriculum is a continuous process requiring
predictable long-icrm resources. including faculty
release time.

quirdinv agent les r roc (mhos; .V.SF r

es,aril tar idly ors oltenrent rr
am", The sophistication and
ettectiseness 01 any undergraduate program is
,nc mint ve and

mherently limited by the motivation and abilities of its
entering students. Clearly. it is in our national interest
and our interest as taculty to be actively engaged in
improving the quality of precollege instruction

ou I ea,e sithstantralls suppra t lur I at 1111% msrrm
normal imps worn and ohn aroma! espeornentatton.
cape:rails lor under vr ad trate a din atom Current
support is seriously insufficient to meet the needs and

demand for curriculum reform at all educational
levels.

assume vt eater revpontohtlits fur and disvenunation
of tunas alive education developments hes ond the
arsrpunun Successful and innovatise educational

ellt,1Iaace oiler Vat/Mlle Will pre( IgleCe educational
c omponents in research grants Besides the obvious
technological benefits. federally iunded research at

programs are products of considerable effort. yet
information about these efforts often does not reach

colleges and ono. ersines has the potential of

beyond the immediate campus environment Support
for workshops. conferences. etc.. should be provided
in facilitate educational dissemination.

linorrute harrrr
roved hi dcpar mental
boundaries There are many exciting opportunities
and possibilities for interdisciplinary curriculum
innovation. Unfortunately, many aspects of the
current organizational structure
particularly the
practice of allocating lacults. stall, and teaching
assistant resources on the basis of departmental

contributing to the education of large numbers of
students. both majors and nonmajors. Fundine
agencies should deselop methods for assuring that all

students benefit from research pertormed at their
institutions

To the naliallal se tomtit leadership
The What 1111,13e °hit e of Sr tear e and To hnnlovv

Polo s. the National ae adenties rut Science and
Ellyn rne. the National Se rent e Board, and similar

140
;ruin/mon s and organisations. should assume
leadership in assessine and respondine to the impact

.1 Federal ,esealra fandina pal" les an the
educational mission of U S. (IR I verslues Since
teaching programs compete with research programs
for many of the same human resources. attention to
the balance of the research and educational missions
of colleges and universities is needed. Since Federal

funding of research can have both positive and
negative effects on the educational missions of
colleges and universities. the national engineenng and
wienotic leadership should assess the impact of such

iunding periodically and help assure the health and
%itality 01 educational programs.
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INCORPORATING NEW AND EVOLVING
TECHNOLOGIES INTO THE CURRICULUM
PANEL MEMBERS: Sally Rood (Panel Chair). Robert L. Bryant. Robert M Hanson. Anthony R.
Inv-affea.John R. Kender. John J. Lewandowski.Sue McNeil, Helen L. Reed. Ronald J. Roedel

In the sear 2010. a wide variety of technologies will interconnect all levels of the education pipeline

and provide individualized. discovery-oriented learning opportunities that develop the
intellectual. computational, and physical elements of engineering, mathematics, and science
education.

I I ISIO N OF THE IF Hi 2010

KEI (.01 DNB OF ACTION

AND BEYOND

AND RECODDENDATIONS

We ens mon a future of technologyhased.discosery
.niented learning in which disciplinary and geographic

Unisersity and college administrators must recognize
that state-ot.the-art instructional technology will be part of

boundaries become less distinct through networked. real.
rime teaching and research. Electronic leamine libraries.

the physical plant needed for a iss ert)cirst century
education. Therefore. our simian is based on fundamental
changes and initiatives in two basic areas* networking and
infrastructure development. and curriculum renewal and
learning environments.

airect access electronic media. and the integration 01
Liberators and instrumentation facilities pros ide
concurrent learning opportunities invols ing simultaneous
studs and experimentation. inquiry and verification New
technologies facilitate new forms of learning. networking.
and interaction among students and faculty. and redefine

\ (quacking and
Infrastructure Deelopment

their mutual roles in education. New technologies.
together with advances in the cognitive sciences. provide
the resources to address different learning and teaching

Computing and information tecnnology on most

'Isles. Technological and computer literacy is nearly

precollege and college Campuses. more often than not.
resides in isolated rooms and laboratories as stand-alone

universal. affording more and higher quality opportunities
for design. open.ended problem solving. and other hands on expenenees in precollege and undergraduate cumcula

resources responding passisely to student commands. The

full potential of contemporary technology must be

w ide sanely of communication. information. and

unlocked through universal networking and imaginatise,
interactise courseware. Fatally must learn to use these

sisualitanon technologies interconnect all levels Of the
educational infrastructure bringing more cohesion and

resources effectively and to de, elop new teaching

soherence to the education pipeline.

techniques that help students navigate the network.
Actions recommended

13
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Intellectual. Lomputationai. and physit.al elements of

,rare a \anginal Edits aunt, !vermin

engmeenng. mathematics. and science education
Actions recommended

EN), an

num nionan super hi ehts ay.. that minutes assess to

all < ialeees and untverrines. as well as elements:,

Ineher education.

and sr i nndarr schools The NEN would afford
unitorm JCCC

e.g.. students, faculty. industry' and
would support a broad array of information exchange

assure Mot triune and promotion 'flaw are applied
so as to lecoe111:( and ieuard lac ults ream-try in

activities. mcluding informal communications. data

instruction.
ncorporanne new It chnolliey
Without adequate recognition and reward for

transmission and manipulation, real-time expen

mentation, remote site interaction. recruiting.

instructional innovations of all kinds. it of unlikely
that curricular renewal and the development at new
learning ens tronments w ill evolve as quickly or

advertising. and so tooth. The NEN would also require

development of standards t 'rules of the road', and
Programs for teaching users effective information
lids !piton

creatively as current technology already allows
Tn hieher education and the NSF

ilie A.SF

encourage urrrrt ilium innovation, that fruits On
vqiima per allege and undo eraduute piwerams that
em ohs ace hold
technoloes. rspec rafn those
Mat ,opporr etploration of attrition, e teat lune and
lea, nine
oil, hes in address daft, nut inmost e
wales New technologies together with adsances
the cognitive sciences may soon provide opportunities

reanmis and dial in ervto tented tealnuug through
technoloey Create computer-oriented discovery
laboratories that provide opportunities tor both
simulation and information manipulation and physical
observation and experimentabon. espectall tth

remote site interaction. Instructional innov_ uns
tailored to different cognitive styles and the use of
technology to tosser group communication and

to des clop :earning environments that are more
tailored to individual teaching and learning styles. In
essence. through technology we may reorient our
mass production. lecture-driven curriculum to one

problem solving are also encouraged.

tocused on individualized. discovery-ortented
teaming Especially important are initiatives that

u rat a National Design and Disc tut eu c Resource

ourtiee innovations involving both networking

resource aJ de3ien etamples, pi otitem *els,

ic,nnologies and their interface with state-ol -the-an
laboratory equipment and instrumentation.

c we, 'mental data and 'emirs. and other insults mina,

at( essihle throueh the NEN that pro, ides a tit l;

materials. This electronic twiny. a son 01 "on line"

xploratorium, will make special design and
To trove, nmeni ((Whiff'',

discovery resources available to all colleges and
schools that might otherwise only be available at large

- prat rite on finites 1 legislation, Jar industry to 11

research institutions or government laboratories.
Encourage universities to provide release time for
faculty to contnbute -netware- to the NEN cumcular

,onirihrire nt.. ere linolnev for universittes. c ',lieges.
and K-12 t lass, nom s. Inc tudinq maintenanie and the

imam. lipeiading of the information technology host

database, and NSF to provide grant supplements for
educational network software, data. video, etc.

and instrumentation. and 21 provide support for
employee involcen.enr in and onirithirions to
edits amnia' programs

promote and expand programs leer undo graduate and
secondary r, hool (leans n nisei tent es and other tn.
depth learnme esperiences.

Curricula Renessal

and Learning Ernironmenis

develop prow am, m educate students and faculty in
techniques 10 ( romhat information in reload. such as

The use of technology in the cumculunt should not be
a substitute for handson. exponential learning: rather. new
technologies should he used to leverage all aspects nt the

I rim al mini mation namearion and in ormation
synthesis.
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rural III

le, lllp Itarklar.l, Mug On Mil LIVe 1,1311114
n111'01011011 and (Cc Irnerirror JI 11101,1 JIIIJI

cpr idlit nJh rupees fr, MIN.. Lmc. Croup desirrri
erperrert; cc. rritertirsr 1pllnory suhrer rs. and fldil
lormairmal deV,e"r4.0,

Implirationh for
Inere;thtil Partiripation
, National Educational Network. a Namonal Design

and Discoscrs Resource. .1nd an emphasis on the
line! opmem of dliernalite Instructional methods all
iddress issues of equal JeCCIN. This dkcess would be
Independent of geographic location or institution and

could allow more individualized instruction to meet
differences in cogniose stales Consequently. we beline
that a oell.descloped and well.maimained networked

fekhnologi infrastructure would provide significant
iipponunities for targeted programa aimed at increasing
pdnicipation M underrepresented groups.
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ENCOURAGING AND PREPARING STUDENTS
FOR CAREERS AS
PRECOLLEGE AND COLLEGE FACULTY
PANEL MEMBERS: Mark S. Mkrucht (Panel Chatm. Linda M. Abriola, Charles R. Doering, Phillip D.
Grub!. It elide!! T Hill. Carl R.E. Lund. Lynne Molter, Mamtdala Ramulu. Peter Sarnak

In the year 2010. higher education will prepare outstanding students for all aspects of faculty
careers at all educational levels.

t 1ISION OF THE 1BR 2010
OD BEYOND

KM: COURSES OF IITION
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We envision a future in which engineering.

The success of the current efforts to revitalize the U.S.
educational infrastructure depends on the commitment and

mathematics, and science faculty are actively involved in
the preparation of future faculty at all educati.:- al levels.
Teaching careers are viewed as open to all members of

collaboration of a number 01 communities. but mostly it
depends on the faculty. They, after all. teach 'he future
leaders of our society and prepare those who. atter them.
will teach future generations. More imponamlv. longterm
success will depend on those new (acuity who enter the
teaching profession within this decade because it is they
who will shape and define our educational institutions well
into the next century. It is they who, in large measure, will

societs because members nom all major demographic
groups are well represented at all levels and disciplines.
Faculty are well-iniormed and well-prepared to assume all
aspects ill their academic challenges and responsibilities.

There are adequate resources for effective teaching.
Including laboratory space and equipment, up-to-date
teaching and research facilities. and funding for both
research and teaching excellence. Good teaching is
encouraged and rewarded at all institutions. including
research universities. Extensive interaction among

bnng about the new paradigms needed in education.

This decade. however. is also a time of unique
opportunity in the preparation of the next generation of
new faculty It is estimated that as many as half of the

univer.ity. college, and precollege teachers laciidates the
integration of teaching and research. Cumcula encourage
students to think critically. creatively. and independently
at all levels Pedagogy is Imponant both in preparation of

tenured college professonate will retire w (thin the decade.

(acuity as w ell as in their continuing professional

retention strategies. the next generation of faculty who

development Persons with experience in other areas.
including industry and government. are encouraeed and

enter precollege or college teaching may do so in

Further, only one qualified science and mathematics
teacher graduates annually for every ten school dtstncts in

the country. Thus, with successful recruitment and

unprecedented numbers. Further. if adequate numbers of
persons from all societal groups arc to be encouraged to
pursue teaching careers. then the demographic shifts in

prepared to teach. Substantial etfons arc made at all levels
to identity. recruit. and retain potential teachers.

ethnicity and gender of the future workforce. and its
consequent effect on societal expectations and demands of
contemporary life. will need to be given special emphasis.

IG
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f he education of students in engineering. mathe

In the NSF

manes. and the sciences is crucial to the Nation's future.

Equally crucial. therefore. is the need to !osier an

',mule support for far ultv development sabbaticals

environment that. by our elfons and example. %di nlake
leaching careers an attractive option, and then to provide

for K.12 leachers arid s timmunav a °liege instructors
al local rnausines and unwell-tries to encourage them

high quality programs for those aspiring to teaching

to maintain both their ter !meal t urrenry and their

areers.

enthusiasm

Our vision of the !inure requires fundamental changes
in three major areas: faculty development. encouragement.

encourage faculty exchange programs between

and resources: desirability and perception of teaching

research universates and undergraduate colleges In

,areers: and cumculum development.

crossiertrIt:e excellence in rear lone and research
amone all rnsuturions.

I aeu In lie% Hutment.
EneottraLternent. and Resourees

Detdrabilin and Perception
of Teaching Career!,

Highly-qualified. enthusiastic. and well-rewarded
'acids,. .is role models are probably the most effective

A recent survey of over 2.000 engineering graduate
students revealed that nearly two-thirds had no desire to
pursue an academic career. Indeed. since 1966 freshman

means to attract students to pursue teaching careers.
We recommend

r.,

interest in faculty and research careers has declined

hr Cher ed., 1111

steadily by nearly 75%. While, undoubtedly. many factors
affect career choice. one fact from these statistics is very

es tab', di sr qtlip,antly mote endowed thaws for
tear lung et, elleme and insti in lomat scholarship.
eo% rails fur 'enured. as 501 late professors. The

clear

teaching careers are not perceived as very

desirable to many students.
We recommend

prosper of receiving such near term support should
induce some 01 our most talented assistant professors
to aspire to broader accomplishments, and for those
w no receive such chairs. to propel them to

Ft higher echo anon:

higher les els 01 academic leadership

tau tease substanrialls the ninth.'' or faculty from
underrepresented gr turps Such faculty serve as

i'Mel111111;r and support generousls the hest faculty to

of our society from which to recruit future faculty.

important role models lor the lastest growing segment

tern h elm s.level c (runes in engineer ing, nunhe
mums. and the sr rent es The quality of instruction
during the freshman and sophomore years has .1

Further. we encourage support for continued study of
fields of engmeenng. mathematics. and the sciences
in which underrepresented groups already participate
in significant numbers so as to better understand the
issues and (actors affecting their career choices.

profound affect on student recruitment and retention
in general. and. Iherelore. on the pipeline of potential

iuture graduate students in particular. especially
American -burn students. Indeed. we encouraee

develop prestigious teaching internships for

support for all engineenng, mathematics. ana science

engineering. mathematics. and usenet' graduate

faculty to participate in programs and actin Ines to

students aspiring to faculty careers in higher

improve inequality 01 their teaching and instruction at
all levels

education. The internships would be to recruit and

better prepare graduate students for their full
responsibilities as future members of academe. and

especially to improve their abilities in effective
teaching and instructional scholarship.

fa
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I o the \SF

1-1,11,111We OCrn, lei re,: htdpie the \ SF I

and Indian-%

-

train, nt oitt arm cal e, thus rule et idle;; tea. hers and
or ec olleve ochrous in partn wine in reseal-,
at local lout et tines to ent oa ate itudeint to t ra. ndnr
.1,adelle, I areeet

.ni bare wpm", It

evand the ttttt

ill surport tin t losirl.171If i(all
((Wile at intim (tonal material, and M.011,11,11
I (Wile, es For example. sue encourage local
companies. colleges. or govemment laboratories to
provide computer access to precollege students and

1111,1 mu/ 5, WM,' 1,1,1Pael,

tar2erea to 'knits WI and t lac ify sr tent e and

teachers.

lei luulner in reneral. but etpet tall, tissue no ileted Io

In mrden inthltc understandoor uJ pro olleve and
allece lac telt: tweet t

I tiffirtiluill ilevolopmeril
Career attraction Is one issue. but formal academic
preparation is another.
We recommend

Meier t din alai and the NSF
-stint Isue the qualm of pi e, outwit and uncle, ileachcate

mirth, thin feu all audenit. therehs rot MI/ state
irodeint to, onside, later, t al pin Wirer wid sof/erre
1,111,11

Support!. e. enthusiastic !acuity set an

ecample that students percelse favorably There is no

more cons inane means Iii demonstrating that a
gun; career is enjoyable. c hallenging. and
,tame.
out a ve oliahot
e
admit. (woo ant, and
ttttt Wont act elopmeni WHOM; mends; file.
inather11(111, 4.1, ten, C. and cant a

o fat :chi to asstoe

lovh qualm a it, 'plow, pi el

111,51
Snidttilt
into eyed in pi erollege teat lint, The col leg sate

preparation of students tar precollege teaching is the
most direct. etlectsve. and longterm means m uhich
highe education can affect the quality 01 precollege
instruction for all students
dr, situp n itt

phi

',la to entphati:e t t otsdti, tphnars

pull. al. and herons al chit 111A1,1

elleIlleei tire. ,whemum l . and the

.51

cones

Enfoneering. mathematics. and the sciences must be

portrayed as more than a body at Anon ledge. but

rather as a human endeavor etch in history.
philosophical debates. and social implications.

is
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ASSURING CAREER PARTICIPATION
BY ALL SOCIETAL GROUPS
PANEL MEMBERS: Susan L. Brantley (Panel Chaim. David T. Allen. Ilene Busch-1 'charm-. Paul A.
Cat. David E. Keyes. Diane Marshall. Carolyn W Meyers. Daniel G. Nocera

In the year 2010. higher education st ill reflect the full range of societal diYersity, and careers in
engineering, mathematics. and the sciences will be viewed as accessible. challenging, and
rewarding careers by all segments of society.

I

\ OF THE I

kEl (MINES OF 111-10 \

2010

IND RECOMMEND %DM

IND BEIO \ D

We envision in the year 2010 engineering.

The engineering. mathematics, and science
community cannot expect tun support from society if large
segment, of that society perceit e themselves as
unwelcome and excluded Therefore. our sision of the
year 2010 depends on systemic changes in three areas.
enriching the pipeline. plugging the leaks. and career re

mathematics. and science professionals from all segments

pit American society. who are perceixed as leading
produt use. 1mi:resting. and rewarding careers and Uses

rhere is ready access to our disciplines regardless at

:inn,. gender. physical. socioeconomic. or cultural
,atkinfound Engineering. mathematic,. and science
. urn.. ula at all educational level, emphasize human

entry

proce.ses. reinforce equal access in classroom techniques.

and deselop a sense of community among all students
Introductory lesel undergraduate course, encourage.
motivate. and invite students into our fields. and nonmajors receise high quality instruction in the technical
discipline, through an integrated curriculum. The
educational intramructure provide, teachers with training
and expertise to prepare students at an earls age stub the
'kills necessary for successful career, in engineering.

Enriching the Pipeline
The image and excitement of engineering.
mathematic,. and science must be enhanced. particularly
in the early grades. We must entourage continued interest
and study of science and mathematits at all educational
lesels. regardless of career participation. and especially to
underrepresented groups
We recommend

mathematics. and science. including complemeni. in
lel:MICA careers such as technology policy and science

,,urnalism. The reward and compensation sy stems in
...aliZMId and industry reward mentorship actin we,
..ommunity service. and political imolsemeni

Tit hr Ow edit, anon and NSF

me ono ace rum e rn once, Inc mutet:ffic S. and
purtnerviiip mall education
%I tent c lauds Ill our
eat um- and ineiollege real her s ru I I improve the

Professional advancement recognizes the career interests.

.00.11 concerns. and personal needs of disease groups
witnin the tacultv.

ii allegtate instria mai in engineering.
'ruthenium 3. tow the

wine. to noldergraduate

students prepay me I,» pi et odege fell( Fang Career,
14

15,
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the swims ana etre, II, 114,5 in their leaching.
(spec tally ss ath regard to their elfectreness in

cope, fatly m tne early grades. and 2i prepare high
quality materials and instructional aids tor the K-I2
curriculum Helping to improve the oxen!l qualits of
teacher preparation and educational matenals tor all
K-I 2 students is the most direct, long-term action

reaching members in underrepresented groups . id

-on-traditional students

\lost universities end

colleges have taculty and stall on their campus who
are skilled in such evaluations. but. sadly. they are an
underutilized resource.

university !acuity could

to assure greater
inclusion of all segments c tociety in careers in
engineenng. mathematics. and the sciences.

expand support programs. such as needbased
encourage more faculty to interac r with the news

graduate fellowships. undergraduate scholarships.
formal menroring. and tutoring Programs tnvoixtng
faculty-student and studentstudent 'mercy non. for

media. to educate fournaltsts and other public
mimic wars in technic-al matters. and to

members of unaerrepresemed groups

minate the results and Importance of their a orl,

more duet fly to the public Encourage principal
.nsestigators at NSF crams to disseminate their

To 'uglier ediii Orion and NSF

results in public iorurns as well as in learned Journals.

reshape and revitalt:e the lower,distsion. under.

,',nand dire. r I ommitnic atoms with pre«dlece

graduate curriculum

,nts through such means as a cells- neat reports
.)chiclastic ;Verily Reader,. self's-Isom programs

Since the attrition of

dhow science and tech-ology. or compute,

undergraduate students is greatest in lower division
courses. this curriculum level most needs attention.
In large measure. all faculty need to teach less, and

netaiirlang with local universities and industries

uncover more. Introductory-level courses must

Expand outreach pro, ams or extension courses tor

emphasize scientific concepts more than isolated
facts. including the development of courtes that are
more interdisciplinary. discovery-oriented, involve
teamwork, and employ problems of interest and

.,

parents and the local school community.

Plugging ihe Leaks

relevance to the students themselves.

encourage initiatives to foster interaction hetween

Recruitment is one issue. retention is another. Too

mans- students are lost to careers in engineertng.

faculty in eduratroa and In

inamemancs. and the sciences by unengaging curricula.
isolation, and lack 01 guidance and mentonng.

of science and engineering should be strongly

ICI hrucat
Collaborative educaui .ial research on the pedagogy

encouraged. and scholarly pedagogical experimentation should be an expectation of the faculty.

We recommend

To higher education

establish more flexible curricula for all students. All
students need to have more opportunity to flow into
our disciplines apart From the traditional. highly
sequenced. lockstep curriculum. Prerequisites
should not necessanly impede a student's progress:
for example. we suggest student tutoring teams be

introduce more fleribility and Individual career
development in the application of tenure and
promotion criteria. including, for trample parr-time
tenure -mark positions. There is a signt" at need to
recognize dependent care, partner employment, and
persons from underrepresented groups into academic

formed to classes with prerequistties in which
students will help fellow team members with

positions. Greater recognition must be given to the

prerequisite m,a

importance and demands of role models. to those who

Further.

successfully recruit members of underrepresented
groups into the disciplines, and especially to quality
teaching perhaps the one activity with the greatest

instructional Innovations for non-traditional students:

non-traditional career paths to encourage more

for example, computer graphics and display
technologies developed for the hearing impaired not
only assists this group of underrepresented students
but may also lead to new learning environments of
broad applicability to all students.

impact on student interest, recruitment, and retention.

.ley clop means beyond student evaluations to provide

professional. peer-based feedback to the faculty on
20
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-:1 they know best. ano vice versa.

we encourage special attention to
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ofititlei tot," plittritle r et 01 di lit at Wee elm" in
"'WM minim: tor untie,

tCetIlea :gown m si

mmheman,s and env trier int! as pail if rho
:wita
Inc (undone 1,, NSF research and
edit, anon awl
arver Re -tutu
Faculis

.Indents. and protexsionals uho lease

incline:ling. mathematics. and the sciences must be able to

enter and enrich the prole lop u oh the do. erstlX at
:heir experiences

\kr recommend
f..1110;ei ethic atom and \sr

irate Jell... snip and et inn pi i!, anis la, erred ar
en t tottrtleirle jat nit, arid students to reenter
atatletnit pr top ams

'cute mine tie tthle devreevelintnie pt 'returns that
air imuntretate students with rztrnrradninnol Interests

Jr, el.!, tat, WS C.( Irrin-el, for IIIII/.11,0.3 their Milk'
pal tit !pal m° in it tent r. mathematics an
enerneerrne Such courses can also cent the dual
purpose in Increasing scientilic and technological
literacs among non.maiors in general.

provide ern ouratiement and prtivr(1015 to prepare
rrr hnnal protessinnals to hoth academia and industry
it ha with £0 teat h. Cl en temporal tit. In the K.12
seem
,tot,Ittlage mitt, e

title models lit teach part.
rime In ta lake sahhatu als oat lolletY and IfIlliersin
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DEVELOPING YOUNG FACULTY
DURING THE CRITICAL YEARS TO TENURE
PANEL MEMBERS: penal, D. Denton Panel Chair). Jim Golden Lisa.Noelle I- lellnunc. Kathleen C.
Howea.R.J. Dwayne Miller. Mark A. Prelas. Deborah L. Thurston
sa

In the year 2010. higher education will encourage and value a broad diversity of faculty
scholarship, especially in instructional excellence and public service.

IISION OF THE IESR 2010

The Tenure and Res%ard Syteni

SM) BEI OND

The tenure. promotion. and reward system ts our
greatest barrier to a better future Tenure guidelines

We envision an academe w here oung faculty
develop [heir carts academic talents in th environment
.upponne or mdisidual faculty interests and abilities. The

untformi; denote that leaching. research. and service are
the criteria !or tenure. It is our experience. however. that

physical and Hsu' infrastructure supporting higher

the road to tenure is marked research. research. research. It

education pros ides adequate support tor both quality
research and instruction. Students s iew their tacults . as
having Jobs that are tun and rewarding Senior [acuity
stew Junior !acuity development as a primer!.
responsibility Tenure. promotion. and related reward

is common for young faculty who excel in teaching to be
chided by their senior colleagues for 'wasting too much
time" on such an endeavor: "It worn get you tenure.- Tilts
must r native' The tenure system at present confines the
faculty to J narrow spectrum .31 at.tis ity Although
individual research programs may differ dramatically. tt is
unlikely that an outside obserser would view our faculties
as diverse. This lack of thversity a exhibited in sex, race.

atteria are applied with more regard to indivtdual's
contribut: ins to an institution's overall academic mission

All aspects ol scholarship in teaching. research. and

and breadth of intellectual pursues.
We recommend

service are truly recoenized. The status of teaching in the
university is elesated. and ,..oung persons entering the
protessortme do so because they want to teach and inspire
all students to higher achievements.

Tulugher ern.

on

adhere r. he true spit it of tenure and promuturn

,rrterra Excellence and quality nt performance in

1%El (.111. IISES IIF U.TION

teaching. research. and service must be truly
encouraged. 'slued. and rewarded. Further. we

011) REI:01111EMMTI11 NS

encourage inclusion el members 131 underrepresented

Our s !mon is predicated on tundamental chances in
live areas the tenure and reward system. the status 01
teaching tn the unisersity. the asailabilit!. 01 instructional

groups On tenure and promotion committees for
candidates !rum these groups.

and research funding, the professional development 01 the
'acuity. and the Quality of faculty life.

eitahltsh taudre r steer de, elnpmenr pr r, rumr bused

em mutual!, defined institutional and truhridual
far tit v gurus. Such programs should incorporate
22
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rormal evaluation procedures. periodic !acuity review

The status 01'Tc:whine

at least annually!. and require mutual institutional
and indistdual accountability

in [het niwrsit)
According to MIT President Charles M. Vest: "...there
is one osemding constant that is absolutely critical to the

equir e internal and e tternal peer rei letr of a
andiduie s "tunic:tonal co t ronplislanenir In

future. and that is the creation and dissemination of

addition to student evaluations. we suggest classroom

knowledge to new generatrons of young men and women."
Creation and dissemination or knowledge research and
teaching. These two complementary and central endeavors

isus by teller, faculty. alumni evaluations. and
internal and external peerreviess of instructional
materials and other disseminable educational

or academe must be given equal weight. Sadly, it is our

products. and refereed pedagogical publications.

belief that the preterential status or research over teaching
In the university has degraded the quality of instruction for
generations in young people. We believe that the status or
teaching in the univermtv must be deserted to equal that of

r .the \\F
C P, f111 foal lin esrietion r to minor to the nue
IhtOot mace of Edttc attest and Unman
Re, lllll ie, tequired rot all NSF grant apple 011(011
.9er Imp," fall!
aVo 107 and GRESE NSF 90..

researcn
We recommend
To bleier eat. 0111,11

I,,,ntpt,ne the qualtt%.10131111Iliolloi dISSI 'barn",

of

rlfre rn eneiv at the A'ution s .1, tomtit and

- l eviird teat 11111V

ettenleei "Iv I escort h. edit, wool. and mirrijorce

05

burl!

fsrn ile a mid

responsiham of the !atoll, Eteult) who can not

Principal investigators must truly seek innovative and

teach. should not teach. It is the responsibility of
untverstts administrations to assure that academic

erlectisc m.;*, to disseminate the results of their
research to // students. Undervraduate participation

programs are statled by well-qualilied !acuity and to
provide guidance and assistance to those in need of
improving their pedagogical skills. We encourage the

di erect, 11 0.10510711s on NSF clams IS mil enough
.Attention must also he directed to the large and

important maprils or students enrolled in the

creation of incentis es that pros ide rewards and

undergraduate curriculum. We encourage all NSF

resources for use cutler in instructional or research

start and res losers to consider the educational merits
research in preliminary proposals. grant

mnos anon for those who es,. el in teaching.

.ipprications. site yisits.and progress and final reports.

To the National Si ;en, e ham/haunt

d3sitie bnivterm. farultv," tented snppor1 for
ins!! fit Ilona( e,pertmentatton and edit, animal

- increase the NSF budget for under eradiate education

suhttantiall, In our opinion. the most important

oinotations We believe it a imperatise that the NSF
adhere to the true sptnt ca its Statutory Authority . "to
initiate and support basic sc rent! tic research and
pi avatar to strenethen snrnn(rt i escort it potential
and .11
e education proeranit an all kids in the
mathematical. physical, medical, biological. social.

contribution NSF can make to elevate the status or
teaching on the university campus is to provide broad-

based. faculty 'oriented programs lor high quail',
instructional esperimentation and creative
educational scholarship.

and other sciences. and to initiate and support research

- ntodif% the Presidential Youne lin esneator award in
he, ',me the Presidential Yonne St hold. award to

fundamental to the engineering process and prow ants

to Ill envhen enetneet trig I CSCIIC,

polentna anti
envineeriny education provranis at all le:els in the

/CC 05111SC

III, C1,91 II! heIfIl tear lime

and I eirat, it In its present form. the PYI program.

sanous fields of engmeenne. by making contracts or
other arrangements (including grants. loans. and other

untonunately. reintorces the lesser status of teaching.

',stns.% of assistance: to support such sciernIt
engineering and educational activittes. !NSF Act of
19SO:42 C S.C.3IR611 Emphasis added.

For cemniete excerpts ot Statutory Authonis see p
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tuilabiliq of Instructional

instructional preparation. lack of senior !acuity gun Ice.
and insufficient financial support.
We recommend

and Research Funding
Research and teaching are mutually supponise
activities. They are also. Jointly, the primary
responsibilities of young faculty. However. the
inadequacy of funds for research and instructional
scholarship. especially the latter, has resulted in an

Tn higher education and the NSF

support minus tinnal internships to heifer prepare

graduate students for faculty careers in higher
education. and especially to enhance their figure

inordinate effort to secure adequate funding. This has
particularly degraded the quality of teaching. The decline
in support for higher education has added an additional
cntenon for tenure: grantsmanship and fund raising. This
state of affairs neither supports nor encourages quality

reaching effectiveness and instructional scholarship.
To higher education

establish formal senior-no:for tag uhr nientoring

undergraduate education
We recommend

',ingrains roes that begin w ith the airing process and
ore guided by the mutual pairing of the 'annex:: and
anilines of individual faculty in the broad mission of

."0 higher eau( anon and the h SF

she institution

establish dependable. long-term. budgeted support

provide special a nenrion to the menroring of

:or Jot ult, initiated research and instructional

underrepresented groups. Their lack of panictpation

innovation Higher education must assume a greater

in our fields and their growing prominence in the
future workforce of our society mandates special

responsibility for support of its research and
instructional programs beyond normal teaching

attention to insure that they flounsh in an academic

activities and facilities maintenance. Similarly. NSF
must fulfill its statutory obligation to support research
and education in science and engineenng consistent
with their coequal importance.

environment.

p.m ide adequate iron -up remixes to nunit faculty
to initiate their research and teaching programs
Young faculty must be encouraged to attract both

Quality of Faculty Life

undergraduate and graduate students into research as

productivity and career longevity of young faculty. Central
to the quality of faculty life is an academic environment

The quality of faculty life profoundly affects the

well as infuse new perspectives into both the

that provides an adequate capital and human resource
infrastructure to support high quality faculty instructional

undergraduate and graduate cumcula.

and research initiatives.
We recommend

To higher education

ralut and reword peer-reviewed funding for
To higher education'

edur arional inno,at ion equally with funding for
disciplinary research

recruit and retain faculty more aggressnely from all

societal groups This is probably the single most
important action to promote greater diversity in
professorial contributions to the broad academic
mission and to enhance wider student and public

Professional De% elopment
of the Faculty

interest in science and engineenng.

Young faculty today are poorly prepared and lack
adequate support to assume the full responsibilities of
academic life. In large measure, young faculty are left to
their own devices and therefore doomed to repeat the

stop and start tenure clacks more flexibly through

leaves of absence that recognize the reality of
toniernporary faculty life. including parental and
personal obligations, and special opportunities for

mistakes of :heir predecessors due to inadequate

leaching. research. and professional enhancement.
24
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. increase subsuoutallt capital epenaitictes to assure
an adequate educational and r eseimit infrastructure
and overall quality learning environment
establish mctdlr r omminees to evaluate and monitor

the WWII, of lac !WV life. Such committees could
locus on issues related to flexible tenure clocks and
tormal leave policies for such issues as parental leave.

"bridging." research fellowships. and personal.
protessionaL and teachIng leaves of absence.

'special Recommendation
In addition. the panel oilers a suggestion aimed at one
central and important concern about the health and vitality

at our profession - attracting outstanding students to the
protessoriate to insure a quality educational and research
intrastructure of the future.
To entourage 'ming persons to enter academia. the
(war/ r et ommends to higher education

imp rote sahstannallc the quality of instruction and
tonna, of life of undergraduate students. and. hs um'

r / /w11 and e.sample. encourage them to pursue
Qraditare cradles (ma fat ails careers. This is probably

the most el (cense act ion ,e ,:ould take to the
betterment and health of our profession.

r
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NSF's Statutory Authority to
Initiate and Support Programs in
Engineering, Mathematics, and Science Education

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION ACT OF 1950.
AS AMENDED (Pt. 81-507: 64 Stat. 1491
An Act
To promote the progress ot science: to advan
to secure the national defe

ne national health. prosperity. and welfare:
. and for other purposes.

Be rr owl rid hi the Senate and House of Representat.es of the Untied Stares of Amerrea rn Congress assembled. That this
Act ma:, be cited as the "National Science Foundation Act of 1950.Functions of the Foundation (42 U.S.C. $1861)

SEC. 3 tali!) The Foundation is authorised and directed to initiate and suppon basic scientific research and programs to
strengthen scientific research potential and science education programs at all levels in the mathematical. physical, medical.
biological, social. and other science,. and to initiate and support research fundamental to the engineering process and
programs to strengthen engineering research potential and engineenne education programs at all levels in the vanous fields
ot encineenne. by making contracts or other arrangements (including grants, loans, and other forms of assistance i to support
such scientrtic.engineenne and educational activities.

NSF STATUTORY AUTHORITY AS AMENDED I P.L. 99-159. 99 Stat. 893
Policy 120 U.S.C.13911)
SEC. IM. 1.11 The Congress declares that the science and engineering education responsibilities of the National Science
Foundation are

to improve the quality of instruction in the fields of mathematics. sciences. and engineering:

to support research. fellowships. teacher-faculty-business exchange programs in mathematics. science. and
engineering:
.31

iL
.51

to improve the quality and availability of instrumentation for mathematics. science, and engineering insmiction:
to encourage partnerships in education between local and State education agencies. business and industry. colleges
and unisersities, and cultural and professional institutions and societies: and
to improve the quality ot education at all levels in the fields of mathematics, science, and engineering.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Directorate for Education and Human Resources
Division of Undergraduate Science. Engineering, and Mathematics Education

PRESIDENTIAL YOUNG INVESTIGATOR COLLOQUIUM
ON
U.S. ENGINEERING, MATHEMATICS, AND SCIENCE EDUCATION
FOR THE YEAR 2010 AND BEYOND
Washington. D.C.
November -1-6. 1990

Colloquium Address b%

Dr. Charles M. Vest

President
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Good esening. I am delighted to offer ms greetings
;his esening to such a remarkably talented group. In so

mathematics and ms great uncle J sort of surrogate
grandtather to me was an engineering profess°. and

doing. I am reminded of John F. Kennedy's famous

president of 3 small college. I. too. chose ihe academic ht.,

greeting to an assemblage of Nobel prize winners at the
white House. He looked out over the illustnous guests and
commented that the room had neser contained such a sass
array of talent and accomphshment in so many fields -

and I have a hard time envisioning any other calling for
myself.

I must say, thougn. that during the last half of this
century the life of protessors has changed dramatically.
The complexity of this life. the expectations of us. the pace
and politics of the academy. and our connections beyond

ith the exception of those evenings w hen Thomas
Jefferson used Iodine alone.

I have something of the same teeing as I see all of you
here, knowing that sou represent the hest that this nation

its boundanes have all changed greatly. On the home front.

has to offer You he every reason to he very proud of
sour accomplishments and to look to your professional
futures with confidence and excitement. It is abo < that

competing responsibilities 01 family and work, and I know

many of you are in dual career families. juggling
that this creates burdens that few of us in my academic
generation had to bear This fact is but one reflection of the
changing lace of America. which is represented In our
unisersittes in the Increasingly diverse gender. racial, and

future that I want to speak this esening.

ethnic makeup of our !amity and students.
The increasing richness and complexity of universny

The Academie Life

life Is a far cn From the traditional sieve of the academs.

Sometimes we are called upon by both critics and

I am pleased and comlorted by the tact that sou have
chosen to pursue academic careers. Our nation and world

colleagues to return to the golden age of universthes.bui I
don't believe that the golden age ever really existed. And I

,ry out for leadership. and faculty members can. by
letinition. provide a very cntical component of leadership.
I have observed and studied the nature of academic

don't believe we would really take that option ti it were
presented to us. Life tn the academy today is filled with
renewal, increased and varied opportunity. access to

hie for many years. My own lather was a professor 01
27
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appear to be of fundamental importance to you. The
quality of your accomplishments will in large measure
derive from the depth of your belief in their imponance.

suphistscated laboratories and computers. greater
productivity, better monetary rewards. a more diverse set
of colleagues, and more opponunities for travel.
In short, I believe that the academic life is still the best

Similarly. your ability to play a catalytic role in the

life there is. In spite of all the changes. there is one

research and studies of your students will depend on the

ovemdmg constant that is absolutely critical to the future.
and that is the creation and dissemination of knowledge to
new generations of young men and women. You will look
back a few years hence and observe that your relations
with students. your influence upon them. and your pride in
their accomplishments will have been the most rewarding
aspect of your professional lives.
I will have more to say about teaching and the balance
between teaching and research later. but let me begin with
one simple statement. Professors should profess. If is hard

depth of your scholarly commitment and belief in its

to think of anything more illogical than to become a

Many ui you are faculty members at research
universities. Those of you who are not are probably

importance.

The Research Ink ersit)
I would like to spend a few moments talking about the

setting in which many of you will spend your careers
he research university
of teaching and research.

university professor if one does not want to teach. So if
you do not want to teach, you should immediately look for

and the question of the balance

products of research universities. I cannot speak about
science and engineering education without offering a few
comments about the U.S. research university. This is a

another Job. If you don't get a thrill out of seeing a
student's eves light up with understanding. and if the

men and women to inspire you as well as to draw

uniquely American Invention. And in my view this
invention is the secret of the success of our higher

sustenance from you
doesn't hold strong appeal for
you. then perhaps you should reconsider yourcommitment

education system. Indeed. I believe that our university
system is the envy of the rest of the world. Here are the

to academia.

pnmary reasons:

thought of always having Junior partners around

young

Now let me continue under the assumption that not
too many of you are left with an uneasy feeling by this

I.

For many decades Americans believed that higher

education was singularly important for the

statement.

betterment of their children's lives and they were
willing to invest public. pnvate and personal funds
to create. sustain and enhance our public and private
systems of universities.

Opportunity and Service
Although it may be increasingly difficult to discern. I
2.

believe that being a university professor is a calsing. It is a
calling to service to our society. One of its pleasures comes
in recognizing that what we do is terribly important
that
the future depends in large measure on how well we do it. I
hope that you share this belief. because it can sustain you

The wonderful and unique blending of graduate
education. undergraduate education and research
that occurs in our leading research universities
creates an unparalleled opportunity for teaming and
expanding one's horizons.

through some of the difficult and lonely limes of your
lives.

3.

Our system. unlike that in most other pans of the
world. provides great opportunity for young faculty
members to quickly involve themselves in all levels

of educational and research activities as full

Defining the future

partners in the academic enterpnse.

What you do as engineenng and science educators has
4

farreaching consequences. What you do will affect the

we have a decentralized system of autonomous

quality of the lives of your students. And from your

public and private universities that allows for

laboratores and studies will come the ideas that will shape

expenmentation, variation and change.

the intellectual fabric of the future and can greatly affect
the strength and vitality of our economy.
Wherever your individual careers fake you. I hope that
you will be bold and that you will tackle the problems that

5.

the competition of universities for faculty. and the
28
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Finally. although it is the bane of my existence 33 an
academic administrator. I believe that competition.
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compel:non tit faculty members tor research
uppon on the basis of peer review

should be met within each faculty member. or whether it is
met by an appropriate mix of talents and activities across

is the yeast

its entire faculty. Similarly, each individual must decide

that keeps our system strong.

what Ins or her balance should be and w hether this should

Our stem ot higher education. and our research

be accomplished by a constant balance throughout each

unisersmes in particular arc under a lot cm enuctsm these

y ear of one's career. or simply as integral in one's

days some or our critics are sensational and strident.

activities os er an entire career

Others are thoucntrul. We should listen to them and think
about what they have to say. We must be willing to better
explain to them and to the public w hat we do and why it is
'Inponant. We must also be willing to make changes w here
Ulf critics are CORM.

I won't answer this for you, but I w ill state my own
personal preference to maintain a strong commitment to
both teaching and research at each stage throughout one's
career. I would also warn that if one prefers to emphasize
research more in the early years of his or her career, it must

not come at the expense or teaching poorly That is an
abrogation ot responsibility. The quality 01 one's thinking

Balatirinn One's f aver

and work are affected by habits and approaches developed

very early on. It is a terrible mistake to think in terms of
postponing the development of teaching skills until later.

There is much discussion today hush within and
..uiside 01 the academy about the balance between

for example after tenure is earned. Given my view of what

teaching and research Some may regard my view on this

professors should do and the interrelation between

matter to he hopelessly old fashioned or unrealistic.

teaching and research. that is a little like saying -1"Il go
out and write a wonderful computer program. and after it is
completed I'll learn the programming language." Don't do
it. Rather, devote yourself to excellence in all that you

Nonetheless. I w ill snare it with you. As I do so. you might

remember my earlier statement that if you don't want to
teach. sou stiouldn t be professors.

How incr. having said this. I behese that research is
lundamental to our activities. Following World War II this
nation made a haste decision that us university system
would become its research infrastructure. This remains
:rue ruday. and I believe that it Is in our best interest that ti
'emam true I runner believe that the primary reason that
ce should du research in universities is that it a form or
racnine It certainly is a rorm of learning tor each or us.

Does teaching count for tenure? That is probably the
question most frequent!) asked by assistant professors.
The most likely answer to that question in each of your
universities is that. yes. it definitely counts
probably
more than you and many of your departmental colleagues
trunk
and probably less than it ideally should.
Furthermore. I would guess that its role in the evaluation

hat it also should he an integral part sit how we teach

ot candidates for promotion and tenure will increase

....raduare students. and undergraduates as well.

belles,: that over the long run, it requires the

dunng the years ahead. We need to do a much better job in
assessing contributions to teaching that is. to the effective

discipline, loy and continual renewal of anginal research.
scholarship or other creative intellectual activity to keep

learning of students in our own institutions and, beyond
that, to students in this country's educational system in

Mel, and successful teachers One may start out as an

general.

I

unden akc.

eifecose and o en holhant teacher. but without the kind of
continuous renewal that research and scholarship pros ide.
one will not grow in wisdom and breadth. and over time

The Challenges

may lose rather than gain in effectiveness as a teacher.
Now how do we balance teaching and research' !Oust

or e he squalls adept at both' Should you put the

the problems in
This brings me to my next point
public education and in social divisiveness that set the

des elopment ot sour leaching skills on hold until you

context for higher education in the United States today.

receise tenure' Does teaching count!

Our educational system is in deep trouble. We all

siv nen,' answers are: I don't know Probably not.

know that within the international context our students on
the whole are consistently at or near the bottom of the heap
in objective tests of mathematics and sere ice at the high

No. Yes.

Questions about the balance between teaching
is hether in the classroom or the laboratory' and research
must he answered both institutionally and personally. Each
ostriunon must decide for itself what the overall balance

school level. But this is only one manifestation of the

it monies should be. and then whether this balance

large cities.

underlying problems. Let me give you a specific example:
it is one that would be roughly duplicated in most of our
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In 1987 in the Detroit Public School System. 23.000

Soils t is e percent to the entrants to the L. S. labor
force Ixtore the year 2000 (Just ten years hence' will

students staved into the ninth grade. Four years later 6 700
in them graduated nom high school. Of these. 2.800 took

be women: only 15% will be white males.

the ACT examination. And Just over 500 of them scored

19 or higher. Hence. trom an input of almost 23.000

In 1950 there were 17 active workers in the U.S. for

students in the ninth grade. only about 500 emerged with

each retired person. By the year .2020 there will be Just
3 active workers to support each retiree.

any hope 01 adsanced education 01 any son.
A leading Japanese businessman recently was asked

what were the most positive and the most negative 'actors

These arc quite dramatic changes and our educational

affecting the ability of the U.S. to compete in the world

and enterprise systems must recognize them. We are
beginning to do so. but much ot the burden w ill fall upon

marketplace. He answered that our greatest strength is our
uni ersthes. and that our greatest weakness is our pnmary
and secondary school systems. I agree. But how can it be

your generation.

Now I would like to consider specifically the so.

mat our higher education is the envy ot the rest ot the
world. ana our K-12 ssstem n considered to be interior' I
have ai reads spoken ot the strengths of this countrs s
urns ersitv system. I will lease it up to you as citizens to

called pipeline ot students into science and engineering.
You have probably seen these statistics mans limes. and

have undoubtedly addressed them at this netting

determine w Is, our K 12 ss stem is failing. The point I wish
to make is that this situation is not stable. The continued

However, a little redundancs won t hun when the message
is this important. And the message is that it is absolutely
essential to our economy and our society that we produce

degeneration of our K - 12 ss stern. if unchecked. w ill

engineers and scientists.

esentualls destroy our higher education system as well. or
at least render it increasingly irrelevant and ineffective.

The NSF predicts a shortfall ot around 700.000

This has to be our common concern. In our

scientists and engineers by 2010 In 1977 there were

professional lists and in our Ines as citizens. we must
recoenize that there is a single spectrum of education
starling at kindergarten lit not earlier stint and extending

4.000.0(10 high school sophomores in the U.S..
730.000 of these students expressed interest in science

and engineering careers. In 1980. w hen this cohort
entered college. 340.000 retained this interest. By
1984. 206.00 had actually graduated in scientific or

through postdoctoral education ('nut this nation wakes up
to the tact that it must increase its investment in human
capital
m people and ideas
our education system will

engineering disciplines. Only 61 ( "'0 of these men and

spiral dots nuard. pulling our economy and way at life
with it This is a danger of the first magnitude and we must

001 in science or
women entered graduate
engineering. By 1992. just 9.700 will graduate with

all work tar its solution.
An even more fundamental danger, in my view. is the

Ph.D.s.

increasing bifurcation of our society into rich and poor.
and the increasingly contentious splits along racial and
ethnic lines. The first steps toward resolving these issues
are to really understand how the face of this nation is

I know that we are a selecose bunch. but us have only

0 2% ut these students end up w oh doctoral degrees in
science and engineering does not bode well.

y hanging and to ask how we can best respond to this in our
personal and professional lives

Let me review a tew statistics that I assume you are
already lamtliar with-

I have taken my personal enthusiastic and altruistic
slew of the academic life. added to it a sense of urgency
and finally spread some doom and gloom statistics. What

- Today s school population is 74'- while. 14%

Is my message?

African-Atnerican and 9% HtspanicAmencan. By

It is that we need you, that what you do is very
important. and that you had better do it well and in a

the year 2020. when you will be ensconced in various
leadership positions. this protile %s ill have changed

greatly The school population w ill be 529' white.

manner that reflects the realities of the world around us.
but that you can look forward to enjoyment and lulfillment

20% AnscanAmerican. and 24% Hispanic-

as you take on the challenges.

American.
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Education in the 1991k

1.1os ure

Why do we need you! What are the challenges of

Paul Krugman. a noted MIT economist has just

education in the 1990s!
The world is changing rapidly and in ways that are so
tundamental as to be without precedent. We hase already
discussed the changing racial. ethnic, and gender mikes of
1: S. students and of our workforce. But we must also look
to even greater forces of change. The world political and
economic order 01 the I9905 will be different than any we

published a very interesting book describing the nature of

the current L'.S. economy and w hat possible future
directions it may take. He titled his book The Age of
Diminishing Espee rations. His exposition is
straighttonsard and non-ideological. but throughout it he
asks the hauntiog question "Why are we to satisfied with
the way Mines arc!"
If we are satisfied with "the way things are", then we
will be the victims 01 a number of unpleasant self - fulfilling
prophesies. I have faith that sou 111 not be thus satisfied.
and that we can count on you
apply your talents and
w i s e l y , n the service at your tellow men and

hase experienced in our history. We are connected
economically. physically and politically in ways that have
never betore been the case. At the same tune. the nature of

stbs and the qualifications and skills they require is also
, hanging
apidly
Manutacturing processes are
increasingly sophisticated, the acquisition and utilization

women.
1 w ish you well on your journey

of new know wage is hecoming the primary basis of
commerce. mu merging working modes require mental
agllity.
01 approach and Judgment skills. mien
quantitatisely based. Yet, as we have discussed above. our
populace is headed in the opposite direction.

We must work together to correct this growing
disparity' teiw een the education of our populace and the

realities of the changing nature of work that w ill be
required in the years ahead. This is a task that will
increasingly fall on us as engineering. science. and
mathematics faculties. We must work to assure that our

'hew ardship of the undergraduate education of our
populace is a wise and effective one. But further. I believe
chat we are going to have to play some role in the reform 01
fulmars and secondary education
by speaking out. by

working on the local level. by developing irspirational
new curricula. by developing new educational
technologies. by fostering interaction with industry and
with retired scientists and engineers, by exposing school
students to our laboratories, by demystifying w hat we do.
and by opening discussions with students and faculty in
other parts of our own campuses.

We at MIT are very concerned about the problems of
scientific illiteracy and lack of numeracy. We have over 50

ad hoc programs to work with primary and secondary
schools. and our alumni and alumnae associations are
beginning to work on the problems in various localities
around the country. Yet we are still searching for a way of

making some really fundamental and larreaching
contribction to the betterment of scientific knowledge and
understanding among young people I can as,rtre you that

we will look with great interest at the results 01 y our
workshop.
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CHARGE TO THE COLLOQUIUM

The charge to the colloquium is to prepare a report focusing on six major. interrelated issues of special significance to
L'S. higher education to assure high quality precollege and undergraduate instruction in engineering. mathematics. and the
sciences for all students. The issues are:

Ii

attaining and maintaining scientific arid technological literacy for e'en-one.

21

encouraging curriculum renewal and the deselopment of new learning environments. including laboratones and
neld expenences.

incorporating new and es oly ins technologies into the curriculum. especially iniormation and computer
technologies.

er.ouraging and prcpanng students tor careers as precollege and college faculty.
i

hi

assuring career participation by all societal groups. especially women. minorities. and persons with disabilities, and
des eloping young college iacults during the critical sears to tenure.

For each issue. we would like you to I i develop a uslizo of what the role of L S. higher education should be in the year
:010 mid he
to meet the challenges and opportunities of each issue. 21 identify the key courses of action needed to
Jchteve that sision. and 31 make specific recommendations to higher education. In general. and faculty. in particular, the
rational Science Foundation. and othes. as identified by the colloquium

;encourage you to approach sour .liscussions trom a broad and sisionars perspectise. tie are interested m nur thoughts
asout the iundamental. long-term. and systemic factors affecting the quail's ot precollege and undergraduate instruction in
engingenng. mathematics, and the sciences well into the nest century You should consider all human resources. including

persons pursuing careers in the disciplines. the scientific and technological literacy of all citizens. and especially
underrepresented groups who will make up most o: our society 01 the future.

Luther S. Williams
Assistant Director
Directorate tor Education
and Human Resources
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3:15pm

Break

3.30 p.m.

Panel Sessions: Specific Recommendations
The six groups continue to meet separately and draft specific recommendations to:
in general. and faculty. in particular. 2) NSF. and 3) others as identified by the panels.

5:30 p.m.

h 30p m.

I

i higher education.

Reception

4

Banquet

Speaker: Dr. Charles M. l est. President
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

8:30 r.m.

Summarsilniegration Session

One person from each panel and the colloquium co-chairs will meet to summarize and integrate the
highlights of the visions. courses of action, and recommendations in preparation for developing a draft of
the report for Tuesday morning.

Ll ESB11. MO EMBER 6. 1990

x CO a.m.

Panel Session. Report Drafts
Each panel meets separately to review the highlights from the Summary/Integration session of Monday
evening, develop a draft of the panel's contnbunons to the colloquium report, and prepare remarks for the
next two sessions.

945am
10:00 a.m.

Break

Plenary Session: Resin. of Report Drafts

All panels meet to present their key courses of action and specific recommendations and to share their
report drafts. The session will conclude with a general discussion of any other related issues, ideas. etc.
12:00 p.m.

Lunch

1 30 p m.

PRESENTMON %ND DISLISSION NTI11 THE SCIENCE 1D1ISOR
TO THE PRESIDENT. NSF DIRECTOR AND thSIST1NT DIRECTORS

Special Guest.

Dr.D Allan Bromley
Assistant ro the President for Science and Technolney

3:00 p.m.

t

1djournment
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Lohmann, for a fine written doc-

ument. The recommendations you highlighted will be considered
along with the several recommendations you made, which are included in your written report.
Dr. Denton, we'd be pleased to enter your prepared testimony in
the record, and ask you to summarize it.
STATEMENT OF DR. DENICE D. DENTON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING,
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN AT MADISON, MADISON, WISCONSIN
Dr. DENTON. Thank you.

I would like to begin by thanking the House of Representatives
for promoting me to the rank of Associate Professor, prior to the
University of Wisconsin's taking that action.

Mr. TrioarrroN. It's merely a forecast.
Dr. DENTON. Yes. I am, in fact, an Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering at the University of Wisconsin, and I also participated in the PYI Colloquium on America's academic future.

I am from Texas, originally, and I attended MIT, where I re-

ceived the Bachelors, Masters, and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering.

In my freshman year at MIT, I took the introductory circuits

course. The instructor was highly theoretical, and refused to draw
circuit component symbols on the blackboard. Instead, they were
represented as boxes.
This complicated greatly the assimilation of the material and,
consequently, the class average on the first exam was very low.
The professor was so disappointed in our performance that he
mailed out form letters to all of us receiving a grade below a cer-

tain cutoff, informing us that we are not cut out for a career in

electrical engineering, and should seriously consider transferring to
another major.
This was disheartening and discouraging, and I came very close
to transferring to Harvard to major in humanities.
I believe it never occurred to this faculty member that there may
have been something amiss with his instruction, rather than with
our intellects. I believe this example illustrates, in a concise way, a
serious problem in undergraduate engineering education.
The tenure guidelines across the country uniformly denote excellence in teaching, research, and service. This sounds great but, un-

fortunately, at many research universities, it is made clear to
junior faculty that only one of the three areas is recognized at
tenure timeresearch.
Young faculty have two career intereststeaching and research.
They have boundless energy and enthusiasm for teaching and education, which the current tenure process extinguishes almost immediately.
Senior faculty pull their young colleagues aside and admonish
them for spending too much time on teaching. This has happened
to me and to many of my colleagues.

On this point, the PYI report states, "The tenure system at

present confines the faculty to a narrow spectrum of activity. Al-
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though individual research programs may differ dramatically, it is
unlikely that an outside observer would view our faculties as diverse. This lack of diversity is exhibited in sex, race, and breadth of
intellectual pursuits."

In essence, the tenure process tends to leave out women and

people of color. Given the demographic realities of the 21st Century, this state of affairs is intolerable. Until women and minorities
occupy tenured positions on the faculties of America's universities,
we will not be able to provide quality undergraduate science and
engineering education to all of the women and men on campus.

I have worked to increase the participation of women and minorities in science and engineering. I'm the faculty advisor for the
Society of Women Engineers, and I frequently visit K-12 classrooms.

I am deeply committed to the enhancement of diversity among
scientists and engineers. I am, however, reluctant to discuss these
activities with my colleagues, since they question why I pursue
them.

Recently, I traveled around the state to encourage high school
girls to study engineering. One of my colleagues asked me if we
could get together, and I informed him that I would be off on this
recruiting trip. His response was, "Wow, we sure have different
value systems."
His value systems were in large part molded by the tenure proc-

ess, and it is not surprising to find that he did not revert to a

broader and more flexible outlook after his promotion.
So what can be done to improve this state of affairs? The recom-

mendations of the PYI group include: first, young faculty must
have the resources available to pursue innovations in education.

We've all alluded to this.
In particular, I would recommend increases in the level of fund-

ing for the instrumentation in the laboratory improvement program, and the undergraduate curriculum and course development

in engineering, math, and the sciences program.
It is essential, however, that the funding of these programs is not
enhanced at the expense of research. There is a perception among
faculty at research universities that the NSF budget is zero sum in
that monies allocated to education are taken away from research.
This leads to great acrimony and drives major researchers even
farther away from active participation in the education enterprise.
The hope is that researchers can be encouraged to become engaged
in education, and this will not be possible if the advocates for education are viewed as villains and Robin Hoods.
Quality education and research in academia are both essential to
U.S. competitiveness, and should both be supported at the greatest
possible levels.

Second, performance in teaching, research, and service must be
truly encouraged and rewarded. When this point is raised in the
university, a common refrain is, that it is so difficult to evaluate
excellence in teaching.

This was, in fact, indicated in the background report for this

hearing. I would argue that this statement is completely unfounded, as was alluded to earlier by Dr. Pister.
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In addition to student evaluations, we can use classroom visits by
fellow faculty, alumni evaluations, and internal and external peer
review of instructional materials.
The Academy puts much time and effort into peer review of a

faculty member's research. It can and should do the same for
teaching achievements.

Finally, there are 3,500 institutions of higher education in the
country, and only about 100 of these are research universities. It is
important to ensure quality education at all of these institutions.

One may argue that the PYI report is focused on the 100 re-

search universities. However, many of the teachers at the remaining 3,400 institutions and a large fraction of the K-12 teachers are
trained at the research universities.
Success in elevating the status of teaching in research universities will have an impact across the educational spectrum in that
future teachers at all levels will not only learn science and engineering, but they will also learn how to teach by example, if teaching excellence becomes the norm at the 100 research institutions.
I believe we can achieve this goal of teaching excellence with
alacrity if the recommendations presented today are put in place.
I hope I speak for all the panelists in saying we look forward to
working with the Subcommittee on Science to ensure their implementation.
Thank you for your attention.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Denton follows:]

1 7,
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THE QUALITY OF UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION:
ACHIEVING A BALANCE BETWEEN TEACHING AND RESEARCH
Denice D. Denton
Assistant Professor
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Madison, WI 53706
I received the BS, MS and Ph. D. degrees in Electrical Engineering from MIT. I
began my studies there in 1977. In my freshman year, I chose to take the introductory
level circuits course normally taken in the sophomore year. This was a difficult course and
the difficulty was compounded by the fact that the instructor was highly theoretical and
refused to draw actual circuit components on the blackboard. All resistors, capacitors and
inductors were represented as boxes. This complicated greatly the assimilation of the
material, especially for the more practically minded students. As a result, the class average

on the first exam was very low.

The professor was clearly disappointed in our

performance. He even went so far as to mail out form letters to all of us receiving a grade

below a certain cutoff level chosen by him. This letter informed us that based on our
performance on the first exam, we were obviously not cut out for a career in electrical
engineering and we should seriously consider transferring to another major. Needless to
say, receiving this letter was most disheartening and discouraging. One of my peers took
the professor's advice and transferred to the Sloan School of Management. I came very
close to transferring up the Charles River to Harvard to major in humanities. I believe now
that it never occurred to this faculty member that perhaps there may have been something
amiss with his instruction rather than with our intellects. Furthermore, in retrospect and
speaking as an electrical engineering faculty member, it was incredibly inappropriate to
suggest to an entire cadre of students that they should seek alternative career paths based on
the performance on a single exam. I believe this example illustrates in a concise way some
of the problems endemic in undergraduate science and engineering education.

Since joining the ranks of the engineering faculty, I am beginning to understand the
reasons for the deterioration in undergraduate science and engineering, education. The
tenure guidelines in universities across the country uniformly denote excellence in teaching,
research and service as requisite. On the surface, this sounds good. One would expect that
faculty members about to be given job security for life should be teachers and researchers
of very high quality and outstanding citizens. Unfortunately, at many research universities
it is made clear to junior faculty members very early that only one of the three areas is truly
evaluated and recognized at tenure time: RESEARCH. Of course, the desire to do state-ofthe-art research is a primary reason for junior faculty to join such institutions. But, young
faculty arrive on campus with two major career interests: teaching and research. These
young people have great contributions to make. ihey have boundless energy and
enthusiasm for teaching which the current tenure process successfully extinguishes nearly
immediately. It is not uncommon for senior faculty to pull their young colleagues aside and
admonish them for spending too much time on teaching. This has happened to me and to
many of my peers. This lack of recognition of teaching in the tenure and reward system
MUST CHANGE.
What is'wrong with the tenure process? At research universities, the tenure process
is an effective mechanism for churning out hundreds of nearly identical faculty members.
It allows minimal breadth in intellectual pursuits and it recognizes only one contributionresearch narrowly defined. In essence, young people enter this pipeline at one end and six
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years later, the ones who are left standing look very similar to one another. As the National

Science Foundation Presidential Young Investigator report Amercas Academic Future
states: The tenure system at present confines the faculty to a narrow spectrum of activity.
Although individual research programs may differ dramatically, it is unlikely that an outside

observer would view our faculties as diverse. This lack of diversity is exhibited in sex,
race, and breadth of intellectual pursuits." A key point here is that not only does the tenure
process yield researchers with little enthusiasm left for teaching, it also tends to leave out

women and people of color because it is an inherently narrow filter. Given the
demographic realities of the 21st century, this state of affairs is intolerable.

As a faculty member in Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, I have worked extensively to increase the participation of women and

underrepresented minorities in science and engineering. In particular, I am the faculty
advisor for the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) and I frequently visit K-12 classrooms
around the state to encourage kids to consider technical careers. I am reluctant, however,
to discuss my precollege and outreach activities with many of my colleagues. They cannot

understand why I would participate in activities that take time away from my research
program. Recently, I travelled around the state with some students from SWE to
encourage high school girls to study engineering. One of my colleagues asked me if we
could get together and I informed him that I would be off on this recruiting trip. His
response was: "Wow, we sure have different value systems." His value systems were in
large part molded by the tenure process. It is important to understand that junior faculty
spend five to six years working toward a single goal: tenure. If the road to this goal is
inflexible and narrow, it is not surprising to find that tenured faculty members are often
inflexible and narrow in their outlooks. Most people cannot spend five years fully engaged

in one mode of operation and then after tenure, suddenly revert to a broader and more
flexible outlook. This lack of flexibility and allowance for breadth in the tenure process is
perhaps the most responsible for the deterioration of undergraduate science and engineering
education.
I participated recently in a National Science Foundation colloquium for Presidential

Young Investigators (PYI). The charge to the group was to consider engineering, math
and science education in the year 2010 and beyond. The result was the report America's
Academic Future. The group consisted of about 60 young and well established researchers

from a broad variety of disciplines at primarily research universities. There was an
overwhelming consensus among the participants that major changes must be made in the
academic infrastructure to insure a quality education for all students, especially women and
underrepresented minorities. One of the key notions is that the academic culture must

change. The participants believed strongly that the academy must accommodate the
demands and desires of young faculty members to engage themselves actively in the
business of educating the next generation while also enthusiastically pursuing their research
programs. At present, the belief is that this is nearly impossible given the constraints of the
tenure and rewards process.

RECOMMENDATIONS
There are a number of recommendations made by the PYI group to enhance the
quality of science and engineering undergraduate education. Foremost among these are
two:

I. Young faculty must have the resources available to pursue innovations in

education. It is recommended that NSF "...assure long-term, faculty-oriented support for

instructional experimentation and educational innovations." In particular, I would
recommend increases in the level of funding for the Instrumentation and Laboratory
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Improvement Program and the Undergraduate Curriculum and Course Development in

Engineering, Mathematics and the Sciences Program. These are programs where
individual faculty members can make a substantive contribution, and the tenure process
requires that faculty show an ability to independently succeed in securing funding for
programs and achieving the desired objectives. In addition, an increase in the education
budget will encourage faculty to propose innovative programs. As the PYI report states:
"There is a misconception in our universities that teaching and instructional innovation are
less valuable, less difficult, less creative, and less scholarly than research. The Federal

government, through its agencies and their past budget priorities, shares a principal
responsibility for this misconception." This situation should not be perpetuated.

It is essential, however, that the funding of these programs is not enhanced at the
expense of research programs. There h; a perception among faculty at research universities
that the NSF budget is zero sum in that any monies allocated to education are taken away

from research. This leads to great acrimony among the faculty and drives major
researchers even farther away from active participation in the education enterprise. The
hope is that the senior researchers can be encouraged to become engaged in education and
this will not be possible if the advocates for funding of education programs are viewed as
villains and Robin Hoods. Quality education and research efforts in academia are both
essential to the competitiveness of the country. We must insure that both are supported at
the greatest possible levels.

2. The academy must "..adhere to the true spirit of tenure and promotion criteria.
Excellence and quality of performance in teaching, research, and service must be truly
encouraged, valued and rewarded." When this point is raised in the university, a common
refrain is: "But it is so difficult to evaluate excellence in teaching." In fact, the background
statement for this hearing declares "In contrast to research, where the academic acumen of
faculty can be readily assessed and rewarded on the basis of publications and research
grants, the metric to assess and reward excellence in teaching is far more complex." I
would argue that this statement is completely unfounded. The simple way to evaluate
research is to count the number of papers published and the number of research dollars
brought in and then to equate large numbers with excellence. One could just as easily count
the number of students taught and the number of education dollars brought in. Of course,
neither of these metrics yields a true indication of quality in research or teaching. To truly
evaluate excellence in either endeavor is difficult and complex. It requires a combination of

internal and external peer-review. The PYI report states that the academy should
'...require internal and external peer-review of a candidate's instructional
accomplishments. In addition to student evaluations, we suggest classroom visits by
fellow faculty, alumni evaluations, and internal and external peer-review of instructional

materials and other disseminable educational products, and refereed pedagogical
publications." The academy puts much time and effort into internal and external peerreview of a junior faculty member's research. It can and should do the same for teaching
achievements. This would accomplish the dual goals of including teaching performance in
the tenure review process and making clear to faculty at all levels that the contribution to

education is as essential and highly rewarded as that to research. Finally, in assessing
teaching in the tenure process, teaching should be broadly defined. It is important to
consider contributions to education made over a large spectrum. These can and should go
well beyond classroom teaching.

In addition to the two recommendations above, I believe it is important to consider

several more possibilities. First, I recommend that the National Science Foundation
sponsor a meeting of junior faculty, senior faculty and administrators from research
universities. The charge to this group should be to develop strategies and tactics for the
elevation of the status of teaching in universities with science and engineering programs.
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There are a number of groups beginning to address the issues being discussed in this
hearing and it is essential to consolidate their efforts to insure that the desired ends are
achieved as rapidly as possible.

Second, we must recall that there are 3500 institutions of higher education in the
country and only about 100 of these are research universities. It is important to insure
quality undergraduate science education at all of these institutions. One may argue that the
PYI report is focussed on the 100 research universities. However, many of the teachers at
the remaining 3400 institutions are trained at the research universities. In addition, a large
fraction of the K-12 teachers are also educated there. Clearly, success in elevating the
status of teaching in research universities will have an impact across the educational
spectrum. Future teachers at all levels will not only learn science and engineering, but they
will also learn how to teach by example if teaching excellence becomes the norm at the 100

research institutions.

In addition, elevating the status of teaching at the research

universities will enhance the prestige of teaching at all levels. Congressional committees
with oversight responsibilities for the tax payers' money should endeavor to insure that the
tenure and reward system guarantees a quality education for students at all 3500 institutions
of higher learning.
I would like to conclude by re-emphasizing the clear and present need to insure the

participation of women and minorities in science and engineering at all levels. This is
particularly important given the context of the rapidly changing demographics of the US

work force and the need to insure international competitiveness. The barriers to

participation of underrepresented groups are many and varied and will not be adequately
lowered until there is a critical mass of underrepresentented groups in senior positions.
Such individuals are the only ones who can truly understand all of the biases and patterns
of discrimination and therefore help remove the barriers, empathize with the young students
and faculty members struggling to surmount them, and in the long run help to remove the
barriers entirely. This illustrates the urgent need for role models at all levels. This need is
particularly important in the faculty ranks where tenured women and minorities in the
sciences and engineering are few and far between. The lack of faculty role models is due in
large part to the narrowness, inflexibility and time scale inherent in the tenure process.

Women and minorities in academia hit the glass ceiling much sooner than do their
counterparts in industry due to the compressed time scale of the tenure process. It is very
unlikely that an entry level employee at IBM will be bucking for a top management job in
five years. But that is the time frame in which a young faculty member comes up for the
ultimate promotion to membership in The Club. The PYI report recommends that "...we
encourage inclusion of underrepresented groups on tenure and promotion committees for

candidates from these groups." This is an essential first step. Until women and other

underrepresented groups occupy tenured positions on the faculties of America's
universities, we will not be able to provide quality undergraduate science and engineering
education to all of the women and men on campus.
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REDEFINING THE ACADEMIC ETHOS

Syracuse Seeks a Balance Between Teaching and Research
By CAROLYN J. MOONEY
SYRACUSE.
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Denton, for your fine summary of
your excellent testimony.
I must recognize that we have once again been called to vote on

a measure over in the House of Representatives. I want to make
this vote, so I am going to declare a 10 minute recess, at which
time I will be back, and we will have an opportunity to explore
with some questions.
Thank you. We'll be recessed for ten minutes.
[Recess.]

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will resume.

I must tell you that we will have another vote or series of votes
in a few minutes, so I may have to abbreviate the questioning to

some degree.

I was very impressed with all of your analyses of the distinction
between research and teaching as being at opposite ends of a bal-

ance beam, and considering that the two were a coinopposite
sides of a coinor connected intricately with each other, and I
accept that. I think that teaching and research are part of the

process of developing the creative part of a human mind and then
sharing that with others.
Still, two elements of the tricameral troika of education
research, teaching, and servicetwo are generally not considered as
much as the research. The research is easily gradable. It's something that you canand I thought your comments that there were
ways to grade the others were important.
But one thing that has troubled me as we talked about teaching
and research is that very little attention has been given to service.
I'd like to ask each of you to give me an illustration of some element of service that you have provided in your own career, something quantifiable or appropriate to that function. I heard some examples as I listened, but I'd like to get a specific case from each of
you.

Dr. Neal, would you begin.
Dr. NEAL. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Service, as I'm sure you are quite well aware, is a very broadly
defined term, and many departments use it. Many universities use
it to refer to national service, all the way down to service in one's

own department. I'll just give you two examples at the two ex-

tremes of that for me.
I participated in mentoring of graduate students and undergraduate students at our university, meeting with them regularly, dealing with issues that they have, ranging from academic to personal
ones. So, that's one extreme of that spectrum.
The other for me vas, for example, service on the National Science Boar-I.

Mr. THoNTON. Light, right. Dr. Ward.
Dr.

Yes, I could site a number of examples. Certainly,

servicing as Chair. of the National Research Council Committee on
Biology in Servic.: -?duration is a really important service activity
that I'm directl:,
olved in.

But many of our outreach activities, at least in our university,
are classed as service. I think that that's one of the things that we

put a large emphasis on and use resources from our Howard

4
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Hughes Grant to develop programs for elementary school teachers,
for high school teachers, and so on.
Now, I'm arguing with the university that I want them to change

the definition of teaching to where that becomes called teaching.
The reason for that is that if you think P&T committees don't pay
attention to teaching, you ought to see how little attention they

I

pay to service.

Mr. THORNTON. This is the point that I'm trying to bring up.
Dr. WARD. I think, you know, we all say it's in our mission and,

4

particularly, at the land grant university, it really is in our mis-

sion, and that is our task.
Now, we have faculty thatsince i span the college of medicine
and the college o .' griculture, we have faculty in those colleges
which have a dim more mission orientation that certainly are
performing service, and are connected to the agriculture extension
service, for example.
Mr. THORNTON. Well, of course the agriculture extension service
is a text book example of that mission being carried forward.

Dr. WARD. Yes, and I think there are many more opportunities
to expand that and, I think, like teaching, it's inhibited by the fact
that, in fact, it's not.
It is not recognized and rewarded in a way that it could be. But
that's an issue that maybe you might want to take up with a separate hearing.
Mr. THORNTON. Well, in any event, the National Science Foundation's charge is to provide support for both teaching and research.
I'm not sure that the NSF's charge contains a commitment to
service. Is my understanding of that correct?
Dr. WARD. I'm sorry that I don't know the answer to that. I
think you are, but again

Mr. THORNTON. I believe that that is in the language of the statute that the NSF, since its formation, dealt with both research and
teaching, but not with service.

So, perhaps it's inappropriate to this hearing to be discussing
this, and yet, as a former academician, I'm deeply concerned that
little emphasis has been given.
Dr. WARD. I think that's an issue that you ought to address.
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Lohmann.
Dr. LOHMANN. Yes. I'm very proud to say that I recently served

at the National Science Foundation as Program Officer in the Divi-

sion for Undergraduate Science, Mathematics, and Engineering
Education.

Without question, it was probably the best two and a half years
of my professional career, and indeed of my professorial career.
I would go on to mention, though, that it was a decision to serve
that was very difficult to make. It was at a time in my career when
I was an associate professor, and I was very concerned about how
my colleagues might view such service.

I can tell you with great pride that the leadership at the institution that I was with at that time was very supportive of my going
to the National Science Foundation. But with respect to my colleagues, the perspective was quite different.

One of the things that I think we've got to start thinking about
in our institutionsand this mirrors off of my colleagues' corn-
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mentswe've got to start broadening what is the definition of

"scholarship" in our institutions.
We've got to stop thinking that if you can't get a grant to do it,

get a Ph.D. thesis on it, or write a paper about it, it's not worth

doing. Public service falls into that category.
We have some very critical national priorities, like the increased
participation from women, minorities, and others who are not traditionally, at the present time, in our programs.

That's not an instructional issue. That's not a research issue.
That's a social issue. It's something that we need to start paying
more attention to.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Lohmann.

Dr. Denton.

Dr. DENTON. Yes, thank you.

In terms of more traditional service, I've served in the National

4

Science Foundation Advisory Committee for the Division of Electrical and Communications Systems.

I'm now a member of the National Research Council Board on
Engineering Education, which is chaired by Dr. Pister, and on
campus, I'm on a variety of college and department committ.ees.

With respect to what Dr. Lohmann was just saying, I'd like to
comment on the fact that in this period of trying to bring more
women and under-represented groups into the science and engi-

neering enterprise, women and minorities are called on with great
frequency to take on responsibilities and engage in activities that
our white male counterparts are not asked to do.
I think it is very important to recognize that during this transi-

tion period, while we are trying to integrate everyone into the
system, it's important to pay attention to that issue, and it's exacerbated by the fact that as we've all said, service doesn't count at
all.

So then you have the very people that you're trying to really integrate into the system being left behind because they did participate so much in those service activities, and then received no credit
for it.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Denton.

Dr. Neal, you have cited that numerous projects exist to improve
undergraduate education. Could you pick an exemplary case from
the University of Michigan and share it with us?
Dr. NEAL. Yes. One example is that the university started its
own research experience for the undergraduate program, even
before the NSF program was underway. That's a program where

one aspect of it was directed to minority students.

Mr. THORNTON. With what effect? Has it begun to show an
effect?
Dr. NEAL. Well, it's hard to tell. You have to follow these for

many years, but there is the sense that there is nothing more important in undergraduate education than to provide students with
an opportunity to work closely with faculty.

So they provided that for our students to work with our faculty
in the summer. That's one example of an initiative under way at
the university, and there are several others. Many departments are
coming forward with their own proposals. Some departments are
proposing-
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Mr. THORNTON. Is there a way to share these successes across the

university?

Dr. NEAL. Across the university? There is a mechanism. The science chairs at the University of Michigan do meet regularly as a

group.

When there are activities in one of our departments that seem to

be successful, information about that is shared with the other
chairs.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Neal.
41-

Dr. Ward, you mentioned the undergraduate biology research

program, which was cited in "Science Magazine" in January of this
year. Did you encounter any failures in implementing the program
or any lessons learned that might be helpful to other people?
Dr. WARD. Yes. We learned quite a lot of some sort of silly technical details and some were more significant. We started off early
onand we're actually preparing a publication on this.
To our surprise, we have found very few examples in the literature of people who have really developed a program and analyzed
it in some detail as to what actually works.
For example, when we started off, we had students start in the
middle of the school year. We discovered that didn't \ ork, because
undergraduates have a lot of demands on them
Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Dr. WARD. So now,

all students have to start in the summer

where they can work full-time.
Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Dr. WARD. Then, by

the time they've worked in a lab ten or
twelve weeks during the summer, they then know enough that
they actually can continue part-time and do something. That's a
small advance.

Again, many of these things are rediscovered wheels. Other
people, if we knew who they were and where to find them, we
could have gathered some of that information.

Mr. THORNTON. That, again, addresses this question of the dis-

semination sharing of information.

Dr. WARD. Absolutely. I mean, I'm looking forward to reading

these reports.

One of the enormous sources of dissemination in biology is

through these Howard Hugh programs, which are now supporting
almost 200 programs. When the program directors meet, and they
prepare reports you get to find out what other people are doing in
the rest of the country.
We've put a lot of investment into multi-media technology in our
introductory biology courses and it really increased the number of
students enrolled.
Again, by the same mechanism that Dr. Neal has said, when we

meet and discuss with the other faculty of science department

heads, this undergraduate program, whit,h is now in biology, other
people are beginning to develop in other disciplines, and they are
using the same tools.
So, as long as the disciplines communicate, I think we need to do
that.
Mr. THORNTON, Thank you, Dr. Ward.
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Dr. Lohmann, you have co-chaired a colloquium, which produced

the report "America's Academic Future". It had a number of spe-

cific recommendations regarding the crisis in science education.
How's that been received back in Georgia Tech?
Dr. LOHMANN. So far, I would say it's been received fairly favorably. The president of our institution, Dr. Crecine, is going to distribute a copy of the report with a very positive letter of support to
every Georgia Tech faculty member. It's just now reaching, if you
will, circulation among the faculty.
As you can well guess, there are those who are enthusiastic supporters, and others who are less enthusiastic supporters. Nonetheless, I'd say on the balance, it's being fairly favorably received.

Mr. THORNTON. Do you know whether the National Science

Foundation is taking steps to implement any of these recommendations?
Dr. LOHMANN. I believe, at the present time, that the report is so

new that we are at the stage
Mr. THORNTON. So you can not make that determination right
now?
Dr. LOHMANN. No. I can say this, I'm going to be speaking to the

National Science Board at one of their upcoming meetings. I think
it

is in JuneI can't remember the exact dateto provide them

with a summary of the report.
I'm also going to be speaking to the Education and Human Resource National Advisory Committee within that directorate, also,
to again summarize that report.
So, there's clearly opportunities there for the National Science
Foundation to begin taking steps.
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Denton, you made a strong assertion that it

was possible to evaluate teaching and that the excuse that you

simply can't measure it is not really an appropriate excuse.
Could you expand on that some? How do we go about addressing
that question of evaluation of teaching?
Dr. DENTON. Well, as a preface, I would comment that if you look
at what the Academy does now carried to an extreme, the evalua-

tion of research can degenerate to a counting exercisecounting
research publications and counting dollars.

Given that sort of an approach to assessing quality, one could
certainly count numbers of students taught and count or average
the teaching evaluations. Obviously, neither of these is acceptable.
Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Dr. DENTON. So, I think, the preface has to be that it's an over-

statement to say that we evaluate research very wellthat we
assess quality in research very well. But we can't do that in teaching. I think that is really wrong.
So, to go on from there, though, I think it's easy to start listing
some ways to really evaluate both of those.
Mr. THORNTON. So there may be problems in evaluating both.

Dr. DENTON. Yes.
Mr. THORNTON. And, of course, Dr. Ward mentioned his difficulty

with the per credit hour number of hours taught, and that does

strike me as being not the best way of evaluating teaching, just by

multiplying the number of classes you have times the average
number of students in each class.

1.
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Dr. DENTON. Right, and the proper evaluation of both, I believe,
is complex.
Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Dr. DENTON. And, I think that what we've done is, because re-

search is the part of the spectrum that's rewarded financially, we
spend more time worrying about evaluating that.
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Ward, if you can give me just a few quick
comments.
Dr. WARD. Can I comment quickly on that issue.

I think we can do it. I agree, very much, with what Denice has

said. I think we commonly evaluate research fairly superficially.
But we can collect student evaluations, that's one kind of thing.

It's not hard to have your faculty go over the curricula and syllabus of a course to see what the content is. One thing students can't

evaluate is content. They have no idea whether what you are
teaching them i what you ought to be teaching them.
Mr. THORNTON. Yes.

Dr. WARD. Your faculty can do that. Then you can interview students when they graduate, because one of the problems is, you are

educating people, not for what they think when they took your
final exam on that day. You care what they thought about your
course. Where you really care about it is when they start their
career.
Now, that gets really expensive and hard to follow alumni, but at
least you can interview your seniors when they graduate and .?,ol-

lect their opinion. Well, which courses did you take that really
made an impact? Well, I haled that course when I took it. But boy,

you know, it turns out, I really learned that biochemistry, and I

needed it later on.
Those are the kinds of things which you can do, but it's a lot of
work.
Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Dr. WARD. But it's something we have to do.
Mr. THORNTON. I agree. It's something we have to do

On that note, and under the pressure of having to go to the floor

of the House to make another vote, I ask if each of you would

agree to respond to such additional questions as the staff may address to you in writing.
Thank you very much for your excellent testimony. I apologize,
again, because I'm just getting warmed up. I'd like to continue this

dialogue, but rather than have you wait here while I go to the
floor, and then return, I will declare that this hearing is adjourned,
and thank you.
[Whereupon, at 4:44 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene at the call of the. Chair.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Costello follows:]
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R. CHAIMXAN, THANK YOU FOR CAL,ING THIS HEARING.

I AM PLEASED

TO BE HERE AS WE ADDRESS THE PERCEPTION THAT THE QUALITY OF
UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION HAS DETERIORATED.

I WOULD LIKE

TO TARE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO WELCOME OUR EXPERT PANEL.

I AM

LOOKING FORWARD TO HEARING THE WITNESSES' TESTIMONY.

MR. CHAIRMAN, OUR NATION HAS LONG ENJOYED AN INTERNATIONAL
REPUTATION AS A WORLD LEADER IN SCIENCE.

RECENTLY, HOWEVER, WE

HAVE BECOME AWARE OF ALARMING STATISTICS WHICH POINT TOWARD A
DEFICIENCY IN SCIENCE LITERACY IN OUR COUNTRY.

A RECENT REPORT

FOUND THAT U.S. STUDENTS IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
PALE IN COMPARISON WITH THEIR PEERS FROM MANY OTHER NATIONS WHEN
TESTED ON THEIR ABILITIES IN MATH AND SCIENCE.

ADDITIONALLY, DURING THE 1980'S THE NUMBER OF UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREES IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CONTINUED TO DECLINE.

IN

LIGHT OF THESE TRENDS, I AM COMPELLED TO WONDER IF THE QUALITY

OF UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION MAY BE A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR.
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I HOPE THAT TODAY'S HEARING WILL OPEN DISCUSSION ABOUT HOW TO
ENHANCE OUR NATION'S COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING QUALITY SCIENCE
EDUCATION TO OUR STUDENTS.

I ANTICIPATE FRANK DISCUSSION ABOUT

HOW TO STIMULATE CULTURAL CHANGE WITHIN UNIVERSITIES TO BALANCE
THE STATUS OF TEACHING WITH RESEARCH TO ENSURE THAT
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS RECEIVE A QUALITY SCIENCE EDUCATION.

I

AM ALSO DOCKING FORWARD TO HEARING THE PANEL'S PROPOSED OPTIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MOTIVATING UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE
EDUCATION IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

AGAIN, THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN FOR CALLING THIS HEARING AND FOR
YOUR CONTINUED LEADERSHIP OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE.
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